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FOREWORD
One of the most significant features of the postwar Christian movement in Japan is the
proliferation of mission societies. The number of missionaries has more than doubled, while the
number of missions has increased fourfold. Furthermore, unlike the prewar period, there is no
all-inclusive missionary association which facilitates effective dialogue between individual
workers. This is in spite of the fact that all who have responded to Christ's call are essentially one
in Him and partake of the unity of the Holy Spirit.
In response to this need for more effective missionary dialogue concerning vital matters of
mutual concern, the Missionary Seminar was inaugurated in January 1960, and has held annual sessions
at the Lacy-kan, Hayama, Kanagawa-Ken. Though the Seminar is quite informal and has no official
auspices, it has been well attended with participants coming from a large number of mission groups. The
constituency includes all those who have attended past Seminars

and any other missionary men who

are interested. The fellowship of the Holy Spirit and the manifest presence of the Lord has encouraged
mutual sharing of problems and shortcomings, with consequent renewal and blessing to many.
Each Seminar has considered a particular theme which has special relevance for the Christian
Movement in Japan. Thus far, these have included: Our Ministry of Reconciliation (2 Cor. 5:18); The
Missionary and the Japanese Church (Phil.2:5); An Apologetic for Christian Witness in Japan (2Cor.
5:17); Christian Discipleship An Japan (John 13:34,35; Luke 9:23). Communication of the Gospel in Japan is
being considered for January 1964. Each theme is developed through a series of well prepared papers
and followed by open and free discussion periods. There has always been a very generous and candid
sharing of various points of view, with the result that all have been greatly helped and inspired for a
more effective ministry. An extended period is set aside each day for group Bible study, with morning
and evening sessions for united prayer. Time is also provided for Special Interest Groups where
particular problems can be dealt with in effective fashion.
The papers on Christian Discipleship in Japan, delivered at the 1963 Seminar, are herewith made
available in printed form, together with the Bible study messages on the Sermon on the Mount and a
resume of Interest Group Findings. It is to be regretted that space forbids the including of many
valuable insights and experiences which were shared during the discussion periods. It is our earnest
prayer that this publication will help to share with many others the great blessings which were
received as we became more aware of our privileges and responsibilities as disciples of Jesus Christ.
Chairman
Gordon K. Chapman
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REPORT OF SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
Leaders: John Hesselink Kenneth McVety Topics:
I. CHRISTIAN LITERATURE
Need for literature for katei shukai
Need for literature for poorly educated clergy
Need for literature for college students
Need for literature for young people in general
Suggestions: That bibliographies on devotional literature for personal use and selected
commentaries be prepared and made available.

II. MORAL AND ETHICAL PROBLEMS
Leaders: Harold Johnson William Weiss
Topics and suggestions:
1. Dealing with national women in their personal problems. Problems arise when girls, as well as
married women, desire consultation with the missionary and no one else. Possible solutions: 1) Suggested
that consultations with women should be delegated to qualified women. 2) Missionary and pastor should
not dabble in psychiatric treatment -- especially with women. 3) Be on guard against special attachment
that arises from the woman and her pastoral counsellor. 4) In group situations seek to speak to the
problems of the men, that is, missionary men should concentrate on ministry to men. 5) Do not give any
other kind of interest or concern other than their problem. 6) Attempt to have a mature church member
accompany when calling on troubled women.
2. Should one refuse to pay nationals when service is bad? Suggestions: 1) It is important to
maintain good relations in one's community, but one is not expected to continue to request the
services of a poor worker. 2) 'then possible draw attention of the manager to the slip shod work. 3)
Make a thorough check of a "mitsumori" and try to show the importance of keeping one's contract. 4)
Caution should be exercised against driving hard bargains.
3. Problem of income taxes and customs. Point out that often there are differing interpretations given
by government officials. Should one go along with the accepted dishonesty in business arrangements? No,
take every opportunity to teach a more excellent way.
4. Enticing workers away from other groups with offer of higher salary. Suggestions: 1) If
deliberately done the practice is deplorable. 2) still it must be recognized that the accepting of
remuneration is a personal prerogative and therefore the worker cannot be automatically condemned for
taking the higher offer. 3) The importance of one's service and one's calling should be stressed always.
4) More discussion of the problem among missionaries is necessary.
5. Counseling with individuals who come from other churches or groups. Suggestions: 1) The
individual cannot be coldly turned away. 2) Emphasize the responsibility of that person to his own
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church.3) If possible counsel with the person's pastor and together try to help the individual. Try to
uphold the pastor and his position.
6. Honesty in writing for church publications and for home base consumption. Suggestions: 1)
Danger of violating confidences if names of individuals are used or the story of an individual is used.
2) The truth about the mission field, wisely written, is necessary for growth of the home church in
missionary education. 3) The "image" of the missionary is cut of date at the home base and it is up to
the missionary to present the correct image.
7. Honesty and politeness in Japanese culture. What is the difference? The missionary must not
merely conform; he does have a message at this point.
8. Christian behavior at funerals in relation to the deceased. Suggestions: 1) Show concern and
friendliness at such a time. 2) Seek opportunity to witness to the Christian truth concerning death and
eternal life. 3) As occasion arises a brief explanation to members of the family as to why the Christian
does not burn incense, bow to the deceased or pray to the deceased may bring later opportunities to
witness.
9. Christian position on social drinking. Wide difference of opinion on this subject. What should
the Christian do about sipping sake at weddings, toasts at the boss's party, etc. Question of how to
advise Christian young people in the churches. Suggested that our action should be regulated by love
in each case rather than by law.
10. Christian sex education in Japanese churches. Mr. Palmore reported considerable interest, and
certainly much need, in this topic but Japanese Christians are most reluctant to take the leadership in
this area. If the missionary can prepare himself in the field it opens many opportunities for speaking
and witnessing.
It was pointed out that none of the other religions arc doing anything to help in the purification of
family life or promote a healthy attitude in this field.
11. Christian attitude and counsel to young people who find work in questionable occupations.
Various testimonies of how God honors a courageous stand, even though it may mean temporary hardship.
Recommendations:
1. That this type of small discussion group be continued in future Hayama Conferences.
2. That some time be given, not necessarily in the small discussion group, to the opportunity for
individuals to report on "the most worthwhile things I am doing" as a missionary.”

III WAR AND PEACE
Leaders: Ferd Ediger Harald Oehler
Topics: What is Peace?
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The means of approaching and fulfilling peace as Christians.
Summary of discussions:
There are three main meanings of peace in our day. 1) There is peace in the Biblical sense, which is
primarily a right relation between God and man manifest in the reconciled relation between man and
man. 2) There is peace used in the western world meaning of political peace and absence of military
hostilities. 3) There is peace used by the Communists in an eschatological sense to mean the ultimate new
order of society they seek to establish, to achieve with any means. Even war and violence are justified
and called peaceful because they bring peace.
Discussion of the Christian approach to peace revealed lack of agreement as to the nature of the
believer's practical obedience in military and civil affairs. As a result of these differences the Church
seems unable to witness unitedly and authoritatively about the practical claims of Christ's Lordship in
human relations to a world torn by hatred and war.
Therefore, as Christians we have a responsibility before God to, 1) pray for the peoples of the
world and their leaders, especially "so-called" enemies, and that we might experience and demonstrate
more fully Christ's reconciling love for all men, and 2) seek, by continuing study of the Scriptures and
mutual exchange to better understand God's will for our personal obedience and our corporate witness to
the world in relation to military peace and reconciliation between men.
THE MISSIONARY AND CHURCH RELATIONS

Leaders: George Laug & Norman Nuding

Mr. Laug suggested that there were primarily four areas of concern in church and missionary
relations.
1. The missionary's spiritual relations. The fact that he considers his own spiritual condition
important is taken for granted but the missionary must not forget that it is possible to be out of
touch spiritually and thereby cause trouble in church relations.
2 Social relations. How the missionary acts in his community is of great importance. One
missionary opens his home to anybody and everybody while another lets no one in the genkan.
3. Economic relations. Differential between his living standards and his colleagues.
4. Administrative relations with the church. This involves the carrying out of the church
program, the evangelistic outreach, etc.
Topics:
1. The missionary's administrative relation with the Japanese Church, including the participation of
the missionary in the program of the churches and the evangelistic outreach.
2. Progressive steps toward a mature church (historical). 1) The missionary phase with mission
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subsidy and leadership; 2) the national church phase in which the Japanese govern themselves and
support the Church; 3) the co-worker phase in which there is mutual cooperation; and 4) the
international phase in which the missionary becomes a sort of international pastor or pastor at
large.
3. The status and goal of the missionary. In most Japanese churches the assignment of the
missionary is made by the church or a district of churches. However, there is a sense in which the
missionary must develop his own role and ministry. When to relinquish authority and leadership
is a perennial problem for the missionary.
4. The place and work of the single missionary,
5. flow to get leaders and young people together. The missionary can act to bridge the gap and
bring them together.
Suggestions for the future:
Limit the scope of study of the special interest groups. This should allow for more depth in the
study.

V. CONTEMPORARY RELIGIONSLeaders: Tucker N. Callaway Noah Brannen
In the first session Dr. Callaway spoke on the contemporary relevance of Buddhism and
indicated certain philosophical concepts underlying this religion.
In the. second session Mr. Brannen spoke on the political activity and : attraction of Soka Galckai
in particular and referred to the "Popular Religious Sects" in general.
The militaristic organization of Soka Gakkai has two lines of organization: vertically with
headquarters and horizontally elections was attributed partly to this organization and partly to their
platform which resembled that of the Democratic Socialist Party whom they unseated as the 3rd party in
the Upper house.
Mention was made of the attractiveness of the leaders and founders of the newer sects, of their
emphasis upon material and physical benefits.
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THE DISCIPLE'S LORD
Raymond J. Hammer
INTRODUCTION
From the program that the Committee has put out for us I can see that it is not simply my function to give
a potted version of New Testament Christology - nor yet to seek to ape the lexicographers in producing
a linguistic study on all that is involved in the use of the word 'Lord'. It is rather our business at the
start of our consideration of 'Christian Discipleship in Japan' to have our 'eyes fixed on Jesus, both
the originator and the perfection of our faith' (Hebrews 12:2) in the realization that only through a
faith which is grounded in Him will there be any underlying basis for our hopes and anticipations.
We shall be thinking primarily of the Lord in relationship to the disciple, but we cannot avoid also
dwelling upon the disciple's relationship towards his Lord. The confession of Lordship on the lips of
the disciple will obviously mean more than the emotional assertion of devotion on the part of a pupil
for his 'sensei': it must involve the recognition that in Christ Jesus there is an absolute demand made
upon us, in the light of which the temporal demands of state or society, family or circumstance, fade
away, but the very way in which the Lordship is made manifest and is revealed to us in Jesus Christ is a
reminder that Christ comes not only with demand but also final succor. He is our Judge ( we cannot
hear His word, or see Him, without being made conscious of Krisis, for we know that the Krisis itself
consists in the fact that 'light has come into the world, but men have loved darkness rather than light,
because their deeds are evil'), but Jesus himself speaks of His mission as one of redemption rather than
of judgment. He comes as the patient seeker of the lost - the One Who indefatigably endures with man's
frailties and sins to overcome them and to redeem him from them.
It was from this kind of background of thought that I came to consider the theme of 'The Disciple's
Lord' and as a guide to my presentation I looked at the titles of the other papers so that our
consideration of this theme should not be in a vacuum. I have, accordingly, sought to relate our study
of the Lord to the topics that we shall be considering in the other papers. For example, we shall pass
on to the consideration of 'The Disciple and other Disciples', and so we shall need to dwell upon the
fact that our Lord is a Lord of a Community. Then we shall be considering 'The Disciple's Message',
which inevitably makes us think of Jesus Himself as that Message. We then turn to the theme of
'Bringing Disciples to Maturity' which means that we cannot but think of the Lord as Teacher. 'The
Disciple's Hope' must turn our thoughts to the Lord as the Goal. Next comes 'The Suffering Disciple',
and linked with that topic we shall be thinking of the Lord as Servant. 'The theme of 'The effective
Disciple's will bring us to the thought of Christ's effectiveness as Lord of lords and King of kings.
Then, finally, in what I say we shall turn back to the disciple who is called to be one with his Lord to be the shaliach, the one sent - the apostolos who is called to suffer with Christ that he may reign with
Him.
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1. The Lord of a Community.
So very often our thinking is severely restricted or else highly individualistic. We tend to speak
of Jesus Christ as though He were within our control. He must fit in with our thinking and aspirations
rather than we conform to His will. We forget that God is the Lord of All and would have Him in our grasp.
The Scriptures challenge the puniness of our concepts by reminding us that Christ is both the basis and
the Lord of the whole of creation. "By Him all things were made; and without Him was not anything
made that was made" 'John 1:3). Moffatt's translation is very succinct at this point: (Through him all
existence came into being, no existence came into being apart from him." St. Paul, too, when he is
considering the finality that there is in Christ and the uniqueness of his position refers to Him as the
"beginning of all creation" (Colossians 1:17) - the Arkhe prior to all things find their integration or
coherence. St. Paul,, in this Christological section of Colossians, is indulging in a piece of Rabbinic
wordplay. He recalls the opening word of the Hebrew Old Testament, and considers the different means of
the noun and the preposition there used. The noun means, of course, 'Beginning' and so he speaks of
Christ as the Arkhe, but it is also linked with the word which means 'head', so that Christ as kephale is
also the controlling principle - and particularly in His relationship to the Church. And so we are
presented with the truth that the whole of existence - all that we can appreciate whether through our
senses or through our scientific knowledge, as well as all that transcends the limits of our human
experience - the entirety of things is based and grounded in Him who is the 'beginning' - the source of all
that is. But, in addition, as I have suggested, St. Paul also brings into play every possible meaning of
the little Hebrew preposition (it ), translated as 'in' in the Genesis passage. Taking Christ as the
'beginning' to Whom the Genesis narrative refers, St. Paul uses the prepositions 'by', 'in' and 'unto',
pointing first to Christ as the agent of creation, next to Christ as the basis of existence, and thirdly'
to Christ as creation's goal. 'Through Him ... in Him ... unto Him' - all things find their origin in Him;
He is the source of their continuing existence; any aspirations must find their consummation in Him. But
then we must pass on to the emphasis upon 'all'. In the 'all' are embraced things animate and things
inanimate. The Song of the Three Children ('O omnia opera') bears testimony to the truth that the
totality of existence must unite in one song of praise and 4 oration to him Who is the source ef their
being and order - '0 all ye works of the, Lard bless 'ye the:Lord; praise Him and magnify Him for ever.
Our thoughts turn, however, to all mankind - to all nations - to men of all backgrounds and ultimately
forced to join in the confession Kurios lesous Khristos - JESUS CHRIST is LORD. St. Paul, in his
message to the Gentiles, was particularly concerned to stress the universality of Christ's Lordship -but,
as we shrill- see, -that Lordship was not to be the demonstration of despotic authority, but a Lordship
manifest in redeeming love and power. It is a Lordship which confers the grace of life from the midst
of death, of meaning from the midst of meaninglessness, of being in place of non-sense and
non-existence. St. Paul proclaims Christ as the Lord of all mankind, and the universality of His
Lordship means that national, social and every other distinction are done away, and all find their unity
in the One Christ and Lord. In Christ there can be neither Jew nor Greek, bond nor free, male nor
female;
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there can only be the New Man - the new creation which is rooted and grounded in Christ Who is Himself the
new Adam (itself means 'man').
To speak of the Lord of the Community is to speak of Christ as Lord in His Church, and St. Luke (in
Acts) bears witness many times to the significance of the Church as the Community which is knit together
through the teaching of the apostles, which acknowledges that unity in the breaking of the one bread, and
expresses its fellowship (k,i *v'# ) not only in prayer, but also in social relationships. There is the give
and take of the fellowship, and it can only exist because they are all aware of the truth that Christ is
Lord in their midst. It is not strange, therefore, that, in the very early eucharistic worship of the tiny
church, the prayer on the lips of all should have been: 8Maranatha' - Come, 0 Thou who art our Lord. Fer
He was the One whose Lordship they all recognized - the One Who had fused them into a single community
- the One Who had broken down the middle wall of partition between Jew and greek - the One Who had
broken down every barrier that man's pride erects over against other men - the One Who had brought them
together' to the realization that they were adelphoi - brothers in the one family of God, united in the
fellowship of their Lord.
Yes, Christ, the Lord of the Community, is truly Lord within His Church, but He is also the Lord of
the disciple - who must learn his Lord's self-identification with the role of the obedient servant in
Psalm 40 - 'Lo, I come to do Thy will, O my God' - the path which led to the anguish of Gethsemane and
the glorious acceptance of 'Not my will, but Thine be done!'
2. The Lord - Himself the Message.
The fact that we shall be considering the disciple's message reminds us of the fundamental truth that
Jesus Christ is Himself the Message. 'In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word
was God.' [John 1:1 in Greek follows in original manuscript].The Lord is manifested as the Word t the One Who
speaks, the One Who :leads,, the One Who communicates. It is no silent deity that we worship. God
speaks to us in Christ, and it is in Christ that we make our response. St. Augustine speaks of man's
longing for God, but yet there can be no word from God, no expression of His will and being that man
may ,not catch on to take to himself - save through the manifestation of the Lord Who is the Word. In the
beginning was the Word … And that Word was - and is - the light of men. The Word is the One Who brings
meaning out of the darkness, because the light speaks to us of the light of God's own presence - of all that is
meaningful and of true significance over against man's contradiction and man's impetence. The Lord is
the Word - a Word that possesses life within itself - and yet a Word that comes to us and can be apprehended
at our level. 'The Word became flesh and dwelt among us...' It is a Word of graciousness - a word of beauty.
Kharis (grace) is our word for 'grace' - but yet more still is involved. It can express whatever is
desirable in the purest sense of the word 'desirable'. Kharis both awakens pleasure and is the root of joy.
Dr. Torrance has pointed out the use of the word in reference to 'bodily beauty, works of art,
beautiful words, the charm of song, the delight of the vine, the sweetness of sleep or life, the glory
of victory or of a noble death, the grace of a person, and the grace that is added to virtue etc.' (T. F.
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Torrance:The Doctrine of Grace in the Apostolic Fathers, p.1 Edinburgh, 1948). You will recall
that Keats once said, 'Beauty is truth, truth beauty - that is all!' And so we think of the Logos as 'full
of beauty and truth'; the two can be equated if they are merged in person of the Christ.
But, further, the message comes from outside of man's own experience and yet it is the
message which is within at the same time - for the Lord is both transcendent and at the sane time
immanent within the process which He, as Lord, has initiated. We are here, of course, reminded of
our Christian Doctrine of Creation,. and the implications could well come into our discussion.
Suffice it now to say that the Lord is the Word which comes to us from above, and yet the Word has
never been absent from us, because the Word has never deserted the creation for which He was
responsible. In a word, God is and has been and ever will be Lord of His Creation.
3. The Lord as Teacher.
The fact that we shall be considering the topic of 'bringing disciples to maturity' inevitably
brings us to consider Christ's role as the teacher. We are all conscious of the fact that the word
'disciple' itself means 'learner' - and there is the complimentary truth that the disciple's Lord or
Master is also his Teacher. 'Lord teach us to pray' are the words that rise to the disciples' lips; and
their discipleship in part consists in their readiness to receive and to assimilate the teaching which
He gives to them. They confess the fact that He is their 'Rabbi' - and we may note that the cry 'Rabboni'
( 'My teacher' ) comes not only from the lips of those who are being schooled in a new approach to
the law - an approach so different from the traditionalism of the scribes that a grudging admission of its
'authority' was given even by those who did not wish to submit to its authority - but also from the
lips of a woman who had been a sinner'. Mary Magdalene, in using the word, acknowledged that here
was the One Who had taught her a new way in life - that there was a power for pure living, the
possibility for re-creation, and forgiveness and restoration for the sinner. Here was the One Who was
to teach her the meaning of His exaltation -- that there is ever more for her to learn. She is not to clutch on
to that which she has already acquired in the spirit that finality rests there - 'Touch me not: I am not
yet ascended to my Father!'
The note of 'Authority' in Christ's teaching, to which we have already made reference, comes out
very clearly in the Synoptists' account of Christ's preaching in the synagogues. As He reads from the
Scroll of Isaiah (c.61), the congregation cannot but hang upon his lips, agape at the 'exousia.' He
manifests. There is no reference to secondary authorities or sources. He is the teacher who possesses
authority in his own person - 'It was said of Old time .... but I say unto you...' The Lordship is inherent
in the teaching, and the teaching bears witness to the fact that He is Lord. But we do not only think of
the Lord as teacher in word alone; He teaches by what He does. There is the way of example. I feel at
time that, because of the Liberal Protestant tradition, in which the Sermon on the Mount was held to
be the gum total of the Christian gospel and Jesus was proclaimed by many simply as the teacher
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of a new ethic or approach to the Law, we have tended to neglect a truth that is present in the Gospels.
After all, the Christians were first called 'followers of the Way' - and Christ Himself speaks of
Himself as the 'Way'. Admittedly, the Liberal Protestants almost stripped Christ of His divinity and
turned Him into a philosopher who presented a new interpretation of life over against traditional
Jewish interpretations. They certainly emphasized the exemplary character of Christ's life. Their
approach was limited - but Christ is none the less the teacher Who brings a new message by word and by
life. We are called to follow the example of His humility, His inner unity of spirit, His. lack of inner
contradiction. When Christ speaks of 'singleness', He is pointing to this lack of inner contradiction which is the characteristic of the light. It is this singleness of heart and mind which is to mark the true
disciple. In 1 Peter 2:11, St. Peter refers to Christ as hypogramma. The word is commonly translated as
'example', but the word has a much deeper significance. It means a 'tracing copy'. So Christ is the
'tracing copy' of what the Christian is to be. You are all aware of the fact that in St. Paul's thought we
have the recurring theme 'As Christ, so the Christian; as Christ, so the Church.' There is the utter
identification between Christ and the Christian. So it is that the Lord, the teacher, sets the example.
We can think of the Lord as teacher of the disciple's devotional life, getting up early in the morning.
The disciples follow, wonder what it is all abeut, and are forced to say, 'Lord, teach us to pray!' 'This
kind cometh not out but by prayer' is our Lord's response to the disciples who are very concerned
about their failure to heal the demon-possessed child. Christ Himself gives the example of what prayer
should be-the prayer of identification with the Father's will, thus teaching us that prayer is not a
means of imposing our wills upon God!, the prayer of humility, the prayer of complete committal.
4. The Lord as the Goal.
The fact that we shall be considering the disciple's hope brings us to this further topic. I have
already referred to the passage in Colossians, where Christ is portrayed as the goal of creation - the
One Who gives meaning and purpose to the whole of existence. In a sense, Christ is not only the object of
faith and devotion; He is also the object of hope. The goal that is set before us is one of maturity,.
because we grow up into Christ 'unto the measure of thestature' that is Christ himself. And because
Christ is the goal ef the disciple's devotion and the disciple's prayer, the Lord is also given as the
yoridokoro, that on which the disciple depends. Some of you may remember the words of William
Manson: 'In listening to Jesus we are not set into the situation in which to compare or contrast His
teaching with other teaching, at, least not for very long, or even to think of it primarily as a system of
thought . . . the first hearers of Jesus did not receive new ideas of the kingdom of God... The teaching of
Jesus throws us not primarily upon ideas, but upon God' Jesus the Messiah, p. 154). The teaching passes us
on from itself to God. We - are brought face to face with Him, and it is there that we are to remain.
But notice that Jesus is the mediator. He is the determinant and the abiding factor in the living
confrontation with God. And that mediatorial activity is a continuing one, for, although we may
emphasize the immediacy of our relations with God, it is eternally a mediated immediacy - for our status
is 'in Christ'. Through Him we realize that God is ‘pater’ and we are “huioi.” That relationship must
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continue,for we are not simply left with a principle, that we must then work out for ourselves here in
Japan. The disciple's hope and goal is the Lord; and the Lord is with him to the end of the age (S.
Matthew 28:20). Peter's question passes onto our lips: 'Lord, to who shall we go? Thou hast the
words of eternal life:' We, like Peter, can have no (going' apart from Christ. Thomas a Kempis says:
'Apart from Christ there is no going.' We may recall, too, the discourse in the upper room - especially
in the Johannine version - where is the constant bandying of the language of 'coming' and 'going'
together with the concomitant notion of 'abiding' or 'staying'. In Christ there is movement and the
very departure of Christ is itself a coming and an abiding, because if Christ does not go, there cannot
be the abiding presence of the Holy Spirit Who makes conscious to the believer the continued,
unbroken presence of Christ Himself. Without Christ there can be no coming; there can be no going;
and there can be no abiding. Christ is Himself the source of our dynamic - the movement involved in the
going and the coming; and yet He is also the basis of our existence - the static element involved in the
abiding. Christ is Himself the tabernacle that moves within the wilderness, and we, within Christ, are
within the moving tabernacle of God's own presence. But Christ is also the promised land - the goal of
the journey. Christ is the moving rock of water for continuing sustenance; but he is also the goal of
the research - the elixir of life, which is eternal. And the demand is there implicit in the grace that
is given to us, and even the despair of the disciple - 'Depart from me, for I am a sinful man, O Lord' as, for the first time, he makes his confession of sin, is met with the forgiveness of Christ's recreating
power, which commissions with the werds, 'Thou shalt become a fisher of men.'
5. The Lord as Servant.
To speak of the suffering disciple inevitably brings us back to Christ as the Suffering Servant - and
it is here that we confront the paradox that lies at the heart of the entire Christian Gospel. The
Lordship is revealed in humiliation; the greatness of God is revealed in the littleness of the babe of
Bethlehem; the mightiness of God's omnipotence is revealed in the puniness of seeing weakness. 'I am
not come to be ministered unto, but to minister...' 'The Son of Man is come to give His life a ransom
for many...' 'Ye know how that the gentiles lord it among themselves, but it shall not be so among
you...' 'Jesus came and stripped himself and began to wash the disciples' feet.'
It is interesting to find that, in later Rabbinical Literature, the Greek word for 'lord' (kurios ) in
the vocation form was Hebraized into Qiri, whereas the Greek word Kheirie, the vocative form of the word
meaning 'my hand' or 'my slave', was Hebraized into Kiri. The pronunciation was very similar, and there
is a story in the Talmud of a Galician woman addressing a judge as 'my slave' instead of 'my lord'! In
the case of Christ, however, the two become fused, for the Lord is the slave - the One Who comes
without property and without force of arms: 'The foxes have holes and the birds of the air have their
nests, but the Son of Man has no where to lay his Lead.' We may recall too, the esoteric teaching of
Jesus, when He spoke of the sufferings of the Son of Man. The Jews thought in terms of a Messiah who
would come in power and might - the one who would surrender to the demands of Satan: 'All these will I
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give you, if you will fall down and worship me. They looked for one who, by force of arms, would
re-create a Jewish Empire that would far transcend the glories of the empire under David and Solomon.
The reply of Christ is: 'Get thee behind me, Satan.... the Son of Man must suffer. Jeremias has pointed out
the truth that Jesus only allowed Himself to be known as servant in His esoteric teaching. It was no part
of His public preaching. It is to the disciple alone that Jesus reveals His Lordship as a Lordship in
suffering and service. 'Only to His disciples,' says Jeremias, 'did He unveil the mystery that he
viewed the fulfillment of Isaiah 53 as his God - a pointed task, and to them alone did he interpret his
death as a vicarious dying for the countless multitude of those who lay under the judgment of God (Mark
10:45; 14:24). Because he goes to his death innocently, voluntarily, patiently and in accordance with
the will ef God (Isaiah 53) his dying has boundless atoning virtue. It is life flowing from God, and life
in God which he outpours.' (The Servant of God, p. 104). Professor Jeremias is here pointing out
what he believes to he the very heart of the Gospel and of the passion of Christ - that the Christ Who
comes as our Lord is the One Who serves and washes our feet. But, after all, the whole ministry is a
very humbling one. In this humiliation is revealed the 'glory as of the enly - begotten of the father
full of grace and truth. It. is not without significance that the story of the Transfiguration comes
immediately after the confession of Peter at Caesarea Philippi, where he had realized that Jesus was the
Messiah. John has no Transfiguration story, because, for him, the Passion Narrative is itself a
Transfiguration story, for Christ is reigning from the tree. 'It is completed') is the cry of triumph that
issues from the cross. Christ has finished the work that was given Him to do; the Servant has been
faithful unto the death.
But, further, just as the suffering is itself the way of triumph to which the inevitable resurrection
bears ample testimony, so the disciple's suffering is the Path he must go to participate in the reign.
(Eduard Schweizer gives a fascinating elaboration of this theme, as he links the experience of the
disciples with that of the Church after Easter … Jesus took them with himself. He determined the way
they were to go. And for the disciples of the earthly Jesus, as well as for the Church after Easter,
this was a way leading to insecurity and distress, rejection and suffering. But, then as well as now, this
was had the promise of exaltation to God's glory. For they shared the way with him who was the
guarantee of the coming Kingdom of God. That is why from the outset this way had great hope and great
consolation' (Lordship and Discipleship, p. 99)
6. Lord of lords and King of kings.
To speak of the effective disciple makes us think of Christ as the only Effective One, and we cannot
but turn to the magnificent picture presented in the Apocalypse - the drama of the Lamb that bad been
slain, and yet was alive for evermore the One Who has keys of death and of Hades - the One in Whose grasp
are the destinies of all mankind - Who is the only Omnipotent One, the King of Kings and Lord of lords Who on the joint throne with His Father is the ultimate judge of human life throughout the entire Creation
looks to Him as its source of being and its continuing sustenance. He is the Lord of lords and King of
kings, the only controller of all mankind, and yet throughout the symbol of humiliation is still
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present. The lamb - innocently offered up - has been slain, and yet, as in the Book of Enoch, the ram is
the leader of the flock. We can easily pass on to the thought that Christ is both lamb and shepherd - the
shepherd whose flock is to be all-embracing and in which old distinctions are done away. Lord of
lords and King of kings'. I expect that the words and the music from Handel's Messiah are ringing in our
ears - and we are compelled to join the hymn of praise: 'hallelujah! Our God omnipotent reigneth!'
7. The Disciple's LORD.
There is a certain familiarity about the phrase, for, after all, the apostrophe 's' adds a touch of
possession to the concept. The Lord is acknowledged and proclaimed by the disciple to be the One,
with whom he has a personal relationship. He confessed that in Christ the Malkuth Elohim, the kingship
of God, is both operative and something to be accepted. Put yet we recall the words of Jesus to the
disciples: 'I have not called you slaves,.because the slave knows not what his lord doeth; but I have
called you friends.' Note, however, that the friendship is still dependent on obedience - 'if you do what I
command you'. The Lord raises us to be sons, but the participation in His glory does not remove the
distinction between the despotes and the doulos. The despotes is known as paten and soter (Father and
saviour), and the doulos finds himself a huios - no longer a slave, but a son. The disciple becomes more
aware of his sin and unworthiness, but in joy and thankfulness he can say, 'Not I, but Christ!' But the
disciple is still conscious of the tension between the present and the eschaton, the perfection and the
goal that is in Christ and his own imperfection - and yet he lifts up his head in hope and cries in
exultation with the church throughout the centuries and the church throughout the world: 'Maranatha;' 'Come thou, 0 our Lord!' 'Thou art our Lord; our lives have no meaning apart from Thee; Thou art our
Alpha and Omega, our beginning and our end.'
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THE DISCIPLE AND OTHER DISCIPLES
Introduction
It strikes me that it is very un-Japanese to put a paper like this so early in the program. Surely
it would have been far more typical if we had had a day or two devoted to the study of the
theology of discipleship -tracing its development in Old Testament and New Testament thought, the
use of the term "disciple" in the singular in the Fourth Gospel compared with its plural use in the
Synoptics, the scope of the word as it develops in the Book of the Acts of the Apostles and then in
early Church usage, a discussion of the definition of a disciple (I'm sure there must he a dozen or
more verses that sound like formal definitions setting forth different facets of what discipleship means),
some distinction between "disciple" and "apostle", and surely some treatment of how one becomes
a disciple. I'm sure the program committee could have kept this whole session comfortably abstract
and theoretical in the whole of the three days if they had only applied themselves a bit more
conscientiously.
But no! -- here we are on the first afternoon being asked to come to grips with the harsh realities
of what it means to be a disciple in our every day contacts. And the Committee's intent is perfectly
clear when we find them printing on the first page of our program the verse from John 13: "A new
commandment I give to you, that you love one another; even as I have loved you, that you also love
one another. By this all men will know that you are my disciples, if you have love for one another"
(John 13:311,35). What a pragmatic, down-to-earth, uncomfortable piece of Scripture with which to
have to deal in what was ostensibly to have been a theological conference.
But that's exactly where Scripture puts us when we begin to consider this topic of discipleship,
for though the word "disciple" means "learner", "scholar", and "pupil", it also connotes
"apprentice" -- it gives us no encouragement for enrolling merely as an auditor in Christ's
classroom. In fact, it makes me wonder about the whole concept of the "kyodosha" (seeker)
classes that are so popular in the Japanese church. On the contrary, a learner is only a disciple
when he begins to translate the hearing of the word into the doing of it. Listen to the following:
"Whoever gives to one of these little ones even a cup of cold water..." (Mt. 10:112)
“If anyone does not hate family, yes and even his own life... "(Lk. 14:26) –
“Whoever does not bear his own cross..." (Lk. 14:27)
“Whoever does not renounce all that he has..." (Lk. 14:33)
“If you do what I command you...” (in. 15:14)
"If you bear much fruit..." (Jn. 15:8)
"If you continue in my word..." (Jn. 8:31)
And finally our text in John 13:35: "By this all men will know that you are my disciples, if
you have love for one another." And so there seems to be no escaping the necessity of plunging
right in to a discussion of how disciples are to put into practice Christian love for one another.
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I have chosen to discuss this divine command by focusing on the "one another" phrase and
breaking it down into several types of mutual relationship that exist among disciples; and then
we will try to suggest at least some of the peculiar problems that pertain to "loving one another"
in each of these relationships.
I. The Disciple and His Fellow Disciples
A. A Relationship That Makes Discipleship Easier
Here I want to start at what should be the easiest level, with the relationship which comes most
closely home, that of the "professional", the fulltime disciple -- perhaps we could say the
"disciple who has accepted apostleship" -- and his colleagues, those who have accepted the same
calling. I want to start, right at the outset, by saying, "Thank God for fellow disciples!" For this
is a relationship that should make discipleship far easier than if we had to live out our Christian
vocation in isolation. How often I've been struck with the thought that when Jesus promised, "Lo,
I am with you always", His presence has been made most real in the person of Christian friends
who have been vehicles of the comfort, and strength and encouragement and understanding that
God has promised. Thank God for fellow disciples who in bearing one another's burdens of
loneliness, frustration, defeat, and sorrow have thus fulfilled the law of Christ. Thank God for
those who amidst all the busyness of their own particular vocation have a sensitive concern
co-workers who find themselves in hard places. Now to be a bit more specific. I wonder if
fellow disciple we may be most easily tempted to overlook is not our wife. Of course there is
type of radical Protestant like Roger Williams who carried his extreme individualism to
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point where he could not kneel with his wife in prayer; but if your wife can't pray with and for
you, no matter how delectable her apple pies, she is not a help-mate in the full sense God
intended, I don't believe. But of even more concern to us here should be that of our relation to
her. Let us remember that these gals, too, are dedicated disciples with talents and brains and
beauty -- and linguistic ability oftentimes outshining our own! -- dedicated to the Lord, who
then, at least many of them, find themselves stuck at home with bawling brats and holey sox, for
the most cart cut off from the contacts and thrills and busyness of missionary life, apart from an
occasional Bible Class or two and serving meals to our unannounced guests. Gentlemen, may I
just put in a word to suggest that love for our fellow (or sister) disciples starts at home.
And that goes for the kiddies, too. They, too, are our colleagues, willy nilly, whether they like it
or not, and our fellow disciples. God forbid that in bringing many souls to heaven we let our
own family go to hell. But that need not necessarily happen, not if we heed that wonderful
Jewish practice taught in the Old Testament, that of using every possible occasion -- birthday or
anniversary, church festival or unusual family circumstance -- to sit down with the family and to
teach history, reciting the story of God's wonderful providences in the life of His people and
especially tracing His hand in our own lives. Let the whole family join as a band of disciples
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sitting expectantly at the feet of our Master to see what He has next to teach us all of His will.
And then going out beyond the bounds of our own family to the family of missionaries
with whom we are most intimately associated. I speak as one of the 140 missionaries of the IBC,
but I am not at all ashamed to say that I feel that God has a genuine role for what I like to call
the "platoons" within the larger fellowship. At least in our case we have a small group of some
30 missionaries who find themselves linked together through a common denominational
background, with its peculiar theological heritage and thrilling missionary tradition. Most of us
are graduates of the same colleges and seminaries: we know the same churches, ministers, and
people: and we are united in a more or less consistent approach to the missionary task. With full
awareness of the risks of divisiveness or clannishness, we still affirm that in this smaller, more
intimate fellowship we have a tremendous source of strength and encouragement for our lives as
disciples.
But I hasten on to also thank God for the much wider fellowship with disciples of other
traditions. We especially recall the disciples we have learned to know at Chinese and Japanese
language schools, the 800 heterogeneous missionaries (ranging from nuns to audio-visual
experts) with whom we retched and worshipped aboard the Marine Lynx on the trip to China,
and the stretching experiences granted us in contact with the broad spectrum of colleagues in the
IBC on such occasions as the annual Sanmaiso Conference. And now we have this Hayama
Conference, which annually brings together for prayer and study and fellowship disciples who
defy all the organizational restraints that separate us the rest of the year. Nothing else unites us
but our common discipleship, a willingness to sit together at the feet of Christ and to be taught
together by Him through the ministry of our fellows. As Visser Hooft replied in answer to a
question I once put concerning the place of theological heritage in the ecumenical movement, he
said he likes to think of our different groups as various platoons campaigning up a mountain that
is to be captured. Far be it from us to dig in and fortify our position against each other as if in
competition: but rather that as we raise our company flag at each new height we conquer, we call
across to our neighbors, "Look where God has led us and allowed us to get. How goes it with
you? Got any experiences you can share? Couldn't we get en faster by climbing together rather
than alone?" And, I might just add, a most important by-product of this eagerness to share and to
learn will be to cure that astigmatism, that lopsidedness, that partial grasp of truth that lies at the
root of most heresies. Is not this broad interchange one key to the full counsels of God?
B. A Relationship That Begets Difficulties
So thank God for fellow disciples. But if the whole truth is to be told, isn't it also in
relation to these wonderful fellow disciples that many, all too many, of our difficulties also
arise? There certainly are many times when we can be thankful for "the ties that bind our hearts
in Christian love" -- but there are also the many times that we would do anything to be free from
these infernal "ties that bind" and restrict our Christian freedom. We would al). like to go it
alone, to be free agents, and if others don't like what we do, it's none of their business anyhow.
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Is there no room for Christian individuality? What about such matters as styles in clothing,
casual and formal dress, beards and hair styles, family rearing and discipline and schooling,
economic standard of living, hobbies and amusements, use of a car, choice of friends, summer
vacation, those fringe moral questions that always get some people so excited, etc., etc. There
are always some Aunt Hatties or Elder Browns to cluck their tongues and raise questions
regarding the quality of our discipleship.
Our first impulse is to snap our fingers in their collective faces. Rut is that the proper
reaction for a disciple? For we have to recognize that fellowship with other disciples involves
responsibilities that in turn imply certain limitations. Though the Christian faith may make me
free of all men and servant to none, Christian love makes me servant to all. In other words my
personal learning from the Lord as a single disciple must always be balanced over against the
level of understanding of His lessons to which my classmates in the school of discipleship have
attained.
But, as a matter of fact, most of us are in no position to be free agents. We belong to
some church, some mission, some group that demands a certain degree of conformity to written
or unwritten laws. New if that organization thought of itself as a fellowship of disciples,
constantly striving together to learn more of the Lord's will, it might not be so hard to take. But
the trouble is that some of those who should be fellow pupils have become elders and
superintendents and secretaries and field representatives and bishops and now exercise an
authority that intrudes into the privacy of our personal discipleship.
It's not just the eternal red tape of annual reports and work fund applications and the
inequalities and injustices of an inflexible salary scale; but there is also the necessity of
adhering to mission determined procedures in regard to evangelistic technique, station
assignment, fund raising, aid to churches, overseas scholarships, language study, missionary
housing, etc., etc. Less official but none the less binding are our group's accepted attitudes
toward the Tokyo Crusade or Bible distribution or tent meetings or prayer letters. Add to all of
these the frictions of high-keyed people living and working too closely together in too cramped
housing, or the only partially sublimated frustrations that gnaw away at one's self-confidence, or
the tensions of daily life that plague the folks at home as well as here -- and we have the stage
all set for a violent rent in the unity of the spirit and the bond of peace. We are all too well aware
of the pettiness and peevishness, jealousies and backbiting, gossip and censoriousness within the
missionary community to dismiss this lightly.
But if Christian disciples can't handle these all too universal human problems, and work
out a peaceful settlement, wily should we be surprised if the world about us can't and resorts to
divorce courts or battlefields? What message have we left to preach if our inter-personal living
belies our Gospel on this basic human level? "By this all men will know that you are my disciples, if you have love for one another." Jesus goes on: if you know that your brother has an thing
against you, leave your gift, your service, your evangelistic campaign just where it is and go,
make peace with him before rendering your sacrifice to the Lord. Only then will it be acceptable
or effective.
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I recall the summer of 1950 in China when after a happy and quite uneventful year under the
Communists, the Korean War made it advisable for missionaries to leave Foochow. One large
group was all set to go, baggage searched and sealed and sent off, papers completed, houses swept
bare -- and then their leave was cancelled, postponed from week to week for six weeks en one pretext
or another. With only the clothes on their backs, their work all closed out, and with nothing to do
(apart from Canasta, the rage at that time), patience sparred, tempers flared, and some
missionaries had to be moved into separate quarters. Finally the saintly old Chinese Anglican
bishop of Foochow called the whole missionary community together and said: "You folks have set a
most wonderful example in these 100 years of heroic sacrifices, even martyrdom, in the face of
persecution. This witness we Chinese will not soon forget. But now a few weeks of boredom is
doing things to you that I fear will loom so large in our minds that it may obliterate the memory
of your faithful past." In other words, the personal habits of a roommate may he a more critical testing of our
discipleship than a firing squad. Only as we daily continue and persevere in His weed are we truly
His disciples (John 8:31).
II. The Disciple and Other Disciples -- Or Are They?
Though our spirits may occasionally be sorely tried by our relations with fellow disciplea, it
is the quality of their discipleship that we question and not, except in extreme cases, the fact of
their discipleship. But there are others who call themselves disciples about whose basic commitment
we may harbor sincere doubts. I'm afraid that we cannot escape the necessity of judging whether
all those who claim to be disciples are actually so or not. So-called disciples may possibly not be allies
or fellow pupils at all but potential enemies or saboteurs! The Bible is quite uncompromising in
demanding a clear-cut decision: "Be not unequally yoked... Beware false prophets and deceivers...
Have no fellowship with devils... Beware lest you let in false brethren unawares." All Scripture
would seem to give a Ford and sound basis for a highly critical evaluation of all who claim discipleship.
After all, not all who cry "Lord, Lord" shall enter the kingdom.
On the other hand the Scriptures are no less insistent that we judge not that we be not judged
and condemn not that we be not condemned. Perhaps the Parable of the Wheat and the Tares is
arroyos at this point, teaching that we ought to leave the final sorting and sifting to the great
Judge Himself. At the same time, we are forced te make some tentative judgments to guide us in
our immediate relationships are and now. While not anathematizing the so-called disciple, perhaps
ii; would be best if we kept ascetically clean and avoided any and all possibly contaminating
contacts, pursuing a policy of aloof tolerance.
Or is it not possible to adopt an attitude far more constructive and potentially redemptive,
avoiding the two alternatives already suggested? Harking back to a point made earlier, may we not
well rsk ourselves what the Lord has to teach us through this brother who also claims to be learning
at His feet? Is this not what is going on here at Hay-ma? I dare say that there are some in this room whe
are not all too sure about some others gathered here -- but we have all committed ourselves to
getting to know each other better through mutual and respectful study, prayer, and fellowship,
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sharing and learning from each other in an atmosphere of Christian love.*
But one other aspect of the problem needs to be faced. Suppose the shoe is on the other foot or the
tables are turned. Suppose this is our discipleship that is questioned. Suppose we are made to feel that our
presence on a committee or in an evangelistic campaign contaminates the project and we are
excluded. Again words of Jesus from the Beatitudes come to mind: "Blessed are you when men revile
you and persecute you and utter all kinds of evil against you falsely on my account. Rejoice and be glad,
for your reward is in heaven, for so men persecuted the prophets who were before you" (Mt. 5:11,12). I
am well aware that this is straining a text, but still the principle holds good. When men doubt your
discipleship, resist evil with good, turn the other cheek, go the second mile, giving no occasion
for criticism but on the contrary outdeing your critics in good works. We all must accent the fact
that it is-the lot of the man of God, the disciple, to be especially liable to judgment, for he is a marked
man, he is conspicuous, and will be the first to suffer censure. If he is to suffer, let it be fur faithful
discipleship and not for unworthy conduct.
III. The Disciple and Younger Disciples
In one very real sense new converts or young disciples are our disciples. Paul rather
unashamedly says, "Be ye imitators of me", and we will have to face the fact that many young,
impressionable converts pride themselves on being the "deshi" of a missionary "sensei", and
proceed to plot the course of their new life along lines observed from their "father in Christ". If we are at
all human, we are very likely to swell with a bit of pride at the thought of this "star in our crown", this "soul
for our hire", this young protégé whose life we can have a hand in shaping. It's a responsibility that
on more sober reflection should stagger the saintliest, and we may well cry out, "Who is sufficient
unto this task!"
But God gave us this young life, and responsibility for baptizing and teaching him all things
is ours, and so we immediately become very jealous and possessive of our infant lest anything ill
befall him. On the one hand we fear outside interference or meddling lest he be led astray: on the
other we fear lest the immature young Christian hurt himself, and so we build a wall around him or
tie him to our apron strings, personally spoon-feeding him, postponing as long as possible the day
of weaning and of adulthood. I've been told that Clyde Taylor of the NAE had somewhat to say
about this on his last visit to Japan, when he decried the many missionary-centered churches he
found, little groups of disciples gathered around a missionary in a very cozy fellowship, but which
never advance to maturity and independence and a life of full discipleship in their own right. Is
this God's goal for His Church?
__________
* In the discussion period following the presentation of this paper, the group wrestled with the problem of whether or
not Roman Catholics ought to be invited in the future to join in our Hayama Conference. No decision was reached,
but the discussion forced upon all a radical reassessment of their understanding of discipleship.
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Shouldn't our topic, however, remind us that though we may at times be called upon to play the
role of tutor or "sensei", actually we are no more than the temporary schoolmaster or, better, guardian
or custodian who conducts the child to the true schoolmaster? We too are disciples or pupils,
though perhaps by the grace of God slightly more advanced -- but we've not graduated! We must,
therefore, welcome the newcomers as fellow-students, both together sitting side by side expectantly at
the feet of Christ, fully prepared on occasion to find the younger pupil more ant than we, with fresher
insights, with flashes of intuition that come just because his anticipation is more eager and he is
less trammeled by "the ties that bind". God grant us the humility to be willing to learn from the
youngsters in the class and to overcome the patronizing spirit that lies behind such phrases as, "Just
take my word for it", or "You'll learn", or the critical spirit that prompts references to "these presumptuous
Japanese who want to do it their own way."
But that's not the end of the matter. For nowadays in contemporary missionary thinking we are
being told not only that the Younger Churches must be dealt with as on an equal footing with the
Older Churches of the West but even more that we must be obedient to the indigenous Church. The
off-quoted verses cited in this connection are the words of Paul: "Your servant for Jesus' sake".
Such a concept is a long, long way removed from the old missionary-centered program of missions.
We now are guests at the invitation of others, foreigners and aliens in a strange country, working
with a mature 100-year-old church boasting a higher literacy rate than the USA and the best-trained
clergy of any younger church in the world.
What does mutual discipleship mean in a situation like this? Happily our presence not only but
our joint venture in obeying the great commission in this land is not generally questioned. But how far
dare we foreigners go in insisting on our interpretation of the implications of discipleship for Christians
here, especially as it involves age-eld, deep-seated customs and mores o£ the culture that are
completely alien to our own background, with whose Christian implications we've never had to
wrestle? I refer, of course, to respect for the Emperor, funeral customs, the family shrine, Sabbath
observance, and, mere recently, Japan's role in the East-West tensions of the world. Can we, dare
we trust Javanese disciples to learn for themselves under the guidance ef the Holy Spirit what God
has to teach them in these matters? 'To what extent may we properly share in this exploration and
search?
On the other hand, we too, while "their servants for Jesus' sake", are such servants only
because of our prior enslavement to Christ. We too must be able to fully preserve our autonomy of
obedience and discipleship, fully recognizing the possibility that our obedience may clash with
theirs. Suppose the church here should not welcome what we understand to be God's will as to an
evangelistic technique? Suppose Japanese disciples refuse to accept a change in policy regarding
Bible distribution? Suppose God does not lead the Japanese church to assess the strategy for
Christian educational institutions in the same critical way we of America do? What then? Can we
still work out our common discipleship in an atmosphere of Christian love where even our
disagreements may finally redound to the glory of God?
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IV. The Disciple and Potential Disciples
Finally, just a word about the Disciple and Potential Disciples – and it is but a word, for I know
someone else is assigned this topic. But I cannot end any other place. Everything we have been
talking about finally bears upon this point: the way we conduct ourselves as disciples either
brings glory to our Christ or brines disgrace. It either makes Him attractive or the target of scoffers.
"By this all men will know... By this My Father is glorified..." The world is watching; what will be
their reaction? "See those disciples, how they love one another"? -- OR will it be, '"why, What do
they more than we"?
If our discipleship consists of-little more than being an auditor of things heard and seen by
others, naturally we will have nothing but theory to preach. If our discipleship is an apprenticeship
in Christlikeness, in which we are joined by colleagues, old and young, close friends and strangers
of other races, men may witness once again the love of God incarnate in the Body of Christ and be
brought into its saving orbit.
Let us close with words taken from St. Paul (Eph.4:1-7,11-13):
O Master, we Try rumble disciples pray that Thou wilt help us to lead
a life worthy of that high calling to which we rave been called, with all lowliness and meekness and
patience, forbearing one another in love, eager to maintain the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace.
There is one body and one Spirit, just as we have been called to the one hope that belongs to our
call, one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and Father of us all, who is above all and in all.
We thank Thee for that grace which has been given to each of us according to the measure of
Christ's gift. Thou hast called seme to be apostles, seme prophets, some evangelists, some castors and
teachers, for the equipment of the saints, for the work of ministry, and for building up the body of
Christ.
Grant, we pray Thee, that in so serving we may all attain to the unity of the faith and of the
knowledge of the Son of God, to mature manhood, to the measure of the stature of the fulness of
Christ our Lord, whose disciples we are and in whose Name we pray. Amen.
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THE DISCIPLE'S DEVOTIONAL LIFE Lloyd Neve
It is and has always been my conviction, that our greatest and most important task as Disciples is
our devotional life, that time every day when we draw apart to be alone with our Lord in prayer
and in the reading of His Word. Regardless of how much work we may accomplish, that work's
enduring validity and value will be in direct proportion to the preparation made for it through
prayer and the reading of the Word. Only if we have started the day with Christ in communion
with Him can we hope to have the work of the rest of the day done for Him. With this in mind
then, let us consider some aspects of a Christian's devotional life which particularly apply to us
as teachers and preachers.
I assume that long since you have made prayer and Bible reading a fixed habit of your
Christian life so that I do not propose to discuss today the mechanics of our private worship,
when, where, how long, nor shall I take as my subject things which should be well known to all
of
us such as the fact that prayer should include praise, adoration, thanksgiving, confession,
petition and intercession. Rather I would like to address myself to certain matters which may be
said to be peculiar to professional religionists such as ourselves, teachers, preachers,
seminarians.
Let us turn first of all to the reading of the Word. I am going to borrow my three points here
from Soren Kierkegaard as ho has outlined them (and others) in his book, "For
Self-examination." Let me hasten to add, however, that the contents, which are outlines and
illustrated by this Danish Christian, are my own, being things which I have experienced for good
or for ill the past half-dozen years and which now I have occasion to put down in ordinary
fashion for our mutual consideration.
First of all Kierkegaard, in his exposition of James 1:22-27 says, "you must mot look at the
mirror and inspect the mirror but see yourself in the mirror." This applies particularly to those of
us who read the Bible "critically". Lot me begin:, with my conclusion. A scholarly or critical
study of the Bible should not intrude into our devotional reading of the Bible. Kierkegaard says,
"be sure to remember that when you read God's Word learnedly
you are not reading God's
Word ..................... If you are a scholar, take care in all this learned reading (which is not
reading God's Word) that you do not ultimately forget to read God's Word. If you are not learned,
do not envy the scholar. Rejoice that you can begin reading God's Word at once." When you read
Timothy do you wonder whether Paul really wrote this? Or in meditating on Matthew 5:17 does
your mind wander to the various interpretations of this passage? Completely irrelevant. You are
looking at the mirror and not the image in the mirror. There is a legitimate place for scholarly
and critical Bible study but its place is not in your devotional hour. I speak here from experience.
For several years I have been doing graduate study in the field of Old Testament and a thorough
factual knowledge of the Old Testament was very important in passing the examinations. For at
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least three years of this period of study I tried to combine the reading of the Old Testament as
preparation for my exams with my daily devotions. I read through the Old Testament or portions
of it many times. But this last spring I became very painfully aware of the fact that I was
spiritually starved because I had not been reading the Bible to hear what God had to say to me
each day but rather I had been reading it to get to know the Bible as a book. It has become a habit
to read the Bible in that way even in my devotions, and a hard habit to break, but I have
consciously, the past several months, tried to read it as God's Word speaking to my heart. Do you
try to combine preparatory study with devotional reading? It is like looking at the mirror itself
and not our image in the mirror.
Second, Kierkegaard says to be alone with the Word. This means that nothing should come
between us and the message that God has for us for today from His Word. I don't think it is good
to have your devotions in Japanese, or Greek, or Hebrew. For unless it is your mother tongue, the
barrier of language will insert itself between you and God's meesege. Nor do I think it is
necessary, or even good to meditate on the Word with a commentary by your side. Kierkegaard
says, "Take the Holy Scriptures, shut your door - but then take ten dictionaries and twenty five
commentaries -then you can read it just as quietly and coolly as you read the newspaper."
If by chance, it occurs to you, strangely enough, as you sit and read a passage, "Have I done
that? Am I acting accordingly? "(naturally, it is when you are absent-minded and pre-occupied,
when you are not concentrating with your usual earnestness that you think of such things) -- the
danger is still not so great. For see, perhaps there are many interpretations; perhaps a new
document has just been found and, of course, there is the prospect of new interpretations.
Perhaps there are five commentaries of one meaning and seven of another and two with a
remarkable idea and three which vacillate or have no meaning
"Such a person does not fall into the dilemma I do - either to be obliged to act according to
the Word at once or to be obliged to make a humiliating admission. No, he is calm and says,
'There is nothing wrong on my side. I shall certainly act accordingly -- if only the interpretations
are first set to rights and the commentaries come into some sort of harmony.' Aha! That will
certainly not be for a long time yet"'
Be alone with the Word. Not even devotional books should take the place of the Word.
Third, Kierkegaard says to repeat incessantly, "It is talking to me; I am the one it is speaking
about." I think this particularly hits preachers squarely between the eyes. Have you ever used
your quiet hour to find sermon material? Has it ever happened that in the midst of your
meditation on the Word you have been struck by the overwhelming thought, "Why, this is just the
thing for my congregation next Sunday." But isn't this to say, "It is talking about them," instead
of saying, "It is talking about me "? Satan often uses very clever, and very pious, devices to keep
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us from feeling the sharp edge of the Word. Kierkegaard says, for example, that in the parable of
the good Samaritan, when we read of the priest that passed by on the other side we should say, "I
am that priest." And likewise when we read of the Levite we should say, "I am that Levite". Then
when we read of the Samaritan, because we are probably tired of saying, "That is I" so constatly,
now, for a change, we can say, "That is not I."
So much for Bible reading. Let us now turn to the other part of our private life of communion
with God, namely, our prayer life.
Except for the recorded prayers of our Lord Himself, we have little in the New Testament to
match the profound and intimate prayers of certain individuals that are recorded in the. Old
Testament. Two of them I would like to take as examples of certain emphases that our own
prayers should have. The first one is Moses' prayer in Exodus 33:18, actually a part of the long
conversation (or prayer) in Chapters 32-33 that Moses has with Yahweh after Israel has broken
the covenant through her idolatry. Here we have Moses' intercession for Israel, even to the extent
of offering himself, his life and his own future vicariously in order that Israel might be forgiven.
Moses' intercession concludes with this brief expression of a great longing, "I pray thee, snow
me thy glory." I would like to think that hore Hoses lingers on, after he has prevailed upon
Yahweh to forgive Israel and accompany the people when they leave the mount, he lingers on to
enjoy this brief season of profound communion with his Lord and to attempt to penetrate more
completely into the very being of Yahweh Himself. "I pray thee, show me thy glory", following
by one of the most unusual theophanies in the whole of Scripture when Moses is ushered into the
very presence of Yahweh but is not allowed to look with his eyes.
This should be an ever constant purpose and aim of the prayer life of a mature Christian. In
the past several months I have consciously tried to make this wish central in my prayer life. "Show me thy
glory." I know that the glory of God has been revealed to us in a way that Moses was not privileged to enjoy,
in the face of Jesus Christ. But nevertheless, I think it only becomes a real experience for us who know Christ
as we place this longing at the centre of our prayer hour. I want to see His glory because of the joy of it. I
want to see His glory because only as the glory of heaven becomes more real can I loosen from myself the
grip that this world with its temptations has on my heart, the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the
pride of life. "The things of this world will grow stragely dim, in the light of His glory and grace." This I
have come to know that as I experience more of His glory in prayer I am granted strength in time of
temptation that I have not known before. Finally I want to see His glory because of the transformation it will
work on me, just as for Moses "the skin of his face shown because he had been talking with God," Exodus
34:29.
The second "prayer" that I would direct your attention to is in the book of Jeremiah., Perhaps
you were not aware that here and there within the section chapters 11 to 20 of the book of
Jeremiah we have something completely peculiar to Jeremiah in the whole Bible, those
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remarkable private prayers of Jeremiah called his confessions, which must have been prayed only in the
privacy of his own room. Now, the striking things about these prayers of Jeremiah are that they express, not so
such confession, but rather complaint, resentment, protest, despair, and even the most horrible curses; and
demands for vengeance against his persecutors, see, for example 15:15-18, 17:14-18, 18:19-23, or above all, 20:7-18.
Why are these prayers recorded for us in Scripture? What does God want to teach us by them? Are they, as
some commentators have said, merely illustrative of "a defect in his (Jeremiah's) religion"? Can't we rather
believe that there is a place in our prayer life for the utterance to God of just such complaint, protest, anguish,
despair? There is a Christian young man in Kyushu who is blind, for whom we, his church and mysolf included,
have prayed for over three years that the Lord will provide a wife. His mother, who is rnot Christian, must care for
him, not unwillingly of course, but she is not too well and would like a young wife to help her. She publicly says,
"Your God should be able to provide a wife for my son but he doesn't. Isn't he able to do it?" Are Christians, in a
situation like this, not encouraged by Jeremiah's prayers to cry out to God in anguish and complaint and protest
because He doesn't act? Naturally, a prayer like this is not for novices but I believe there can be a legitimate place
in our prayer life for prayers such as Jeremiah prayed. We have his complaints against Yahweh, see Chapter 20
but also 15:18, his imprecatory prayers directed against his enemies, see especially Chapter 18, and the voicing of his
anguish in regard to troubles and calamities in his own life, see Chapter 20:14-18. But what are we to make of the
prayers for vengeance against his persecutors, even his own relatives, Jeremiah 11:18-23?
Finally, in emphasizing these two aspects of prayer, I have not intended in any way to de - emphasize the
necessity and task of petitionary prayer. As I said at the beginning of this paper, this is our greatest task. All
that we do for Christ must above all be prepared for, yes, even done in the privacy of our own room as we kneel
before our Lord in prayer.
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THE CHRISTIAN DISCIPLE'S MESSAGE TO THE JAPANESE
Tucker N. Callaway

Regardless of the cultural environment in which it is proclaimed, the content of the disciple's message does
not change. Through the life, death, and resurrection of the Incarnate Word; through the power and guidance of the
Holy Spirit immediately present in the heart; sinful men must be reconciled to God, their Creator. Once
reconciled to him, they shall be transformed from one degree of glory to another into the very image of Christ by
the gift of his creative might. The reconciled shall dwell forever as redeemed individuals in conscious fellowship
with other such individuals and with the Omnipotent Other who is the loving Ground of all being. Those who
reject the Incarnate Word and renounce the reconciliation, renounce redemption as well. It is granted to
them to walk the desolate road of eternal separation from God which they have chosen.
In essence, this is the message. The disciple does not alter it to make it more palatable to
unaccustomed ears. There are those who say the gospel will never win Japan so long as it insists on absolute
loyalty to Christ. The Japanese will gladly utilize a religion which promises to under gird the nation; great
numbers of them despise as subversion any faith which presumes to demand priority over, and thus in their view, to
undermine the nation. No such compromise is possible to the disciple of Christ. A relativized gospel is not
the gospel; an emasculated gospel must remain forever barren. The gospel is the gospel only in its wholeness,
and thus only will the faithful disciple proclaim it.
Yet proclamation without communication is as fruitless as proclamation of an emasculated message. And
communication requires speaking the language of one's hearers. Missionaries working as they do in a
foreign tongue are keenly aware of this categorical law of thought transmission. 'Preach your most effective
sermon in English, and though the sound of the words reach the ear, they cannot penetrate the minds and hearts of your
Japanese congregation. The necessity of proclaiming the gospel in their language is obvious to all.
It is perhaps less obvious that this task of translation is not merely a matter of finding the Japanese
equivalents to English words. The words of a language float, as it were, on the surface of a deep reservoir of
learned concepts and preconditioned responses which these words are employed to express. These words
have conceptual and emotional content as they are conditioned by this appreciative mass which is itself the
product of all the experiences of the individuals life to the moment of the heard word's impact upon his
mind. If the disciple is to proclaim the gospel to the Japanese, he must do more than learn that the
equivalent of God is Kami, the equivalent of sin is tsumi, of compassion is Jihi, of love is ai, etc. He must
also know the conceptual and emotional associations of such terms in the minds of his hearers. In simple
fact there are no Japanese equivalents to these English words which arise in our minds from an apperceptive mass
conditioned from birth by a social environment strongly influenced by the Christian faith.
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To begin, with, the prevailing world-view in Japan is monistic. Before the introducing of Buddhism, the
Japanese were naively polytheistic, and among the masses this polytheism continues today. 'Yet polytheism is merely the
underside of the coin of pantheism. If the number of gods is sufficiently multiplied, all things become
divine. It remains only to recognize the oneness of the spiritual reality of which the many gods are merely
manifestations, and you have a full-blown pantheism. Buddhism introduced the concept of the One. Since
its importation from China during the sixth centry AD, its monism has provided the philosophic basis for all
Japanese religions including Shintoism and Confucianism. Modern materialistic naturalism is in a sense simply a
variation of the same position.
Now there are certain inexorable implications in all monisms which are devastating to a comprehension of
Christian Theism. While pantheism has a natural affinity for polytheism, it renders unthinkable the concept of a
living God who creates a universe other than himself and deliberately maintains it in accordance with his own loving
and self-conscious purpose. It follows that pantheism is inevitably a-theistic. When the Christian disciple speaks
of God to Japanese pantheists, they cannot understand him. A god, yes: a god in the tree, a god in the stone, in the fox, in
the deer, in the man - yes. But the one God who made the tree, the stone, the fox, the deer, the man -- how
could such a God be? The normal reaction is bewilderment, or incredulity. As Paul says, they worship and serve
the creature rather than the Creator. (Romans 1:23) One can devote his highest loyalty to Japan, for it is there, a
manifestation of the divine, a god one can serve; but to look beyond the national prosperity and welfare to
obey an unseen God whose will might conflict with the interests of patriotism is difficult to conceive. The
Japanese are accustomed to deities fashioned by the mind; they are often baffled by insistence upon the God
above men's minds, who made men's minds. Void of values. First, it can make no real distinction
between truth and error. Pantheism is a-gnostic; that is, must deny that truth can be known. Every thought
in the mind of man is equally a product of the One; therefore, no thought can be more true or more false than
another. When the Christian disciple confronts the Japanese monist with his, claim for the absolute finality
of the gospel, his hearer is shocked and repelled by what he takes to be either the abysmal ingorance or the
insufferable arrogance of the Christian.
Let us delight in the insights of Buddhism and Shintoism and Christianity and all the rest, for in these many facets
does the One manifest itself. But non of this talk of the only Son of God; none of this talk of the way, the
truth, the life -- as if all ways did not lead to the One
A denial of value judgments leads monists, in the second place, to a refusal to distinguish between good
and evil. Pantheism is a-moral. Robert Browning reveals the influence of the monistic transcendentalism of
19th Gentry Romanticism when he makes Pippa say, God's puppets are we, best and worst, There is no last
nor first.
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If monism is true, men are puppets;, of the One, with no moral freedom, no moral responsibility to an absolute
criterion of righeousness. One type of conduct is no better than another. Ramakrishna, conditioned by
Hindu monism, writes:
I have now come to a stage of realization in which I see that God is walking in every human form and
manifesting Himself alike through the saint and the sinner, the virtuous and the vicious. Therefore
when I meet different people I say to myself: 'God in the form of the saint, God in the form of the
righteous." He who has attained to such realization goes beyond good and evil, above virtue and vice, and
realizes that the Divine is working everywhere." (J.B. Pratt, The Religious Consciousness, New York, The
Macmillan Company, 1949. pp.132)
'This is the logical response of all monists to those who talk of good and evil.
It is inevitable that the Christian message concerning sin and the need of salvation from sin is
offensive to many of the Japanese. The Christian conception of sin can be comprehended only by those who
believe in the Creator God. Only if there is a God of unchanging nature and purpose over against beings to
which he has given the capacity to obey or to disobey his will van there he sin in the Christian sense. With no
sense of sin, the Japanese remain unimpressed by the offer of salvation from sin. So long they abide incarnation, the
atonement, justification by faith, etc. remains a tedious enigma.
Monism is inherently a-theistic, a-gnostic, and a-moral. The Christian disciple may preach here the
sermons he found most effective in America having them translated into good Japanese, without any
meaningful communication taking place. Until the hearer has first been dislodged-from-his monistic position,
or at least has been led to entertain the thought of an alternative world-view, it is not only difficult for him to
understand the Christian message; it is utterly impossible for him to do so.
Let us turn from the general problem of the monistic background of Japanese thought to specific
problems raised by particular religious traditions here.
When Christians invite Japanese to come to God "just as you are," Buddhism supplies the expression used
(sono-mama, aru-ga-mama). Christians mean, God will accept you just as you are in your sinful condition and
will remake into what you ought to be; Buddhists mean that things are as they ought to be. The
expressions, sono-mama and arura-mama are used by Buddhists as translations of the Sanscrit term,
tathata, 'suchness" or "as-isness". According to Buddhism, that which is, is tathata; therefore it is what
it should be. While the Christian intends to offer salvation from sin; the Buddhist expression employed
suggests salvation in sin, or more correctly, is a denial of sin's existence.
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Buddhists of the Joodo-Shin Sect agreed with Christians that salvation is a gift which comes more easily
to those who know their own impotence that to the self-righteous. In the famous words of Shinran, the
founder, "If even a good person is born into the Pure Land, how much more so is an evil person " l ("Zennin nao
motte Oojoo o toga, iwanya akunin o ya! ") (Tanni Shoo, Kyoto, Ryukoku Translation Center, 1962, pp.22.)
The reason given for the apparently inverted acceptability of the "good person" and the "evil person" is
that "those who practice good by their self-power lack the-mind to rely wholly on the Other-power."
(Loc. cit.) The self-sufficient are unwilling to depend on another for their salvation.
The Christian disciple is tempted to employ these thoughts and terms assuming a one-to-one
correspondence between them and his own. Further reading in the Tanni Shoo,' however., will soon reveal
the error of this assumption. Under the symbol of Karma, the author makes plain his conviction that man is not
responsible for his present actions and hence can be neither good nor evil.
A good mind arises due to the influence of the past good deexs, and evil things are thought and done due
to the works of past evils. "We should know that the committing of even a trifling sin," said the late
Master (Shinran), "as minute as a particle of dust on the tip of a rabbit's hair, is without exception due to
our past evil karma." (Ibid., p.49)
He illustrates his meaning by saying that if one murders a thousand persons or if one refuses to kill
anyone, there is no blame or praise. For each course of action is predetermined by Karma. Thus talk of
righteous men and sinners is seen to be nothing more than a literary device. For the point of view of
Buddhist monism, to practice good by self-power is not to be distinguished in any ultimate sense from
trusting oneself to the Other-power. Each is equally a product of the nature of things as they are, of tathata.
Ultimately the self is the Other and the Other is the self; or more precisely, there is neither self nor
Other, but only "as-is-ness". As the Tanni Shoo plainly states, "In the Nembutsu (trusting in the Name of
Amida), non-discrimination is the essence, because it is above praise, inexplicable, and inconceivable."
(Ibid.,p.36) Apparent discrimination between a self who needs salvation and an Other who saves dissolves into
absolute identity in such assertions.
The Christian disciple must be cautions when he uses such terms as shoojoo (purity), jihi (compassion),and
ai (love). In Buddhism, Purity means detachment from the phenomenal world, not moral cleanness.
Compassion means impartial, undiscriminating acceptance of good and evil alike; not the desire to help the
needy. Christian Love which goes seeking the lost sheep, which yearns for the return of the Prodigal Son,
is a vice in Buddhism. It is a form of attachment that is the antithesis of spirit of Enlightenment, and is
therefore to be avoided at all costs.
The salvation which Buddhists seek is not the submission of the self to the will of Another, but a quest
for one's own peace and poise through the denial of all others. Buddhism is hedonistic to the core.
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Paradoxically, Christianity which affirms the reality of the individual self offers salvation through voluntary
self-surrender; while Buddhism chose cardinal doctrine as the denial of the existence of individual selves offers
salvation through an all-exclusive self-assertion.
The disciple's message to Buddhists must be framed with a clear understanding of these elements of his
hearers' apperceptive mass. There are, of course, many other elements which constitute the Japanese mind.
Inextricably intertwined with Buddhist concepts are those of Confucianism, Shintoism, and others.
Among the Confucian contributions is the exaltation of reciprocal responsibility in specific human
relationships. Prime authority is designated to father over son, to ruler over subject, to husband over wife, to elder
brother over younger brother, etc. So long as the person in authority fulfills his prescribed duties to those under
his care, his subordinates are to give him unquestioning obedience. Against a background of Confucian
teachings, Christ's words concerning a higher loyalty than that given to one's human superiors are gross immorality:
I have come to set a man against his father, and a daughter against her mother . . He who loves father. or
mother more than me is not worthy of me. (Matthew 10 : 37)
If any one comes to me and does not hate his own father and mother and wife and children and brothers and
sisters . . . he cannot be my disciples. (Luke 14:26)
"Lord, let me first go and bury my father.* But Jesus said to him, "Follow me, and leave the dead to bury their own
dead." (Matthew 8:21)
Can the. Christian disciple modify his message at this point to make it more palatable to Japanese hearers?
Or take the attitude of Peter toward civil rulers, what can we do with that in this Shinto land where Confucius'
dictum on obedience of subject to ruler has been absolutized by many?
The High priest questioned them, saying, "we strictly charged you not to teach in this name, yet here you
have filled Jerusalem with your teaching But Peter and the apostles answered, "We must obey God rather
than men." (Acts 5:27-29)
Such talk is sedition to the Shino-Confucian. Can the Christian messenger allow relative loyalties to
family and country to take precedence over man's absolute responsibilities to God? Compromise at this
point is impossible. Only the God who is King of Kings and Lord of Lords is truly God. But in
proclaiming this truth the disciple can also emphasize the Biblical insistence upon honor to family and civil
authorities once these loyalties have been subordinated to the Lord of Lords.
In this connection, what attitude is the Christian messenger to take toward devotion to the spirits of departed
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ancestors which is urged by Confucianism, Shintoism and popular Buddhism alike? On the one hand, he
must make it clear that worship is due to God alone. This is another way of saying that God alone is worthy of
man's absolute devotion; men, whether living or dead, are imperfect creatures, then the disciple can hasten to urge the
necessity of continuing gratitude, loyalty, and affection for deceased ancestors. While Christianity forbids
ancestor-worship, it inculcates appreciation and honor for those who have gone before. A difficulty in
making the distinction between worship of the dead and respect for the dead arises from the ambiguity of the terms
suuhai can mean merely to admire; reihai, to pay homage to. the absolute quality implied by the Christian
when he says, "worship," must be explained carefully.
One of the most potent obstacles to a right hearing of the gospel inculcated by Confucianism is its emphasis upon
the importance of good form. Confucious himself evidently felt that if one behaved in conformity one behaved
in conformity to the requirements of etiquette and appropriate outward appearance, one's inner spirit would
follow suit. He believed in the innate goodness of man. the practical result in Japan, however is what Ruth
Benedict calls a shame culture, as over against a guilt culture. (The Chrysanthemum and the Sword. Ruth Benedict,
Cambridge, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1946, pp. 222-227) The moral imperative in a guilt culture is to
obey the will of a righteous God who knows the secrets of the heart and is most concerned with proper motivation.
Even though an act of disobedience to God evoke the praise of all men, the individual still feels guilt for his sin. In
a shame culture, however, there is no righteous God to be obeyed; there is only the obligation to conform to the
requirements of the social group of which one is a member. The guide to right conduct becomes outward
compliance to the rules of etiquette, doing in any given situation what the group expects in the manner that custom
prescribes. One's actual feelings and attitudes do not matter so long as the letter of the law is kept. The thing to be avoided
at all costs is not moral evil, but doing that which is shameful in the eyes of others. The favorite reprimand used by the
Japanese mother is not, "That is bad," but "That looks queer (okashii)." The conduct of most Japanese then is regulated
by the fear of shame (haji) the desire to avoid doing that which would seem okashii to others in their social
group. All this is in irreconcilable antithesis to the Christian way. Christianity produces a guilt culture, not a shame
culture. Paul defines the proper motivation of Christian conduct in relation to social approval when he says,
"Do not be conformed to this would, but be transformed by the renewal of your mind, that you may discern what God's
will is, what is good." (Romans 12:2) In this connection we must repeat Peter's affirmation: "We must
obey God rather than men."
How can the Christian disciple in Japan expect acceptance of a message which strikes at the very root of the
Shinto-Confucian ethic of shame? From the Japanese point of view, the preacher asks him to do precisely that thing
against which he has been warned even from his mother's knee. The preacher asks him to step out of line with the
members of his normal social group, to do that which in the eyes of his fellows is most radically okashii; namely, to
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renounce the faith of his fathers, to receive baptism, to become a member of a group recently introduced into
Japan by Occidentals, etc. He who had always thought that the right is the respectable is now told that the
right may be the ridiculous. Can the Christian messenger compromise the absolute requirements of obedience
to God regardless of ridicule: or any other form social persecution might take?
The way of shame is the way of the cross. To compromise at this point is to tamper with the very
essence of the gospel: "'Whoever does not bear his own cross and come after me, cannot be my disciple."
(Luke 15,27) The Christian can only proclaim the categorical demands of the Master. But in so doing, he can
also be careful to show that uncompromising dedication to Christ leads not to the neglect of one's true social obligations,
but rather to a warm-hearted and committed fulfillment of these obligations impossible except to those who have been
born anew through the Spirit of the living God.
Limitations of space require that many other important elements constituting the apperceptive mass of our
Japanese hearers remain unmentioned.
It is hoped that enough has been said to indicate the necessity of assumir nothing, but of explaining carefully the
speoial Christian meaning of the crucial terms used in setting forth the gospel message. Preaching without
communication of meaning is futile.
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BRINGING DISCIPLES TO MATURITY
Percy T. Luke

"They that trust in the Lord are as Mount Zion, which cannot be moved, but abideth for ever." Psalm
125:1. "When thou hast turned again, strengthen thy brethren." Luke 22:32.
"BRINGING DISCIPLES TO MATURITY" - what a tremendously vital need this is in all our churches,
and what a heavy responsibility for those who are charged with it - perhaps in many ways a bigger job calling for
more delicate skill and patience and faith (I repeat, faith) than that of evangelism pure and simple. How can I possibly
do justice to it in the 40 minutes allowed . . . it seems inevitably that after I have finished with it there are bound to
be many questions and some dissatisfaction: it is bound to be inadequate, but I think that we all understand that, and so I
cast myself on your mercy ... please remember that the Master said, "go ye and learn what that meaneth, I will have
mercy and not sacrifice", and do not make a sacrifice of me
How although our main object is the practical thing, i.e. the bringing of disciples to maturity, I feel that we ought to
begin with a consideration of what maturity is, if only to establish the premise and make it possible to start from
a common ground, so this will be my first point:
1. WHAT IS SPIRITUAL MATURITY? You will notice that I have inserted the word "spiritual" in there,
and of course you will thoroughly understand why. I suppose it is safe to say that Ephesians 4:11-16 is the great passage in
all the Bible on this tremendous subject of Spiritual Maturity. You may put some others together and say, it is here too,
but I think we have it all in this grand, complete, symphonic utterance of St. Paul's here: let us read it through once
now - it will serve to inspire us for this study, and suffice perhaps for the time being as far as any extended
quotations are concerned.
Not a few seem to think that spiritual maturity is something that comes inevitably with growth and years, but this
is not necessarily so. It is rather the result of applied experience - I say applied experience, for contrary to the
old proverb many people do not learn by experience. No experience however significant is of any permanent value
unless it is reviewed, taken up and applied. Winston Churchill in one of his famous wartime utterances, I think,
is reported to have said, "the use of recrimination for the past is to ensure efficiency in the future", and although of course
nobody likes recrimination, if it can be accepted and turned to practical use it becomes "applied experience".
Bringing disciples to maturity is bound to involve a lot of patient teaching that makes use of past experience; in
business, recrimination may be sharp and bitter and often end in the unteachable idiot being fired. The pastor
however may occasionally be sharp, never bitter, and of course he cannot "fire" a Christian however stupid he may be
But he will have to be continually teaching, praying, exhorting, remonstrating, encouraging, comforting and
explaining, and by the adroit use of live illustrations in his messages using experience to bring his disciples
to maturity.
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We must however always be realistic: fresh young zeal is of course a wonderful thing and we would not
want young converts to be otherwise--a young convert ought to be full of enthusiasm and fire and love for the Lord,
but the fiery young converts are not the ones that get the real work done, they are only apprentice learners,
making many mistakes, again and again cracking their skulls against the hard concrete fences and obstacles of the
Christian pathway - they need good training and instruction with much applied experience before they can be
considered to be of real effectiveness in Christian work. It repeatedly distresses me to see (and
sometimes to have to endure personally) the using of utterly inexperienced young converts in places of
important leadership in churches in Japan, for instance as leaders of evangelistic crusades to which I have been
invited as preacher . . . oh the agonies I have endured as I have been forced to watch a promising gathering reduced
to the freezing depths of a 40 below atmosphere by the stuttering inefficiency of a beginner appointed to the job
by an over-optimistic pastor who is trying to do two things at once--use his long planned crusade as an
opportunity for training his converts. Spiritually and emotionally immature Christians and even workers are
continually creating problems, causing distress, splits and schisms, having nervous breakdowns and even failures in
marriage.
Young converts must grow without delay into mature Christians, just as babies must steadily develop, learn
to speak, walk, reason, behave. No parents are more to be pitied than those whose children have failed to
mature, pathetic morons large in body but still actually babies unable to care for themselves--the Church is
full of such spiritual morons, undeveloped children forever needing nursing, getting in the way of the Church's
work and progress, a heavy useless burden to any minister.
But what is our goal actually? What is this spiritual maturity we are convinced the disciples need to
be brought into? There seem to me to be in Scripture certain clearly defined characteristics marking
out-those-.who are mature from those who are not. First and foremost and repeatedly the Word of God
indicates, both in the Old Testament and in the New, that steadfastness and solidarity of character that comes
from an unshakable confidence in God and His faithfulness, as the outstanding mark of the established saint.
Psalm 125 is a bright gem of Divine truth revealing the key to spiritual maturity: ":hey that trust in the Lord
are as Mount Zion which cannot be moved", and again elsewhere, "My heart is fixed, 0 God, fixed on Thee",
Paul in his yearning for the spiritual maturity of the Roman Christians indicates that it is the result of a
definite experience, the acceptance of a "gift"--Romans 1:11.. "I long to see you, that I may impart unto you
some spiritual gift, TO THE END THAT YOU MAY BE ESTABLISHED". Surely he includes
sanctification in the definite experimental sense of the word (Romans 12:1), and is it not true that it is only
the sanctified (that is, self-surrendered) Christian who becomes at last mature? Not sinlessly perfect, certainly
not, but certainly established, settled, dependable, spiritual. Ephesians 4;12-16 clearly indicates that this
maturity is full growth, Christ-like stature, no longer children tossed to and fro, carried about with every wind
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o£-doctrine, rooted and built up it Christ, established, and (I find this specially significant in these
days of Mukyokai and Tejima, etc.) fitly framed and knit together. Sometimes one meets even missionaries
whose immaturity is positively frightening, in view of the adverse influence they have on the watching
Japanese church: I remember a friend telling me how another missionary came into his room and found him writing letters on a Sunday afternoon and expressed himself as shocked and stumbled because my friend was
actually writing letters on Sunday! Brethren, only babies are stumbled, and ever, if some Christians actually
seem to take pride in being stumbled by certain things that transgress their code or creed as if it were
a sign of spirituality, it is really a sign of carnal immaturity if a grown man is thrown by some hard knocks
or some cruel wounding from a brother in Christ, he will get up again quickly before he is seen and go on,
even though his wounds are still bleeding. Micah 7:8 has been a great strength to me personally, and I have
found it to be of surprising encouragement to young Christians in Japan--"Rejoice not against me, O mine
enemy, for when I fall I will arise again; when I sit in darkness the Lord shall be a light unto me."
Then of course those great passages on the urgent need for maturity come to mind too: 1 Cor.. 3:1-5, and Hebrews
5:11- 6:1 . . . mature Christians are expected to be teachers of the immature and ignorant, spiritual guides
and helpers, having their "senses exercised to discern good and evil", which very thing the immature
and carnal are too often unable to do. So we arrive at this primary basic conclusion--that to bring
disciples to maturity is urgent and imperative, emphatically the will of God, and definitely a part of our
ministry and responsibility towards the weaker brethren.
The next stage in our study of this fascinating problem is
2. WHO BRINGS DISCIPLES TO MATURITY?
John 16:7-12, Eph. 11-12, Gal. 6:1-2, 2 Cor. 1:4-5 & 2 Tim. 3:15-4:2
In view of the fact (sometimes forgotten by the most experienced amongst us) that in experience the Lord
has shown that, although He seems to prefer usually to work through the human instrument, He can and
does do this work directly, especially in cases where no human instrument is available, I am putting this
first.
(a) The Lord Himself brings His disciples to maturity, directly through the Holy Spirit he works in
young disciples' lives; from the beginning his hand is on their lives, moving them towards that desired goal,
for babies must begin to mature as soon as they are born. Brother Hammer so effectively emphasized this
Lordship of the Master--the Teacher, 'Rabboni", "my Teacher "after all He is the One into Whom we are to mature
(Eph. 4:15), and we only mature as we "abide" in Him.
First, He uses the Word, the Bible, 'But as new-born babes desire the sincere milk of the Word...that you may
grow thereby unto Salvation..." - and the milk is intended to develop the bones, sinews, mucles and the
whole being, until the strong meat of the 'Word can take its place... the pastor who fails to introduce his
young disciples to the Bible in a practical attractive reading course (e.g.Navigators) is in effect
obstructing that primary work of the Holy Spirit in the new young born-again life, and slowing down the
progress towards maturity immeasurably.
Second, He uses Guidance - that divine touch directly on the life which is distinct from the guidance of
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other Christians or pastors. "Thine ears shall hear a voice behind thee saying, this is the way ..." Young
Christians should be taught to expect this and watch for it - the MRA used to place great emphasis on this
"Listening to God", though I think they failed to link it to its vital safeguards - the Bible and mature Christian
counsel. Divine guidance however much more often is revealed through a combination of circumstances,
plus prayerful Christian duty (circumstances alone may lead to defeatism, which is wrong; or opportunism,
usually deceptive). The great English mystic saint Oswald Chambers emphasized how dangerous it was to
interfere as an "amateur providence" in the lives of other Christians, - how we often are tempted to thwart
Cod's Dealings with his child through misplaced sympathy, not recognising that his apparently hard
circumstances arc probably engineered by the Master for the accomplishment of His own purposes in that
Christian's life . . . this leads us naturally to the next aspect.
Third, He uses chastisement - "My son despises not the chastisement of the Lord ..." (Hebrews 12:5);
the foregoing comments surely apply here. In dealing with our younger brethren, we are almost always
tempted either to supply the chastisement or discipline ourselves, or interfere with it through sympathy; the
best is to leave the disciplining of others to the Master who alone can handle that side of things just right:
We shall be hearing about the Suffering Disciple tomorrow, and so I had better say no more about that now
Of course we will realize that it is part of the pastor's duty to see that both in his sermons and in his
counseling, the young disciple is taught to understand these at first hard-to-understand dealings of the Master
with himself ... we must never take it for granted that the young Christian will naturally understand - some
actually fall right away because of it - and the pastor never took time off to explain what was happening.
(b)

Now we come to the part that really concerns us all: "Who brings Disciples to Maturity?

The

Master does His part, but what is left, and who does it? The answer is of course, Other mature disciples. If
we consider again thoughtfully those words in Eph. 4:11, 12 we see, inevitably, two things: that these wonderful
gifts are all "for the perfecting (that is bringing to maturity) of the saints", and (if we call to mind 1 Cor. 12) that they
are given to all the church, i.e. to the laity (who may of course in consequence of the gift ultimately leave
the ranks of the laity to enter "full-time service", so called) ... BUT what matters here is that the recipients
of these gifts are the "Mature Disciples" who bring the "immature disciples" to maturity. What then is their
part in this ministry?
The individual exercise of each gifted disciple's ministry is determined by his
particular gift, but rather than follow that through in a logical study, I think that here we want rather to approach
closer to the mature disciple's
point of contact with the immature disciple’s life and needs being also strictly limited in time we cannot do
more than this ... and I imagine that the discussion period will serve to bring out anything of importance that has
been neglected. I am grateful for Cordon Van Wyk's remarks on the Disciple and Younger Disciples,
especially regarding the Maturity-retarding effect of the jealous ownership of our own disciples. - Bro. Van
Wyk's paper reminded me of an omission here - the reference to that point at which the leading
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Disciple relinquishes his guidance over his charge we must guard against the tendency to become
possessive - the process of maturity stops right there; I must be willing even to hand my disciple over to
another denomination, - for his good as well as my own
You will remember the Lord's dealings with Peter - I think these are typical of His dealings with most of His
ministers-to-be: first, "When thou art converted, strengthen thy brethren", then, later, "Lovest thou Me? - feed the
lambs ... shepherd the little sheep ... feed the little sheep". (John 21:15-17) This seems to indicate the
tender care and shepherding of the young disciples and babies - definitely the mature disciple's
responsibility.
Then, Galatians 6:1 - "If a man be overtaken in a trespass ... ye the spiritual ones ... restore such a one ...
in a spirit of meekness". Here the mature (spiritual) disciple lifts up the fallen disciple - oh how often we fail to do
this very thing, and to do it promptly. The immature disciple is discouraged beyond restoration, nobody was at hand
to see or care, the pastor was preoccupied with heavy duties, the assistant pastor was rushing to and fro trying to do
several things at once, and other Christians were all having such a good time in fellowship that no-one even thought
someone might be in trouble, and even if someone did notice, it would probably be to criticize. But the Word is clear:
"restore! comfort! strengthen!" "the smoking flax He will not quench, the bruised reed He will not break" "Go ye and
learn what that meaneth, 'I will have mercy and not sacrifice "(See also Heb.5:1) But to bring disciples to maturity we
must forever be on the alert to lift up the stumbled and fallen with humility and love, "considering thyself, lest thou also
be tempted". It is an ideal pastor indeed who trains gifted laymen to watch over such weak and sick souls among the
flock (Ex. 18:17-22)
Next, the necessity for comfort is shown, see 2 Cor. 1:4-5
"that we may be able to confort them
which are in any trouble". I make bold to say that no angel however glorious could substitute for an
understanding human being in that most tender and vital ministry of comforting the sorrowing brother in Christ and it
it is a young believer how much greater the necessity for tenderness and understanding ... any young disciple
will be helped forward a long way on the road to maturity by such faithful brotherly comfort in a time of real
trouble.
Finally, (tho of course this is by no means all, it is all we can manage today) 2Tim. 3:15 to 4:2 speaks very
clearly of the ministry of discipline of the immature by the mature and spiritual in the church. This is surely
the greatest failing of the Japanese Church ... there are very few Japanese pastors who will not gladly leave the
work of discipline in a moral problem to the missionary, and I suppose that of all the experiences which a missionary
has to pass thro this is the most discouraging. In the church of today the missionary seems to have less and
less opportunity to use his influence in this direction, but we need not be discouraged, for the Holy Spirit always takes
over when human opportunity fails, and He is their Teacher, He it is that convicts of sin, and as the Japanese church
grows away from missionary influence so He will enter in more and more to build His own church according to His
own pattern - and after all what could be better? The point for us here is that spiritual discipline is
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definitely a vital part of the ministry of bringing disciples to maturity, and in fact (as in human
children's upbringing) true maturity is impossible without discipline. AND SO, other mature
disciples, like big brother or big sister looking after little brother or little sister, will unceasingly be on toe joy,
and the pastor who trains his mature members to take care of the immature members will be on the
way to building a strong spiritual church. And by the way, among other things SOKAGAKKAI is
going to teach the Japanese church a sharp and bitter lesson in this very thing - and I can only hope and
pray that the pastors will not bet late too learning it.
The final phase in this study is perhaps the most interesting, and I am afraid that it has proved very
difficult indeed to give it the space and time you would like it to have had:

3. PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS ON BRINGING DISCIPLES TO MATURITY IN THE
JAPANESE CHURCH:
(a) The problem of backsliding, and fundamental steps in its prevention: I suppose it is safe to say that
this problem of backsliding is the greatest problem the church has to face ... actually the thing I am
thinking of is not so much backsliding pure and simple (the clear-cut turning back into sin and the old
life), but that (to the foreign missionary) puzzling inability to persevere in faith, even for long enough
to give themselves a chance to build up strength in fellowship in the Church ... perhaps we should
define it as "non-perseverance" - here is the typical "shrinking back" of Heb. 10:38,39 you know how
it goes so often: - the promising new convert, so bright in attendance for the first few Sundays,
suddenly stops coming ... you try to find out "WHY" - and right away you are up against a solid
unyielding wall of silence, the polite brush-off at the home address and you suddenly realize what 2
Cor. 10:3-5 means - "tho we walk in the flesh we do not war according to the flesh ... strongholds,
imaginations, every high thing exalted against the knowledge of God". On the 5th Dec. 62 Rev.
Hashimoto (author of the book on Ancestor Worship which my wife and I have translated into
English) was in our home, and I took the opportunity of asking him about this problem: curiously
enough, in spite of his being a specialist in the problem of Ancestor Worship, he did not name any of
those things as a major factor in the backsliding of the new convert ... this is more or less what he
said: (perhaps we can entitle this,"Apparently unavoidable Causes of Disaster")
First: the present "Leisure Boom" which prosperity has brought to Japan: the terrific pull on the young
Christian of this modern scientifically developing society with its many glittering attractions in sharp contrast
with the somber life of the church. Mr. Hashimoto emphasized how difficult it is for foreigners to
understand the power of all this over the soul of a nation which until only recently was bound by hard
traditions and totalitarian, but now suddenly freed completely to choose and enjoy pleasure as it pleases. He
used the expression, "Mass-comi no eikyo" (influence of mass communication: TV etc.)
Second: The tremendous conflict arising between the claims of the Church and the claims of the home:
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e.g. where the wife is a Christian, and on Sundays the family wants to go out together pleasure-bent ... the
consequence, inevitably, is that she does not come to Reihai - she has no choice; and in the case of a
daughter or son, the family will make it so hot for them if they choose to go to church that it will take real courage
for that.
Third: "Too many enquirers are baptized before they have been, brought into a real deep relationship with
Christ through instruction in the way of repentance"... I took this to mean that too many enquirers are baptized. before
they have really repented of the old life, so that when it (the old life) calls with such power as just described, they
respond ... they have no strength to resist, and no real roots in the church.
How can such backslidings be prevented? By bringing these immature disciples to maturity of course but
we must be realistic about all this, we must put ourselves in their place, imagine ourselves members of their society and
family system and the cruelly demanding pace of their working for a living ... in our present church we have them all
around us, and in view of their terrific handicaps I am perpetually amazed at their perseverance (the mature ones I
mean). The other day I spoke to a splendid deacon, a mature Christian, about his perpetual struggle to get to
church: he is absolutely bound by circumstances to work most Sundays, and "so suru to kubi ni naru ." There is a
lovely young girl who has surrendered herself to the Lord for His Service ("kenshin") but she works in a Kobe office or
bank, and when overtime is required she can't run out on them - she has to stay along with the rest, even if it
means missing the Church Christmas Night, or be so dead-beat that she couldn't come anyway, tho we know her to be
the most faithful of them all. Well what about the immature ones? How do we help them along, get them
through to maturity? Well if you know of a better way to do it than they are doing, I'm sure they'll be very grateful to
know about it! (b) Finally, Where does the Missionary come in, in this business of bringing Japanese
Disciples to Maturity? I am truly sorry to have to say it, but usually hardly at all as far as his formal contact with
them is concerned, unless of course he is in close contact with Bible School students (who in their first year are hardly
more than Sunday School graduates in maturity) or unless he is in the unenviable position of being pastor of a
church as well as missionary (and I think there are fewer and fewer of those). Missionary reports to the
homeland usually indicating the contrary notwithstanding, I am afraid that by far the majority of missionaries
in Japan have very little real contact with the indigenous Japanese church, and many are simply skating on
the surface of true Japanese church life without so much as an occasional look inside the windows. (I know
these are hard words, but I doubt if you could disprove them . . for instance how many missionaries read the
Kirisuto Shinbun regularly? It you don't how can you claim to know what is really going on inside?)
But we need not be discouraged, for I think missionary influence is still tremendous, greater than even
the nationalistic pastors realise ... it is interesting to note, for instance, at a missionary farewell or funeral
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what it is they remember him for: it does not seem to be the sermons he preached (even if he was fluent) but
rather the example he set in a steadfast, loving adherence to Christian principles (in which the Japanese church is
admittedly still very weak) and a humble and a readiness to serve ... one thing seems to be certain - the
humble missionary is never forgotten, he is the one who becomes a timeless to them of all that the Christian
message means.
Brethren, our time in Japan as ordinary missionaries may indeed be short, but I do believe that as we continue on in
humble loving readiness to serve alongside of and perhaps even under the direction of the Japanese church, we shall
find ourselves still greatly used, even in Japan, in the great task of BRINGING DISCIPLES TO MATURITY.
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THE DISCIPLES' HOPE
Donald E. Hoke
The word "hope", is no longer in the vocabulary or newspapers of our generation. Walter Lord
speaks of the years 1900-1914 in an interesting sociological study, The Good Years, concerning which a
critic summarized Lord's thesis by saying: "it (1900-1914) was the last era of real hope and self
confidence. There were catastrophies, but we could pick ourselves up after them. There were
problems, but we could solve them. There were abuses, but we could neglect them; there was bound to be
an answer to everything. But the '20s were an era of disillusionment after the disappointed idealism of
World gar I. The early years of the century were the last years of a wonderful illusion - the illusion that
problems can be solved and evils can be overcome if we try hard enough."
In the same vein, Robert Heilbroner speaks of the futility and frustration of Western civilization in his book,
The Future as History. He concludes, "in our present situation the West is no longer the spear-head of the forces
of history, but their target. Of those who feel the blows of the future, none will suffer more than the heirs of the
long tradition of Western humanism." With carefully documented blows, he shatters the image of a hopeful
western civilization.
Despite the fact that the Apostle extols it as one of the three abiding virtues of the Christian life, I find the
preaching of the Christian's hope strangely neglected in pulpits on both sides of the Pacific. For the past 14
years, I have listened to an average of five sermons a week in chapel and church. In that time I have not heard one
single sermon devoted exclusively to the subject of the Christian's hope. Yet, rightly interpreted, we may
agree with Barth's conclusion, "the mark of a Christian's life is not assurance but hope."
For hope to the Christian is not primarily a verb but a noun, as Richard Halverson points cut. (The relative
frequencies of the verb and noun in the Greek text, as listed by Thayer,
agree with this.) Hoe is not
something the disciple does, but something the disciple has. It is based upon God's spoken word of grace.
"Our Lord Jesus Christ Himself and God our Father gave us good hope through grace" (11 Thess. 2:16).
"We have an hope as an anchor of the soul, a hope both sure and steadfast entering into that which is within the
veil" (Heb. 6:18,19).
The early disciples were motivated and sustained by a living hope. In life they fearlessly faced
persecution, poverty, and martyrdom. For their hope was in the future. T'heir's was not an escapist's
ethereal dream of "pie in the sky," but a sober, realistic - though limited - philosophy ef history. They were
confident that God's kingdom, then mysteriously ruling within them, would one day be manifest in glory.
They were certain that their rejected, crucified, and resurrected Messiah would return to receive the glory and
worship due Him after the gospel of God's redemptive grace reached all men. And they were motivated by the
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revealed promise that their faith, faithfulness, and obedience to their Lord would be rewarded by Him at the great
assize.
These ultimate sully to be realized in the future, did not exclude innumerable intermediate hopes which
the disciple would enjoy in this life. Those early disciples were convinced that God would answer prayer, that His
kingdom and His church would grow, that the Holy Spirit would and did come in power, that God was here and now
exerting providential care over His children, that He would according to His will - heal and save men through
witness to the gospel. Through revelation the Apostle Paul unveiled to believers new vistas of hope-.'-in
Christ: victory over sin, spiritual fellowship with God in the present, adequate grace for every time of need, and
present joy, peace, and love in Christian experience. Yet those disciples - confident of the present overruling
sovereignty of Christ in this world - nevertheless understood that tribulation and persecution and suffering were
to be the lot of men who would live godly in Christ Jesus.
It is the purpose of this paper to rethink and restate simply the basic Christian hope of disciples in all ages.
My thesis is that the disciples' hope is twofold: that God has prepared an eternal, heavenly kingdom to which those
who die in Christ go immediately to be with their Lord; and that at the personal return of Jesus Christ God will
consumate history, resurrect the dead, judge and reward all men according to their deserts, and establish a new
spiritual universe.
As such the disciples' hope is largely eschatological. Merrill C. Tenney points out that "Paul's general
use of the term eschaton is confined to the meaning of goal or destiny."
With this Harold DeWolf
agrees, saying, the Christian's future hope is "not so much eschatological as teleological". l The eschaton is in
reality a talos. God has a purposed goal for human history toward which human lives and historical events are
moving. This goal is the ultimate triumph of God and for righteousness. Herein is the Christian's sure hope.
In this brief paper I shall endeavor to make a summary induction of the New Testament teaching on the
Christian hope. My approach is basically exegetical rather than apologetic; this is a brief excursion into Biblical
theology. The induction in not perfect, and my conclusions are possibly a work of supererogation. In
preparation I read the New testament through again seeking every mention of the disciples' hopes. It was a fresh,
revealing, and rewarding study. In this I've sought to avoid unduly controversial subjects, retaining only
enough of my own dogma sufficiently to irritate you so you will stay awake to hear what I may say next! I have dealt
only sketchily with the book of Revelation which is replete with teachings on Christian hope, but the interpretatien of
whose symbols might lead to lengthy discussions not possible in a paper of this nature.
In my study I've been impressed afresh with the essential unity of the New Testament writers on this subject.
'here are, of course, varying emphases: Matthew's on the heavenly kingdom; John's on eternal life; Paul's
on the glory to be revealed at the coming of Christ, etc. There is also an easily discernible progressive
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revelation of the fullness of meaning of the terms "eternal life", "glory", "heaven", etc. Details of the return
of Christ multiply in the later writings of Paul and in the book of Revelation. And yet I was struck anew at
the completeness and the congruence of teaching on the disciples' hope found in -the Olivet Discourse. The
accompanying chart reveals this. ( chart follows page 54)
One word about hermeneutics may be in order at this point. Oddly enough, Catholicism, liberalism,
areas of Reformed theology, and at least one school of Fundamentalism share a basic principle of interpretation.
Variously called mythological, traditional, spiritual, or mystical, this allegorical interpretation stems from Origen
and Augustine and the Jewish philosophers who allegorized (doses to make him speak the philosophy of Plato.
It conveniently allows for the reading in of church tradition, or subjective ideas, as well as the reading out of
distasteful concepts not in harmony with theological predilections.
Though it is not without problems, I have sought to be faithful to the literal interpretation of Scripture, including
the prophetic or Apocalyptic passages. By this I mean the historical-critical principle which accepts the
literal meaning as fundamental and necessary to the secondary spiritual application. This principle interprets
symbols as symbols and fully recognizes obviously allegorical passages, but seeks to find in them the reality which
the allegory or symbol was destined to express.
Though the elements are almost inextricably bound together, for the purpose of study I divided this paper into four
parts:
1. The disciples' hope of future blessing.
2. The disciples' hope of judgment.
3. The disciples' hope of Christ's return
4. Observations and conclusions.
I. The Disciples' Hope of Future Blessing.
A. Ground under the heels of Roman despotism, the earliest disciples were pointed by their Lord to the
hope of a future, heavenly kingdom. There they would eat and drink with the Lord Himself, (Luke 22:30), together
with men from the east and the west(Matt. 8:11). This kingdom was to be a gift of their Heavenly Father to
the righteous (Luke 12:32), and it would hold special rewards for those who were persecuted for righteousness
sake (Matt. 5:11). To those first, intensely Jewish disciples, Christ described this place as "Abraham's bosom"
in the parable of Dives and Lazarus, which has as its principle objective the teaching of future reward.
Peter emphasized that this was to be "an everlasting kingdom" (11 Pet. 1:11), and Paul equated it with heaven
(11 Tim. 4:18). The writer of Hebrews said it was to be unshakeable, and exhorted the disciples with Abraham
to look for a city which is to come (Heb. 12:28; 13:14).
It should be observed that this heavenly kingdom was the future manifest form of a spiritual kingdom then and
now in the hearts of disciple.
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Over both Christ rules sovereigly (Heb. 1:2-5).
B. In this kingdom the disciple will receive the reward of his inheritance. This is the second
emphatic element of hope which Peter calls the disciples' "living hope" (I Pet. 1:3). There the prizes of the
disciples' high calling will be awarded ( Eph. 4:4; Phil. 3:14), and rewards received, for they arc
"reserved in heaven" (I Pet. 1:3,4). Paul indicates that the Holy Spirit is the present down payment of
the disciples' inheritance (Eph. 1:13) which is vouchsafed to us in Christ. If so, how great the
reward itself which the disciples shall eternally enjoy among the sanctified (Acts 26:18)
C. This reward is adumbrated also by the frequent mention of glory as the essential state of this
kingdom and inheritance. Salvation is to bring eternal glory (II Ti. 2:10). Paul exults that eternity
is for the purpose that "God might make known the riches of his glory upon vessels of mercy which he
afore prepared unto glory" (Roc. 9:23). Here again Paul identifies this grace with its author: the
disciple is called "to the obtaining of the glory of our Lord Jesus Christ" (II Tbess. 2:1.4). He shall
behold His Lord's glory (John 17:24), and he shall be glorified with Christ (Horn. 8:17). Affliction will
only add to the measure of its effulgence (II Cor. 4:17), as through the ages to come God will continue to
"show the exceeding riches of His grace and His loving kindness to us in Christ Jesus" (Eph, 2:7).
D. I have reserved for last that hope which the apostle John supremely emphasizes, the hope of
eternal life. In the story of the rich young ruler) Mark notes that this was the deepest desire of the
devout Jew (mark 10:17). Paul tells Titus that it was promised "before times eternal" (Titus 1:2), and
to the Romans he emphasizes tact it is God's gracious gift to sinners (Rom. 6:23). But John unveils it
simply and grandly as the purpose and result of Calvary. Unless there be life after death, the cross is
meaningless (John 3:16sq.). Over and over he emphasizes that this supreme gift may received only by
faith in God's divine Son and Savior who died and rose again in history and was made known to us by
revelation (John 3:36; 5:25; 8:51, etc.),
This life is by definition not only eternal, but it is God's quality of life, given newly to men
who did not have it before through the divine act of regeneration (John 3:3, 5, 7). Once received, it cannot
be taken away (John 10:28). And like most of the disciples' hopes it may be received and enjoyed now,
but will only be realized in all its incalculable richness in God's eternal presence (Jude 21). A new
dimension will be added when the disciple's body is resurrected, and, reincarnated, he enjoys this
eternal life in a redeemed, glorified creation (Rom. 8:18-30). At that time he „ shall become like his
Lord (I John 3:2), faultless before the presence of His glory (Jude 24). To a degree DeWolf puts liberal
theology in agreement here when he says that the essential Christian hope is life after death, but he
disclaims any sure knowledge of the nature of that life or the body in which it shall be enjoyed. The
fullness of this hope, too, is inextricably related to the blessed hope of the appearing in glory of the
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disciples' great God and Savior, Jesus Christ (Titus 2:13). I've arbitrarily relegated this element, however, to
later consideration.
II. The Disciples' Hope of Judgment.
At first glance, the terms "hope" and "judgment" appear contradictory. But the judgments of God are
multifaceted. They are rooted in His righteousness. And God's judgments were clearly taught by the Lord
Jesus and the apostles and held out to the early disciples, not only as solemn warning, but also as an
assurance of God's just dealings with them and with sinners troubling them. Christ made more explicit
David's word, "fret not thyself because of evil doers - they shall soon be cut down like the grass..." (Psa.
37:1,2).
The basic concept of God's judging sinners and condemning them to an eternal punishment has long
been under attack by liberal elements within Christianity, as DeWolf admits. 4 He further asserts that both
Barth and Brunner hold to the ultimate universal salvation of all men. Apparently there is a growing
movement even in more conservative circles today to hold that Christ's atonement will eventually cover the
salvation of all men. Therefore it may be well to look in some detail at the teaching of the Scriptural authors
on this subject. I believe they will be found to be consistent, if literally interpreted.
God's judgment may be divided into two easily discernible catagories: His judgment on the unrighteous,
and His judgment of believers. Let us consider them in that order. Both of them will take place for the most
part in eschatological times, the sequence of which will be discussed later. For the present let us consider
only the fact, bases, nature and duration of judgment.
A. God's Judgments on the Unrighteous
1. The Fact of God's Judgment
The fact of God's condign judgment on sinners is affirmed strongly by all the Scriptural writers: Peter in
his sermon to he Gentiles in Caesarea (Acts 10:42), and in his first epistle (I Pet. 4:5), - Paul to the
philosophers in Athens (Acts 17:31), and to young Timothy (II Tim. 3:1) speaks of Christ's coming to judge
"the living and the dead." John (I John 4:17) and Peter (II Pet. 2:9,13) speak clearly of a "day of ,Judgment".
Paul calls it the "day of wrath of righteous judgment of our God" (Rom. 2:5,6; 14:10,12). I doubt if this day
of judgment is to be equated with the great white throne judgment of Rev. 20, but that book is filled with grim
pictures which symbolize God's earlier judgment on rebellious sinners.
2. The Basis of God's Judgment
The basis of God's judgment of unbelievers is also clear and consistent. In Matthew Jesus says that God
will judge the "sons of the evil one" (Matt. 13:39,42), "the unfaithful servants" (matt. 24:51), those who fail
to minister to men as they would to Christ 'Matt. 25:31-46), etc. In John's Gospel Jesus states that
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condemnation and punishment are the lot of the unbelieving and disobedient to the gospel (John. 3:17,36; cf. I
Peter 4:17), and Peter categorizes it as falling on "the unjust" (II Pet. 2:9,13). Jesus and Paul also single out the
unbelieving Jews, both men and cities of that day, as objects of special judgment. The writer of Hebrews says
that those who neglect salvation (2:3), and who spurn the blood of Christ (10:29-31; 12:29) shall receive even
sorer punishment. Jude says that judgment shall fall on the ungodly (vs. 14, 15) and the false teachers (vs. 13), while
Paul says it shall be upon the unrighteous (Rom. 1:18,22 c etc.), on those who do not believe and obey the gospel (II These,
1:7-9), and upon those who believe not the truth (II Thess. 2:10).
Finally the Revelation declares that God will judge to eternal fire all those not found in the Book of Life (20:15), and
He further delineates this to include all those who are found in the terrible catalog of sinners headed by "the fearful and
unbelieving" (Rev. 21:8).
3. The Nature and Duration of This Judgment
Jesus likened judgment of sinners to a furnace of fire (Matt. . 13:42,50; 18:9; Mark 9:42 ff). He said in detail at Olivet that
it was to be eternal fire and eternal punishment (Matt. 25:41, 46). Here fire is apparently a figure of speech, but one
which speaks of the most horribly imaginable reality, a symbol which symbolizes something. If one, however,
as many even Protestant theologians today do, regards this as a limited, purgatorial cleansing, then the word
"eternal" loses all meaning, not only in this context, but in the context which speaks of "eternal" life also, I believe.
John frequently quotes the Lord as saying that His judgment is to be a "condemnation" and "wrath" (john 3:17,36, etc.).
And Paul picks. up the. word "wrath" and says it will be revealed against unrighteousness (Rom. 1:18,22ff), and then adds
it will be God's vengeance, eternal destruction from the presence of God (11 These. 1:7,9), and damnation
(II--Thess. 2:12). In Hebrews again it is said to be eternal judgment (6:2) and it is implied that there will be degrees
when the author speaks of "sorer. "judgment" on those who deliberately reject Christ (10:29). Jude adds the word
that it. will be "blackness and darkness reserved forever" (13). And Revelation concludes' with a picture of a lake of
fire and brimstone which is said to produce torment "day and night for ever and ever" (20:10,15; 21;8) for the devil, his
angels, and all sinners.
These quotations speak clearly to the disciple who accepts an authoritative Bible. The fact of eternal punishment
on the unrighteous is a grim hope no less real than eternal life for the believer.
B. Judgments of Believers
Uniformly in the New Testament the solemn judgment of the sinner is accompanied with God's equitable judgment
and reward for the righteous. While conditioning them to face suffering as the lot of the faithful, the Lord carefully held
out to His disciples the hope of God's eternal reward as well. In years past some effort has been make to belittle
the idea of future judgment and reward with such phrases as "other worldlinees", unserious socialistic Christian ethics",,
5 This is probably due to a theology and ethic that found its center and circumference in this life. But an objective
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consideration of the Now Testament teaching indicates that future reward was not only a possible, but a primary
hope of the suffering disciple. The idea of reward was inextricably bound up with the idea of a heavenly
kingdom where God would avenge His elect (Like 18:7).
I believe the basic New Testament perspective clearly high-lights the truth that the disciple must expect in this life
suffering and tribulation (John 16:33) in fellowship with his Lord, but in the life to come the disciple shall receive glory
and honor and reward in the presence of his Lord. This concept does not release the disciple from participation
in and aggressive witness to the world, or from responsibility to shine as a moral light in the midst of a wicked and
perverse generation. The disciples' witness is far from other-worldly. But his hope is not set on this world
which is passing away, but upon an inheritance of reward and an eternal kingdom (Col. 3:24), to be fully manifest only
at the coming of the King.
Though his entrance into the eternal kingdom is by grace through faith, the disciple's reward is based clearly
upon his works. "Works" is apparently used as a generic term by both Christ (Matt. 16:27 etc.) and Paul (I
Cor. 13:8,13,14, etc.) to include many various elements. These include:
1. The giving of alms (Matt. 6:4; Luke 6:35-38) and bountiful stewardship (II Cor. 9:6).
2.
3.

Good deeds (Matt. 10:42)
Faithfulness in life and service (Matt. 24:45-47; John 12:26; I Cor. 9:25,26), especially among
elders (I Pet. 5:1-4)
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Overcoming lives (Rev. 2:3). Interestingly enough both John and James tell us that "a crown of life" will
be given to those who triumph over temptation (Rev. 2:10; James 1:12).
5. Hospitality to prophets (matt. 10:41).
6. Loving Christ's appearing (II Tim. 4:8).
7. Suffering for Christ (II Tim. 2:12). To those who suffer and overcome, the special promise
of-reigning with Christ is offered as well. (cf.:Rev. 3:21).
With these encouraging incentives to the disciple is also given a warning, however. A punitive aspect to the
disciple's judgment is clear, though it does not apparently affect his presence in the kingdom. The disciple's
works may well not stand the test, and he may lose his reward. Paul's word is seemingly a warning one when he says
"we shall stand before the judgment seat of Christ... to give account of himself to God" (Rom. 14: 10-12), for Christ
will make manifest men's hearts when He comes (I Cor. 4:5). Peter adds solemnly that judgment must begin at the
house of God (I Pet. 4:17). For idle words (Matt. 12:36), for profitless works of "wood, hay, and stubble" (I
Cor. 3:12-14), for partaking of the Lord's Supper unworthily (I Cor. 11:29), there shall be loss of reward (or
possibly retribution?).
Finally a word concerning the time of these judgments. Our Lord said clearly "the Son of Man shall come
in the glory of his Father with his angels and then shall he render unto every man according to his deeds" (Matt. 16:27).
Peter corroborates this by saying that rewards shall be apportioned when "the Chief Shepherd is manifested"
(I Pet. 5:4).
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Paul says "in the day of the Lord Jesus Christ" (I Cor. 1:8) we shall all stand before the "judgment seat of
Christ" to receive rewards for deeds done in the body (II Cor. 5:10; Romans 5:10).
Thus the hope of judgment throughout the New Testament is clearly re, corded. When Christ comes,
He shall judge the living and the dead, both the righteous and the unrighteous. His eternal status already
determined by his relationship to Christ the judge, the disciple and the sinner alike shall receive reward, according to
their deeds; degrees of both punishment and blessedness are thus implied.
III. The Hope of Christ's Coming.
The disciple's brightest hope which includes all others is the personal return of Jesus Christ to this earth to
consummate history and to fulfill God's ultimate purposes. There is hardly room for doubt that the first
century disciples expected this literal return of their Messiah soon. With more historical reason than ever, this
hope is ours today.
On Olivet the Disciples asked not about the fact, but about the time of their Lord's return (Matt. 24:3), and
Christ answered them unequivocally with a detailed sequence of events leading up to, and succeeding His second
advent.
A few days later the question was repeated (Acts 1:6) on the same mount and again answered, I believe, when
Christ reiterated the great commission saying, in effect, that He would restore the kingdom again to Israel when His
witness had been given to the uttermost part of the earth (Acts 1:8). And the angelic messengers instructed the
disciples that His return would be "in like manner" - personally, bodily, and visibly - like His ascension.
Paul goes so far as to base the entire Christian faith on the validity of Christ's resurrection, in I Cor. 15, and
then goes on to assert that Christ's resurrection in turn guarantees the resurrection of disciples at His return.' And
in I Thess. 4 he carefully explains that Christ's coming is the basis of our comfort concerning the resurrection of,
and our reunion with departed loved ones.
Peter's apologetic for the return of Christ in II Pet. 3 is predicated on the prophecy that scoffers would arise who
would doubt and decry Christ's coming again. And needless to say, the whole theme of the book of Revelation revolves around this climatic event; at the very outset John is admonished by the living Christ (1:19) to "write the
things ... which shall be hereafter."
Provided that he may be understood literally in his interpretation of the events (and there seems to be some doubt
of this) Karl Barth has rightly restored the emphasis on eschatology to the Christian faith and hope. Mackintosh,
however, feels that Barth's interpretation of eschatological events is existential, rather than historical. Paul King
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Jewett, however, believes that in his later years Barth clearly comes out for a return of Christ in historical
time. As a consequence DeWolf with Niebuhr criticized Barth for being too eschatological.
Admitting the validity of the claim that Christ and the synoptists taught a personl return of Cleat, Albert
Schweitzer blasphemously calls Jesus a deluded apocalyptist.
The chart which accompanies this paper is self-explanatory. In it the events proceeding, concurrent with,
and subsequent to Christ's return are outlined. I've taken as the basis of this study six sequential passages in the
gospels and epistles, plus a partial outline of the concluding section of the book of Revelation. I have listed the
events exactly as they appear in each text. I believe the way that these factors are presented in the parallel
columns indicate a clearly possible harmony of all the events surrounding the return of Christ. This does not
mean there are not problems. But I believe this simple chart indicates that the problems are not insoluble. In the
parentheses following the references to passages in the sequences, I have put obvious references to the same
event in other eschatological contexts in the New Testament. These are indicated on the chart by the
slanting lines preceding these references.
As the chart rather clearly indicates, both the position and the frequency of reference makes certain elements
emphatic in the general prophetic perspective. Let be briefly discuss this:
I. Christ's return will be personal and bodily. This is indicated by the direct prophecies (Matt. 24:31; Acts
1:11, etc); by the words used: "in like manner..." (Acts 1:11), "the coming of the Lord", "riding on a white
horse" (Rev. 19:11), etc; and by the whole spirit of the language employed. In the light of these factors, I find it
impossible to recognize the validity of an interpretation of these passages that "God comes to us in Christ at
a. death;
b. when his will is in our lives;
c. when the whole human episode on earth will end;
d. that the center of Christian eschatology is simply that God will have the last word, a word of
love."
This personal return will necessaruly be unexpected: Though general trends and events proceeding this
return are clearly indicated (see below), frequent mention is made that Christ's coming will be as unexpected as a visit
of a "thief in the night" (Matt. 24:43; I Thess. 5:2,3; II Pet. 3:10).
It is also clear the early disciples viewed Christ's coming as imminent, in the sense of "impending": "the Lord is at
hand," (Phi. 4:5) Paul said. "The coming of the Lord draweth nigh" (James 5:8), warned James. But though
Paul clearly taught that Christ's coming was imminent, the whole thrust of the Thessalonian letters (in particular II Thess.
1 and 2) is to discourage disciples from withdrawing from witness and activity for Christ in favor of a contemplative
waiting for His advent. In addition it is clear that the death of Peter, Paul's visit to Rome, the moral and political decline
of world affairs, etc., all must transpire before the coming of Christ. So that an interpretation of “imminent”
as a meaing “any moment” is not permissible, I feel.
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The apparent intent of Christ and the Holy Spirit through His revelation to the New Testament writers
was to give broad outlines of a philosophy of history. According to this, world conditions, due to the
sinfulness of men, will deteriorate generally. This itself will be a sign of the approaching advent of Christ Who
will consummate history in time and space as we now know them. The details, however, are withheld so that as
the disciple views the darkening horizon, his breast is filled with hope that he may soon see the return of his Lord.
2. The fact of moral decline and political and social upheaval.
History has forced the abandonment of an optimistic post-millenialism, popularized in part by evolutionary
philosophy. Current history is abundantly vindicating an historic position of orthodoxy. In detail the Lord
Jesus Christ outlined upon the Mount of Olives a grim sequence of events preceding His return which includes
political unrest, economic reverses, natural calamities, unprecedented moral decay, and the rise of false prophets
and even false Christs. Paul repeated these factors in II Tim. 3, II Thess. 2. The book of ''revelation in
dramatically symbolic language confirms the idea of a time before the return of Christ of moral decay, social upheaval,
and probable unification of all the world under a politico-religious ruler who would be the epitome of sin itself.
(Interrestingly enough in 1947 Arnold Toynbee said, "It is a foregone conclusion that the world will be unified
politically under one of two systems of government. The only question which remains is under which...")
3. The literal resurrection of men's bodies.
This was a great hope of the Jewish disciple and the substance of the early apostolic preaching. It is taught most
detailedly in the letters of Paul, possibly because it was a stumblingblock to the Gentiles whom he addressed.
(Acts 17:31,32; I Cor. 15:23-54; 1 Thess. 4:13 ff)
4. The judgment of all men. The judgment, discussed above, centered about the return of Jesus Christ as the
chart clearly indicates.
5. The ultimate reign of Jesus Christ. Implicit in the idea of the kingdom in the synoptics, was the reign
of the King Himself, both in the hearts of His disciples and in the future upon the earth. I believe. Paul explains,
"He shall reign until all things are put under His feet" (I Cor. 15:25). This possibly earthly reign of Christ
is graphically portrayed also in Rev. 20.
The details of this reign give rise to controversy among Christians of all groups, so at this point this lion
will presume to step down into the den of Daniels! By my relative arrangements of the teaching of the various
writers in the accompanying chart, I have given evidence to my own faith in a historic Chiliasm. I personally
believe that there will be a millennial reign of Christ upon earth before the ultimate dissolution of all things
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and the descent of the new heaven and the new earth. My reasons are basically three:
1. I believe this view is most clearly harmonious with the teaching of Scripture in both Old and New
Testaments. It is not without problems, but it best harmonizes these problems to a possibly solution. I
believe with Teeny, that premillennialism"...seems, however, to have fewer weaknesses and a greater general
Scriptural strength than (the other two schools of thought." (Amillennialism and postmillennialism)
2. I believe further that the premillennial position most satisfactorily preserves the necessary Protestant
principle of literal interpretation of the Scriptures. Particularly is this true in regard to the Old Testament. I
know this view also has some problems, but I would emphasize that pre-millenialism more perfectly agrees with
this principle of interpretation so essential to evangelical Protestant theology, and that its problems are fewer than
any alternate eschatalogical system.
3. I believe that the historical evidence for this interpretation is strong. From the fathers Papias, Justin, Martyr,
Irenaeus, etc., through such able exegetes as Bengel, Olshausen, Alfred, Lange, Fawcett, Seiss, Delitzsh, Ellicott, etc.,
premillennialism has been thought to agree most accurately with sound principles of interpretation and the "analogy
of faith" in the Scriptures.
The problems of creating any consistent eschatology are, however, obviously many. Many details still remain
a challenge to careful exegesis and dogmatics. However the basic problem, it appears to me, is that of the
canon of interpretation used. I personally feel that reason, theology, and consistency demand a more logical
implementation and application of the historical Reformation principle of a literal interpretation of Scripture. I agree
strongly with Ramm's statement that the Reformation was first hermeneutical and then theological and
ecclesiastical. I personally believe that if the literal principle of interpretation is consistently applied, it will be
possible to create a harmonious eschatology with a minimum of problems awaiting the fuller revelation of our Lord
Himself.
IV. Observations and Conclusions.
In the light of the strong Biblical emphases that I have here endeavored to sketch, I believe there is need in our day to
revive the preaching of the disciples' hope. In this brief survey I trust I have confirmed my thesis, namely that
the disciples' hope is two-fold: that God has prepared an eternal, heavenly kingdom to which those who die in Christ go
immediately to be with their Lord; and that at the personal bodily return of Jesus Christ God will consummate
history, resurrect the dead, judge and reward all men, and establish ultimately a new spiritual universe.
In these hopes, I believe, these essential elements are clearly emphasized:
1. The disciples' hope was Christo-centric. At present, "Christ in us (is) our hope of glory" (Col. 1:27).
The glory of the heavenly kingdom is to be "with Christ" (Phil. 1:23). The disciple looks not for judgment, but for
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the Judge who standeth at the door (James 5:9). And the blessed hope of the disciple is not primarily that he shall
be delivered from suffering and persecution, but rather "the appearing in glory of our great God and Savior Jesus
Christ" (Titus 2:13).
God's purposes begin and end in Himself. Christ's return theological, to the end that God may
receive the glory due Him. The believers' blessedness is only incidental.
From this standpoint the disciples' hope may be viewed in two stages: in the first, God, the Son, shall return and
judge all men, at which time every knee shall bow and every tongue shall confess that He is Lord to the glory of God the
Father! (Phil. 2:10,11). Following His reign during which all things are put under His feet and the last enemy, death, is
destroyed, He shall deliver the kingdom up to the Father, that God "may be all in all" (I Cor. 15:28).
2. Secondly, the disciples' hope was primarily a future hope. Though there were intermediate incentives,
promises, and hopes held out to him, I believe it is self evident that the disciple lives primarily for the future;: Conscious
of the ephemeralness of life (I Pet. 4:2; I John 2:17), the Christian lives and witnesses in the world but looks for his ultimate
security and reward in a kingdom which is to come. In the midst of the materialistic and socialistic culture
and church in Japan I believe there is a need to return to this emphasis. With Abraham, the disciple looks for a city
whose builder and maker is God (Heb. 11:14-16). With Moses he looks not in this life but in the future life to a
"recompense of reward" (Heb. 11:26). And with all of the saints in the old dispensation, he looks to the
promise, more fully revealed to him, however, by the bright light of New Testament revelation. Today's disciple
would do well to join with the early disciples of whom it was said "and they overcame him by the blood of the lamb
and by the word of their testimony and they loved not their lives unto the death" (Rev. 12:11).
3. The disciples' hope was eternal and glorious.
In the light of the revelation of our hope, the disciple exults with Paul, "eye hath not seen, neither hath ear heard,
neither hath there entered into the heart of man the things that God has prepared for them that love Him. But God hath
revealed them unto us by His Spirit..." (I Cor. 2:9,10).
The disciple's hope is the anchor of his soul in the tempest of life (Heb. 6:19). The tribulations of our existent are
calculated to work in us patience, experience, and hope which frees us from any shame and embarassment because
our contemporaries consider us the filth and offscouring of
the earth (Rom. 5:5). Let us, therefore, in the glorious train of disciples before us, hold fast the confidence of our
hope in God and in His manifest triumph in history through the imminent, glorious return of His Son, our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ. Let us sing with Henry Alford:
"Ten thousand times ten thousand in sparkling raiment bright,
The armies of the ransomed saints throng up the steeps of light;
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'Tis finished, all is finished, their fight with death and sin: Fling open wide the golden gates, and let
the victors in.
"Bring near Thy great salvation, Thou Lamb for sinners slain; Fill up the roll of Thine elect, then take Thy
power and reign; Appear, Desire of nations, shine exiles long for home! Show in the heavens Try promised
sign; thou prince and Savior, come :"
Looking to the blessed hope, the disciple's prayer is ever: "Maran-a-tha," "Come, Lord Jesus!" (Rev.
22:20). Amen.
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THE SUFFERING DISCIPLE
Robert L. Ramseyer
"That I may know him and the power of his resurrection, and may share his sufferings, becoming like him in his
death, that if possible I may attain the resurrection from the dead." (Phil-3:10-11)
Why does the disciple of Jesus Christ suffer? Are suffering and persecution inevitable for the
Christian disciple? Is the disciple of Jesus in Japan more likely to suffer and to be persecuted than Christian
disciples in other lands? Are there special characteristics of the Japanese situation which cause Christian
suffering? In seeking an answer to these questions, we will turn first to the New Testament and then to the
situatien here in Japan.
Since by definition a disciple of Jesus Christ is one who seeks to serve Christ as the Lord of his life, we will
seek our answer first in the words and acts of Christ as they have come down to us in the New Testament. These
will serve as the foundation for our understanding of the suffering disciple and as our guide in interpreting other
Biblical materials.
Even a cursory look at the New Testament shows that suffering and persecution are major themes. It is
axiomatic that the follower of Christ will be persecuted and have to face suffering for the came of Christ.
Jesus, himself, spoke again and again about the enduring of persecution and the necessity of suffering, both for
himself and for those who would follow him and become his disciples. In the familiar words in Mattew five, Jesus
says, "Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness' sake for theirs is the kingdom if heaven. Blessed
are you when men revile you and persecute you and utter all kinds of evil against you falsely on my account."(10-12)
"I say to you, Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you (44) The tacit assumption in these words of
Jesus is that his followers will be persecuted. Therefore, says Jesus, be prepared; adopt the proper attitude
toward this persecution. Jesus elaborates more fully in Matthew ten. "And be on your guard, for men will
hand you over to their courts, they will flog you in the synagogues, and you will be brought before governors and
kings, for my sake, to testify bofore them and the heathen."(17-18) "Brother will betray brother to death, and the father
his child; children will turn against their parents and send them to their death. All will hate you for your allegiance
to me; but the man who holds out to the end will be saved."(21-22) Jesus known,-that the'-human-society
which he saw around him would oppose his gospel and make every effort to wipe it out. He foresaw clearly that
his followers would have co be prepared to face persecution, suffering, and probably death for his sake.
After Pentecost, Jesus' disciples, too, understoed this fact and they rejoiced at the opportunity to suffer for
Christ. In the record of the Acts of the Apostles, we see the beginning of the fulfillment of Jesus'words. Moreover,
it is clear from the record that the early followers of Christ were not surprised at this persecution. They considered
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it both a normal situation and an honor to suffer for Christ. In Acts, chapter five, it is recorded that after
the apostles had been beaten, they rejoiced that they were counted worthy to suffer dishonor for the name of
Christ. In his letter to the Philippians, Paul says, ""'or you have been granted the privilege not only of
believing in Christ, but also of suffering for him." (1:29) "You have been granted the privilege of suffering for
him." Paul is saying that this too is a gift of God. Peter, in the first letter, says that it is a good thing to suffer for what is
right, for the sake of Christ. He deals at some length with the problem of suffering and persecution in this letter
and this is consistently his point of view - it is a privilege to suffer for the gospel of Christ.
In the teaching of the apostles, we find the same attitude that we found in the teaching of Jesus, It is assumed
that the Christian will be persecuted and must be prepared to suffer for Christ. The second letter to
Timothy puts it quite plainly, "All who desire to live a godly life in Christ Jesus will be persecuted."(3:12)
The important thing is not to try to escape persecution, but rather to adopt a right attitude toward the
persecutor. Paul, in the letter to the Romans, says, "Call down blessings on your persecutors - blessings,
not curses."(12:14) In the first Corinthian letter, Paul says that this is the attitude which he himself has adopted,
"They curse us, and we bless; they persecute us, and we submit to it; they slander us, and we humbly make our appeal.
(4:12-13)
In this paper, we are attempting to deal with suffering for the sake of Christ. There is another type of
suffering which Christians frequently encounter which should not be confused with this. Christians may
suffer because they are arrogant, opinionated, unloving or unsympathetic to those around them. .he church may
be persecuted for being narrow, for not showing the love of Christ, for being unfaithful to Christ. If a
missionary in Japan feels persecuted, he needs to ask himself, "Why is this so? Is it for the sake of Christ, or
is it because of my own sinful nature?"
When a follower of Christ suffers for the sake of Christ, he is in some way sharing in the suffering which Christ has
endured on the cross for the salvation of men. Paul writes to the Philippians, that I "may shire his sufferings,
becoming like him in his death, that if possible I may attain the resurrection from the dead."(3:10-11) And to the
Romans, "We are God's heirs and Christ's fellow heirs, if we share his sufferings now in order to share his
splendor hereafter."(8:17) It seems clear that being persecuted is not only inevitable for the Christian, but in
some sense it is desirable; that by enduring persecution for the Christian faith, the Christian is sharing in the suffering
of Christ on the cross and at the same time preparing to share with Christ in the glory of the resurrection. The
theological reasons for this and the implications of this are not explained in the New Testament, but the fact that this
is a clear assumption in the pages of the New Testament can hardly be questioned. "My dear friends, do not be
bewildered by the fiery ordeal that is upon you, as though it were something extraordinary. It gives you a share in
Christ's sufferings, and that is cause for joy; and when his glory is revealed, your joy will be triumphant. If Christ's
name is flung in your teeth as an insult, count yourselves happy, because then that glorious Spirit which is the
Spirit of God is resting upon you." (1 Peter 4:12-14)
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Why is the Christian persecuted? Why does he suffer? If it is the assumption of the writers of the New
Testament, and of Jesus Christ himself, that those who follow Christ will be persecuted by those who do not follow
him, then it becomes important for us to try to understand the basis for this assumption. It is important for us to
know whether the Christians of the first centry considerod persecution from the world outside the church
inevitable bocause of the peculiar nature of the society of that time, because of something that could be
eliminated as the teachings of Christianity gradually permeated that society, or whether there was some other,
more basic reason, for the tension between the followers of Christ and the society of those who did not follow
Christ. If Christ were teaching in the United States of America in the twentieth century, for example, would he
say the same things about the inevitability of persecution that he said in the first century in the Roman
Empire?
In order to answer this question, we need to study the way in which the Now Testament speaks of a man
becoming a Christian. When Jesus spoke with Nicodemus as it is recorded- in the third chapter of John, he
used the figure of birth, of being born. Paul carries on this figure and in the second Corinthian letter he says,
"Therefore, if any one is in Christ, he is a new creation; the old has passed away, behold, the new has come." (5:17)
For Paul, when a man had become a follower of Christ, a Christian, he was something new, something different
from that which he had been before. He had become a new creature. This meant a break with the past and
the things connected with the past. When a man in Christ has been reborn and become a new creature, there is
a discontinuity with his own past. (Eph. 4:22-24) This break comes from the first fact that previously he had been a
man outside of Christ and now he has become a man in Christ. In the same way, there is also a break between
any man who is in Christ and any man who is not in Christ, between the man who has become a new creature in
Christ Jesus and the man who has rnot. The man in Christ has undergone a radical change, he is a new
creature. Christ is now his Lord and he is Christ's disciple.
This break is the basis for the persecution of the Christian church as it is seen in the New Testament. The
writer of the Gospel According to John makes it quite clear that Jesus was persecuted because he was of a
different order, because he did not fit in ordinary society, because he did not belong to this world. In Jesus'
remarks recorded in John 15, we find these words to his disciples. "if the world hates you, it hated me first,
as you know well. If you belonged to the world, the world would love its own; but because you do not belong
to the world, because I have chosen you out of the world, for that reason the world hates you." (18-19) In his prayer in
chapter sevinteen, Jesus repeates this idea that the Christian will be persecuted because he does not fit into normal
human society. Using an example from the Old Testament, Paul puts it this way in Galatians, "But as at that time he
who was born according to the flesh persecuted him who was born according to the Spirit, so it is now."(4:29)
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Tension is inevitable between the Christian believer who is a new creature in Christ and the
society of men who are not new creatures in Christ. Those who are born according to the flesh will
continue to persecute those who are born according to the Spirit. Moreover, this is not limited to those
societies which are relatively unenlightened according to modern humanistic democratic principles. It
is true of any society which is under the control of those who are not new men in Christ. The
tension and oppression comes not as a result of a particular organizational system, but rather because
that society as such is not a fellowship of new men in Christ.
When the church is a free church, a believers' church, and when this church is existing in a
society which is not composed of new men in Christ, men who have been reborn according to the
Spirit, there will be tension between the church and society. The church will inevitably exist under some
kind of persecution. Since the free believers' church is the only type of church envisaged in the New
Testament, it is the tacit assumption of the New Testament that the fellowship of believers will
always be in tension with the society of men and that the church will be a suffering church.
Human society as we know it today is largely under the influence of old men, that is, of men who are
not new men in Christ. While there are Christian men, new men in Christ, in many positions of influence in
government and society in many countries, it is obvious that in most countries, theirs is not the
dominant influence. As a concrete example we might take the United States of America. Where, men in high
places express a great deal of concern about religion and morals. In many cases this is undoubtedly a
genuine concern. However, it is more than obvious that this concern is, in most cases, with something
which might be called religion in general, with religion for the sake of religion, rather than with
faith in Jesus Christ. There is perhaps no better example of this than the recent controversy over the U.
S. Supreme Court and prayer. The regents of the state of New York attempted to write a prayer for use in New
York's public schools. This was clearly a prayer related to religion for the sake of religion, a rather
obvious attempt to give state support to religion in general, to faith for the sake of faith. Many
conservative Christian leaders showed extremely poor thinking on this matter when instead of opposing this
prayer they supported it against the Supreme Court, supporting a faith in religion in general instead
of faith in Jesus Christ. There is tension between the church and American society, tension which at times
will result in oppression and persecution.
I am not attempting here to set Christ against culture, to borrow H. Richard Niebuhr's terminology.
that I have been trying to stress is not that the church rejects the world, but rather that natural
human society rejects the new society of men who are new creatures in Christ Jesus. It not only rejects
this new society, but makes some efforts either to change it to conform to natural human society or
else to wipe it out completely. The society of men who are not new creatures in Christ will always be
opposed to Christ and his church.
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Where Christian men and Christian teachings have exerted a pronounced influence on society, the
tension between the fellowship of new men in Christ and the society of men in general has been
lessened. The overt pressures on a new man in Christ in North America may be less than on a new man
in Christ in Saudi Arabia. Certainly they will be less apparent. At the same time, it should be obvious
that in no society will these pressures and tensions ever be totally eliminated. Moreover, there is
nothing in the Sew Testament that would lead us to expect them to be eliminated.
The church of Jesus Christ, the fellowship of new men in Christ, will suffer and continue to suffer as
long as she is true to Jesus Christ. the church is called to be a suffering servant, just as her Lord and
Master was a suffering servant. The church will do well never to forget the words of her lord,, "Woe to
you, when all men speak well of you, for so their fathers did to the false prophets." (Luke 6:26) We
who are gathered here today are serving in Japan as missionaries, representatives of Christ who have come
from the church of other lands to bring the message of Christ to men and women in Japan. As such, we have, in a
sense, left the society of our birthplace and, although we live in Japan, we are not truly a part of
the society of Japan. In a sense, therefore, we do not really feel tension with regard to either
society. In a very real way, we are free from most social restraints and obligations. We try to live in
Japan, following proper social customs, but we always know that if we break tradition we will be excused
because we are foreigners. We never experience the real social ties that bind the citizens of this
country, or the social tensions that a citizen of this country feels when he becomes a new man in Christ.
For most of us, the suffering which we experience as missionaries comes precisely because of this freedom
from cultural involvement. It is the exception in Japan for a missionary to experience either physical
or social persecution. Rather, we suffer because we want-to become one with the people with whom we work and
we find that we-cannot. this is partly because of our own weakness and partly because of the nature of the
society around us which refuses to accept us. 'vie want to share the experiences of our friends and neighbors,
but we cannot. tio want to lead men to the new life, but we find ourselves inadequate and them unwilling. We
want to share the sufferings of our Christian brothers and we cannot because we arc not part of the society to
which they belong. We have come to bring the love of God to men and women bound up in Japanese society and we,
find ourselves on the outside looking in.
Because of this inability to become completely involved, we must struggle to be intelligently sympathetic with
the man who faces these very real tensions with his society. If we are to be effective witnesses for Christ
in Japan and if we are to be real neighbors to those around us, we need at least to understand the
society of Japan well enough to see where that society is in major tension with the gospel of Christ and
at what points a Japanese Christian must be prepared to suffer for his faith. While there are many things
which will be the same for Christians around the world, there are also peculiar problems which cause
suffering and persecution for the Christian in Japan.
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The society which the Christian confronts in Japan today is one which is constantly changing. It is a society
which seems to have wide differences as one moves from the tradition-bound rural villages and small cities
to the large cities where life seems completely modern and unfettered by tradition. However, these
differences are more apparent than real. As Japanese society has moved through the centuries and new
elements have been absorbed into it, these new elements have never destroyed or replaced the old. Rather the new
elements has been added as another layer on top of the others. A Japanese sociologist has stated that while
the face of Japanese society has changed much in the post-war period, there has been almost no change in the
layers underneath. In any area in Japan, the old and new can be found as successive layers in society and it is only
the relative strength of the layers which varies from area to area. Thus in the conservative areas the older
layers are stronger. These conservative traditions tend to keep out anything which would tend to contradict
them. In the cities, the older traditions are weaker, but they are still there, present in every individual, ready to sap the
strength of anything which would process revolutionary change. Horn Ichnro in a recent study of the social
role of Japanese religion points out the many ways in which these old social relationships have been carried from
the country to the city. Whether we work and live in the city or in the country, it is important that we understand this
traditional society.
Present day Japanese society is based on the Confucian conception of the nature of social relationships. In
many places this ideal is no longer specifically taught, but its influences can be been everywhere and seem to be
taken for granted. The Confucian social ideal consists of a series of vertical relationships which determine the
position of the individual within the social structure. Although the traditional religions of Japan are Shinto and
Buddhism, the basic Japanese moral and ethical ideas are based on this Confucian social ideal rather than on the
teaching of Shinto or Buddhism. It is this Confucian social ideal which gives rise to persecution and suffering on
the part of those who become Christians. It is this which we must understand if we are to understand the situation
in which the Japanese Christian finds himself.
Traditional Japanese society which is based on these vertical relationships is absolute. Within this society the
social structure itself and the relationships on which it is built count for everything and the individual counts for
nothing. As Thomas Ohm says, "In the East, suprapersonal values, ties and communities are of greater
importance than the personality and personal faith." Personal faith, personal religion, has a very low
priority on the scale of values. Professor Matsuki of Kansai Gakuin calls this a major characteristic of the
Japanese people. Professor Fujii says that these relationships have been the basic support of society since the
Tokugawa period. "The result has been the depersonalization of the individual, no possibility for real personal
relationships between persons, and no respect for persons as persons."
In the traditional pattern, the religious community and the social community are identical; there is no
distinction between religious life and social life. For the population in general, religion is vague and
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formalistic. The religious sense is usually expressed in conventional ceremonies in which the family as a
unit or the community as a unit participate. There is little or no idea of personal faith and commitment.
The Confucian ideal in Japanese society allows for no non-conformity. In Japanese society it is not possible
to pick and choose. Either you conform in every way or you have no place at all in society. Hori says, "You
lose your right to be a member of that society if you do not conform." Professor Sumiya of Tokyo University, himself
a Christian, says, "Society does not permit the individual the freedom of thought and action to break ancient custom.
The individual is expected to follow the order of his family and neighborhood. To break this is to break the
family and neighborhood, to break the peace of the community. Unless an individual has an unusually strong
will and an established income, or is a fanatic, it becomes almost impossible for him to live ""the community." Instead
of being an organization of individuals, Japanese society demands the total absorption of the individual into society.
It demands that society be homogeneous.
It is in his home and in his community that the Japanese feels the bonds of the social order most strongly, and it is
from these sources that the opposition to Christianity comes. The Japanese owes an unqualified loyalty
and obedience to the head of his house. This is an absolute bond and bears no relationship to the actual character
of the father or to what the father may or may not have done for the child. To fulfill this obligation is virtue; not to fulfill
this is to be immoral. If a man has any conscience at all it will hurt him to go against the wishes of his father no matter
how unreasonable those wishes may be. To disobey one's father is to go against what one has been taught from the
time that one was a small child. In Japan, when a person becomes a Christian, particularly if he is a young person, the first problem that he will
probably face is this one of his relationship to his family. Since the head of the house has absolute authority,
and since all ethical obligations are summed up in loyalty to authority, there is certain to be conflict when a man
accepts Christ as Lord of his life. From the standpoint of the social ideal, it is immoral and disrespectful to
one's parents and ancestors to place Christ as an authority over one's parents. Arai Hakuseki, a Tokugawa era
Confucian scholar, pointed out the obvious dangers to public morals involved in this Christian idea of a
heavenly Father as an authority over one's earthly father.
One of the greatest tensions which the Christian in Japan faces is the tension within his own conscience. He
is a new man in Christ, but as with all of us, there is still a great deal of the old man remaining. His society
and home have taught him that virtue means the support of the traditional social system and the carrying out of
one's duties under that system; it has taught him that moral virtue includes loyalty to the religion of one's ancestors and
the veneration of one's ancestors. Professor Sumiya tells of meeting a man who had been a conscientious
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objector in America during the last war. This young man listed four factors which he considered when he decided to
take the conscientious objector position. First was his personal Christian faith. This told him to be a CO.
Second was his family, he knew that if he became a CO there would be reprisals against his family and that they would
be better off if he would not take the CO position. Third was his country. His country claimed that this was a
righteous war and that he had an obligation to flight for his country. Fourth was humanity at large. He felt that
respect for humanity pointed to the CO position. He decided that his personal commitment to Christ and his
obligation to humanity outweighed his obligations to family and country and he became a CO. In Japan
this is precisely the immoral and selfish position. A righteous man would sacrifice personal faith and
humanity and feel sure that this was the right course. He would not feel that he was compromising any
principle, but rather that he was obeying the highest principle. This view of life is not something which a man
can discard lightly even though he has entered into a new relationship with Jesus Christ. This is especially true
when the leaders of his family and community leaders, men for whom he has the deepest respect, all counsel
him to follow the way of his fathers. Even when one has decided to follow Jesus Christ as absolute lord of all
areas of life, there will still be many times when the battle of loyalty to Christ versus loyalty to parents and the
established social order will have to be fought within the heart of the individual. It can only be regarded as a
miracle of the grace of God that so many men and women in Japan have remained loyal to Jesus Christ.
When a Christian refuses to take part in shrine or other activities of the community, he has broken the
established order of his community. In the Meji era this often meant that the Christian was completely
ostracized. Today it means that his friendly relationships with his community will be broken. He will probably
not experience much overt persecution or be in danger of his life. Very likely he will not even be
disinherited. However the subtle pressures which he faces every day are, in the long run, more insidious and
difficult to face than direct persecution. Commenting on the American scene, Sylvan Meyer, the editor of the
Gainsville, Georgia, Daily Times says, "Many a man who would face lions in the arena rather than deny his faith will
not stand firm on a moral issue in a discussion on his neighbor's front porch, will remain silent when a friend answers a
moral protest with the reply, 'But this is business."' Not that is necessarily afraid; it is just that his conviction is
not secure enough to overcome his desire to maintain pleasant relationships with the people around him. In the
same way many a church avoids controversy, not through fear but for the sake of comfortable relationships within
and outside its membership." If this is the situation in America, how much more so in Japan.
It is not surprising that the Christian church has grown in Japan where the traditional layers of society are weakest in the cities rather than in the country, among the urban middle class, young people, students - in other words,
among those who feel that in some way the traditional social structure is oppressive. They are the misfits, the
maladjusted. In smaller towns, young people are attracted to the gospel and many become Christians. As they
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grow older they find the pressure from the outside to be intolerable and they either move to the city where
the pressure is less strong or they reject the faith and leave the church.
The young Christian in present day Japan faces opposition on two fronts. From the viewpoint of his more
conservative relatives and friends he is immoral, unpatriotic and disrespectful to his home to the emperor. From
the viewpoint of his more modern friends Christianity is unscientific and inconsistent with the developments of
natural science; by being a Christian he is delaying the modernisation of Japan.
In .the early days, the Christian church in Japan resisted this oppression and persecution with intensity and
fervor. However, according to Professor Sumiya, "Being reared in a pagan environment and living their whole lives
under fierce persecution, Christians gradually compromised with traditional society and this compromise in daily
living resulted in a certain vagueness in their faith and a mixing of the gospel with the traditional world view."
Sumiya goes on to say that the tendency in the church, as a result of the strong social pressure on it, was for the
Christian to view life as divided into two separate compartments - one for social relationships, the other for faith. As
social life grew more complicated with the many new developments in the rapid modernization of Japan, faith
became merely one of the many facets of modern life. Instead of trying to apply the implications of the Christian
faith to all of life as the earlier Japanese Christians had done, the later view of the church was that life is life and
religion is religion. According to Sumiya, this was the stand of the church during the last war and was the reason
that it offered little resistance to totalitarianism.
What I have been trying to say is this. The essence of Christianity is directly opposed to the essence of
Japanese society. The essence of Christianity is faith in Jesus Christ, absolute loyalty to Christ as Lord. The essence of
Japanese society is a series of vertical relationships which demand absolute loyalty and conformity to prevailing
cultural patterns. While this may vary in intensity from place to place and time to time, it is still present all over
Japan.. There can be no peaceful coexistence as long as both sides demand absolute loyalty from the same individual.
What does this mean for us as missionaries?
First, it means that as Christian evangelists we need to be fair when we present the gospel of Christ. We need
to point out clearly and plainly what the Christian in Japan will need to be prepared to face and why he will face it.
Many young Christians know that they face pressures against their faith, but they do not really know why they
face them.. If the young Christian knows what he is fighting against and what he is fighting for he is much better
prepared to withstand the temptations to surrender which he will constantly face. Paul did not shrink from
speaking plainly about the suffering that a Christian must be prepared to face. When he returned through the
churches of Galatia, he told them, "It is through many an affliction that we must enter the Kingdom of God." (Acts
14;22) Let us give a full and fair picture of what it means to be a Christian in Japan.
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Second, remembering that as a missionary in Japan I am called upon to face almost no social pressure to
compromise my own faith, I will be sympathetic and understanding with my fellow Christians who have so much to
face. When a pastor does something or takes some action which I feel is compromising the gospel, I will first of all try
to see things from his point of view, remembering his background and the pressures he faces. I will examine myself,
remembering that my own social background has had a great deal of influence on the way I think. All men when
they become Christians retain some unchristian and even some anti-Christian characteristics and ideas. A glance
at the circumcision controversy in the early church as recorded in the book of Acts will soon remind us of
this. Many sincere Christians in America retain attitudes on race which are diametrically opposed to the gospel of
Christ. A Christian pastor in Japan may have bowed to the portrait of the emperor or to the Grand Shrine at
Ise with just as sincere Christian conviction, with just as little consciousness of compromise as the American
pastor who became a fighter pilot during the war - and with just as much Biblical authority. We can be
understanding and sympathetic without in any sense approving actions which we feel are contrary to the gospel of
Christ. Remembering that it is only by the grace of God that any man can withstand the pressures which
come upon him, remembering that God has not seen fit to test most of us to the extent that he has already tested
our Japanese brethren with whom we live and work, remembering this, we can in-,sympathy and. humility help
them and they us to understand the full implications of what it means to be a Christian in modern Japan.
Third, we can remember to thank. God and praise him constantly for the fact that his church is in Japan. The
progress of the church in Japan is often painfully slow, converts are few, relapses are many and it is easy for the
missionary who came to Japan with high hopes, either to become discouraged or to adopt a cynical, don't care attitude
and adjust to the society around him. But, when we consider the pressures that are brought to bear on the
church and on individual Christians, we can only praise God that so much has been done in so little time and that the
power of the gospel has been proved to be so strong. We need to come before God in praise and thanksgiving
daily for the wonders of his work here in Japan.
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THE EFFECTIVE DISCIPLE
W. A. Eckel
"By this shall all men know ye are my Disciple."
We have now listened to and discussed many phases of the Christian Disciple. Joe Geoden has given us
the words of the Master in heart-leaching servings. In this message we are able to catch the method of
Christ's teaching His disciples. Here He opened His mouth and taught them. Isaiah hints at. another
method of instruction. "He opened not His mouth." To follow the account, we find Him standing before the
governor answering His accusers not a word--the lesson of silence. Again, we find Him training his disciples
by writing on the ground with His finger. And yet once more did He teach them by a look of the eye, to
pierce into the heart of one of His followers who thought himself strong enough to face death itself for his master.
Our lessons have been many and varied. He has been introduced to us in this Seminar as THE DISCIPLE'S
LARD. Again, with attention upon His followers, we were given a profound lesson from THE DISCIPLE AND
OTHER DISCIPLE--the purpose of the centered life. Once more the secret of proper relationship is through
the DISCIPLE'S DECOTIONAL LIFE. This devotion will be reflected through the very MESSAGE OF
THE DISCIPLE. Then can we say there is no other way to bring our DISCIPLES INTO MATURITY. "Thou hast the
words of eternal life" was the quick reply when the DISCIPLE'S HOPE was being tested. This morning had
presented for our consideration THE SUFFERING DISCIPLE.
These steps bring us to the EFFECTIVE DISCIPLE. Ready now is he to
lay aside self, and all that would bring glory to self, that only the Master might be seen in him. To find this type of
disciple for our example, we must look again to the Apostle Paul. As the first missionary in history to realize a direct call
of God to go to the heathen to present to them the better way of life through Jesus Christ, he has become the master
builder from the standpoint of the human in all ages. One never grows weary of studing his life and works.
To study this life one can better judge what an effective disciple might be in this day of ours.
First, we see in him a never yielding conviction. This conviction is what kept this disciple always well
balanced and never in doubt as to what his desired purpose was. This Apostle's life was transformed when the
Holy Spirit spoke to him as he was breathing out vengeance while on his way to capture more Christians. From this
time, implanted in his heart, was the God-given conviction that there was a work for him to do which would take
his entire life. Hard or easy, long or short, was not the question; under God he was to carry out that conviction to the last
full measure of that devotion. He was set to go among and live with a people he had not known, eating foods of a
different character than those he had tasted in his life, and taking upon himself customs that were of the Gentile
nature. He had a conviction that he was doing the will of the Master.
Second, this effective disciple realized that he was to lead, or direct, a people of another culture into the
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"ways of God" for the Master. He knew that could not be done by antagonizing the people he wished to influence
and lead. They must be drawn, not driven. We can learn his method in the case of the disciple's visit to
Athens. He stood by the alter of "the unknown god" to begin his teaching. He was alert to the fact that he
had to begin with something with which they were acquainted. Prom here he led them out, and this became
the basis of a new position in the world of religious faith. (Acts 17:23) "As I passed by and beheld your devotions, or
the gods ye worship, I found and alter with this inscription, TO TIDE UNKN0WN GOD. Whom therefore ye
ignorantly worship, him declare I unto you." They were a cultured people, and he had to treat them on his own
level. Here he led them to the gedree that they were willing to listen to his account and interpretation of the alter
they had with their own hands set up. The account says that some of them believed. The effective disciple
left behind him some believers. To do this he had to be a leader. Leadership must be a part of the effective
disciple's character, but not always conspicuously apparent. Time is one of the important factors in the life of an
effective disciple. May we call it patience? Here he must excel. Without this important ability, he will
usually do his cause more harm than he odes it good. It is difficult to remember that "one sows, another watereth, but it
is God who gives the increase." Most of the time we want to sow, we want to water, and we want to harvest the
crop. It is not too often that this can done in the life span of one's active service. We see that the greatest
work of this effective disciple was accomplished after he wrote his Second Epistle to Timothy. "For I am now
ready to be offered, and the time of my departure is at hand. I have fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I
have kept the faith." To any who have visited Rome and who have journeyed, what is said to have been the
last few miles of the Apostle Paul, to the place now held as the spot where "he was offered," it is not difficult to enter the
deep emotion of these closing words to his beloved youthful leader, who was to, in a measure, take the place of
the veteran. Yet this was not all that this effective disciple meant in this passage, not all that can be read into these
words, perhaps we should say. But he looks back at the framework in which he has labored, the spirit, the love,
the willingness to suffer for the people of another culture, who knew not the path of Life Eternal.' They did not ask him
to suffer, and not always did they appreciate his message, yet he was remaining steadfast within the framework* of. his
commission. "I have kept the faith." It may be exciting to die for the cause, it May be spectacular to stand
alone to defend the cause, and I am not saying at times this is not necessary, but the effective disciple is not operating
from that angle of approach. Have I kept the faith? His own experience must never be allowed to be
forgotten. this is so important in the life of Christian Leadership.
The third important thing about the life of the Effective Disciple is his ability to teach. I do not mean
only to sit down in the classroom to instruct a group of students, while that is essential and must be done, but the
effectiveness of teaching is found in that the disciple is building a foundation. He is ever aware that his very
thoughts, much less his words, are being built into that foundation „for better or for worse. He is alert to the fact that
if his foundation is to remain and others be privileged to build thereon, his reasons for building thus must be
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obvious. He must be a a Teacher-Builder type of person. Turning to our Example Disciple to see what he did
on this occasion, we find him facing a world of Gentile culture with no foundation within them such as was known to
his Jewish people. In analyzing his own situation he sought to eliminate everything possible and yet give them the
teaching pertinent to a crisis experience. The Apostle's entire passion was to give the people the Gospel.
Cut every corner, cut out everything that does not directly contribute to the direct message, and teach that which
will bring the people into the light of the Living God. Christ's commission to the Church and his disciples was,
"Go Peach." The only heritage the Church has is its Gospel. All else is a by-product. If that by-product does
not make a contribution to this heritage, it is without purpose to the Church and has no place in the life of the
Effective Disciple. The Effective Disciple does not gain any ground to present a teaching that is not
comprehendible by those he desires to lead. While it is true the Church is trying to reach the heart of its people,
yet it is a fact that the heart must be reached through the head; "Go Peach" was the command. The Master
taught men only to the limits of their understanding. On one occasion, He said to his disciples, "John 16:12) "I
have yet many things to say into you but ye cannot bear them now." We can draw a conclusion thus: The
capacity of the mind of His hearers was the gauge used by Him in establishing His platform. I would say: So
clearly were the methods used by Jesus Christ, and so well understood was He in His presentation of the lessens
to the mind of the people, and so broad, that most any theory of education of any value can be illustrated through
these teachings. Christ never left his hearers in doubt as to the fact that He was giving sound truth on eternal things.
His disciples sitting at His feet caught His spirit and were able to employ the same methods for their presentation of
His heritage, which was destined to make its impact upon the Gentile world. Appealing to the heart, but
through the mind, He applied such learning as was common to the class to be influenced and led.
This can be illustrated by our Example in discipleship, the Apostle Paul, in Acts 14, Paul's experience at
Lystra. This people knew only the worship of heathen gods; yet they saw the power of the Living God and really
wanted to do something about it, but had no channel through which to make the expression. Then Barnabas
and Paul "rent their clothes," which in that day represented surprise, perplexity, and disgust. The act was as
much a lesson as the words which followed. It was understood by the people of the time. Both Paul and
Barnabas entered into the procession leading up to the gates of the city. They were now the object of
worship; both men had recei-vex names of their gods and were to be worshiped by the people. Here we
have a lesson within a lesson. How easy for the Disciple to have closed his eyes and taken the honors.
And--how easy it would have been for those two men to have lost their power with God and man. It is a severe
lesson to the Effoctive Disciple. TO GOD BE THE GLORY, ALWAYS. In the Disciple's heart he
had only a desire to draw the people to the Lord God. He took the things they knew--the common things of
life--and pointed through this to the One
and Only God. With difficulty he persuated them. It took his best to do it. It has taken the best of every
Disciples of every age from that time to this tobbe effective. No half-hearted, disinterested disciple will be
effective.
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It would be possible to go on and on with the Hero Disciple drawing many important lessons from his life
to guide the effective disciple in Japan. Their battles are much the same in many respects; as they are a
cultured people, an educated nation with business ability and overseas interest and in their way strongly religious.
The Stoics f Paul's day were not too far from the Stoics of Japan. In itself it is close enough to religion to demand
some consideration, for the Disciple must meet it in the course of his journey. Subtly it is to be found in Japan's
religious life. Stoicism seeks all its strength within itself.
Stoicism has a system of morality, yet it is essentially bases on pride. Christianity is based on humility.
Stoicism upholds independent individualism. Christianity holds faith in its Ocject.
Stoicism is influenced by periods of cosmic ruin. Christianity has its consummation in a personal
resurrection. This influence is to be found in Japanese culture, whatever the level f life, and the Effective Disciple must
demonstrate his faith in the One God through his testimony.
The effective disciple need not be a Paul, nor a Wesley, nor a Calvin to feel that he has excelled. He needs a
God-given conviction. When the way is onely and rough, his conviction will hold him fast to the post of duty. He
will, secondly, not make a dislay of his leadership ability, even though he may be overly blesses with such
a talant. And, thirdly, he will be a teacher regardless f his walk of life.
It is not hard to conclude that the Effective Disciple must be a missionary, in our opinion, but that is not the
case. Any man or woman, foreign or national, who is ready to meet the conditions is the Effective Disciple. He
need not be the big minister who stands before a great congregation each Sabbath morning. He need not be the
man with much money to influence a church board; nor need he be much seen or heard. The effective
Disciple is the individual who serves the Lord at any cost to himself. It could be like Paul-the very crowd that
was ready to make him a god was the crowd that stoned him almost to death, but he was the Effective Disciple f his
day and time. The inward workings f the Holy Spirit in the heart makes him the Effective Disciple. His
dedication to the Christ and his devotion to the cause will bring the transformation in the life to affect his
world. Each
in his sphere and world is demanded of the Lord to be the Effective Disciple. Nothing stronger than this is to be
found in the Word f God. Genesis 32:28 "And he said, Thy name shall be called no more Jacob, but Israel: for as
a prince hast thou power with God and with men, and hast prevailed." Herein lies the deep secret of the
Effective Disciple.
Turning to Japan we find them here. It would be interesting to name them one by one, but "time would
fail me to tell of.... the prophets: Who through faith subdued kingdoms, wrought righteousness, obtained
promises, stopped the mouths pf lions, Quenched the violence of fire, escaped the edge of the sword, out of
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weakness were made strong, waxed valiant in fight, turning to flight the armies of the aliens...
tortured, not accepting deliverance; that they might obtain a better resurrection." How it applies to
our land of Japan.
We could tell of Verbeck, Hepburn, Brown. We could vivid pictires of Okuma Masatsuna, his
strength and power with the Word of God, ready to lay down his life for the Lord, his ambition to
translate the Scriptures into Japanese, holding the first great outdoor meeting to preach the
Gospel to Japan, introducing Jesus Christ in Deco Park.
We. would be happy to present the Masuzaki story, how God found him in the temple being groomed
for temple leadorship. As truly as God placed into the breast of the Apostle Paul a conviction which
made him stand to the very end, so we say Masuzaki was blest with the same blessing, which made
him a fearless warrior for the Kingdom of God in days and places filles with physical dangers and
spiritual snares. Living in outhouse, pest house, and caves in the ground, he pressed the message
of salvation upon the people. They fought him, they trapped him like a wild animal, they starved him,
they beat him; yet he preached the Gospel. He established the church in impossible locations. God
was with him, and God is with him today, as one almost living on extended time to do a little more
service to the Lord. Everybody can read and know of these great men who were Effective Disciples
indeed, whose names will remain so long as this nation shall remain on its foundations. They are
the great and beloved.
At this time, however, it is my desire to do honor to those true Disciples whose names shall never
reach the public eye, who shall never be known beyond the confines of their own little group and
circle. I am thinking of one Isoguro Oguro, a pastor. He worked for some years on Awaji island as a
pastor. He suffered hardship as did many others before World War II. He was a teacher of
flower-arrangement, had taste and artistic ability, but all was dedicated to the Master. Following the
war we find him a pastor in a far corner of Okayama Ken. He was taken with severe throat infection,
which developed into the white plague, and he was confined to his be. It was an area where the
returning people from abroad had to find homes after being forced back to Japan. Here he had spent
himself to help the needy. flow he was forced to bed because of his own affliction. His little church kept
up, and the interested people remained active. They called on him to inquire after his health; they
gave him out of their scanty supply; he was made as comfortable as possible. All week he would remain
in his bed for the Sunday morning service, each Sabbath morning the little church would be filled
with earnest listeners. Just in time for the opening of the service Oguro Senji would be helped into
the meeting house, and he would take charge of the service and deliver his message to the people.
They would sit in silence to catch his words. Then he was helped back to his room and to his bed for
another week, to gather strength for the next week. When the people were asked why they continued
to come to the service, they all answered, "we come to see Jesus. He is in the face of our pastor."
Week after week this continued until the Lord called him home, and then for that funeral the
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country-side turned out to do him respect. Some dressed well, some in such as they had, but all came with
one heart to show their love to the man who reflected Jesus. This is what I call the Effective Disciple. His
name will not be publicized here, the masses will not know him, he was not popular, but he carried the print of
the face of his Lord. I bow my head in respect to such a soul.
It is possible for us all to turn to accounts of Effective Discipleship in our work in Japan, and indeed they reflect the
effectiveness of the Gospel to the great Gentile world. The Japan in which we all labor is a part of that great
Gentile world. In nearly one hundred million people the workers for Christ are few, but the burden of the
testimony rests with the lay members who must be taught the way of Faith and Hope. To see them blossom out
and stand for the Lord is encouraging to the workers, who many times must receive strength to keep the heart
encouraged. At a very difficult moment in the life of this unworthy missionary, a young lady became a
Christian who was a sales lady in the ticket offices of the horse-racing association of Japan. At once her heart
troubled her for such a business, and she told her parents she could do that business no longer, that now she was a
Christian. The parents insisted that she continue that there was much money in it and great help to them.
She told them she could not continue and stepped out of her position. Further than that she announced to
her mother that she was going to dedicate her life to the service of the Lord. Her mother rebelled and said, "This is
enough. How foolish will you get?" But the girl packed up her personal effects and moved to a church location. One day
returning to her room she found the place had been broken into and everything she possessed had been stolen-her
books, her cloths, and her Bible. It was done so completely that she said was sure it was some of her homefolk. Now
what should she do. 'The Christian people said, "We'll give you cloths, we'll give you books, we'll give you
another Bible," and she received more than she had before. So she decide: to never mention the matter to the
home folk. Time went on when one day her mother came to tell her that it was she who took her belongings, and
that the daughter could come and get them as soon as she gave up her Christian ways. The girl said, "Mother,
Lam stronger in my faith then I ever was. I do not need my clothes and personal effects. I have more now than
I had before. I am going to remain in my Christian way." It that the mother threw herself upon the floor
and cried, "I am so shamed before the people of the community, my friends and our relatives, that there is nothing left
me but to take my life in protest." The young lady answered, "Mother, I have pondered over that, too, and I
told my Lord, that I would follow Him whatever the cost. I would very much dislike to have my mother take her life,
but if that is what it will cost for me to be a Christian, then I am ready." The Buddhist mothor was so started at the
steadfastness of her young gaughter that she asked her for her prayers that she too might find that same Christ.
The mother in later years died in the faith of Christ. The young lady became a pastor's wife. The
missionary was so encouraged at the faith of the young lady that he took courage and pressed on with his
missionary activity.
The secret of effective discipleship is found in the words of--,our key-note "And He said unto them all, if any man will
come after me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross daily, and follow me." It all implies a first, coming;
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second, denying; third, daily the cross; and fourth, just to follow. This is the secret of a good disciple, and
the only way to be effective.

John 13:35 tells us how we are able to bear the name of Disciple. It reads, "By this shall all men
know that ye are my disciples, if ye have love one to another." There is no other sign given to the disciple
than the sign of love. With it, he is an Effective Disciple; without it, he is not. Just so clear is the teaching
of the Lord. We take it or leave it.
We turn again to the closing words of the Hero Disciple, the Apostle Paul, as he handed his Second epistle to
Timothy saying, "I am now ready." His record will stand and he shall be rewarded accordingly. His conscience
is clear; his .cork is finished. Some of us older ones in this combined effort to get the Gospel to the Gentile world are
reaching the point to where we shall hand "our epistle" to the younger and more able men, saying: "the time is at
hand." We have done our best. In the laws of the marathon, the old runner and the new, fresh runner must run side
by side at the same speed to the old runner's goal line; at the same speed abreast, the old runner passes the torch to the new,
fresh runner, who is expected to pick up speed and carry well his light to the farthest point. You are running well-we pass
the torch--from here on it is yours: May God bless the runners of this new day. But to run-there is a great
secret in your prayer life. Your prayer depends first, upon your dedication; second, your devotion; third, your cross,
daily.
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THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT
First Message
Joe R. Gooden
This is a sermon by Jesus and it deals with our personal Christian life. It is with this
approach I wish to deal in these three messages. I am concerned with what this sermon says to us for
while all the Bible may not be written for us, it is written to us. This sermon must be considered
personally and individually, or we have missed its main lesson. It will be dealt with in its application
to us as Christian missionaries living in Japan.
The sermon on the mount searches out all our hiding places and brings us to the light. This sermon,
this part of the Word, holds us to the light and examines us v,-y carefully. My own study of this sermon
has been unusually blessed and my own soul has been refreshed.
Before God can do a great work through us, lie must first of all do a great work in us! Many times we wonder
why God is not doing more through us than He is. The answer is that we do not let Him do more in us. Let us
remember this basic spiritual principle, as we deal with this passage, for God must work in us before
He can work through us Sometimes we get so immersed in the mechanics of Scripture, in the rules of
interpretation, in the knowledge of theology, that we miss the import of its message. It is possible like
the Pharisees to become so skilled in argument, so learned in theology, so expert in tithing mint, anise,
and cummin, in making policies for washing pots and pans, that we neglect the weightier matters of the law.
I am sure that many times we miss the main lesson. Those were no idle words that the Lord expressed when
He said to the man, "One thing thou lackest " He said, "You've got everything but the main thing; " Now if
we're like that, what do we really have? There is a deep personal message for each one of us in this
sermon. Please understand that what I say to you, I say also to myself.
It is interesting to observe that in so many places where this message of-the Sermon on the
Mount has been brought and applied, there have been times of renewal and refreshing among the servants of
God. If every Christian in the church today was living by the Sermon on the Mount, the great revival for
which we are praying and longing would already have started ! The world would be shocked to see men and
women living as attractively as Jesus taught us.
I'm reminded of the Japanese lord many years ago who found a copy of the Bible. It was in the Dutch
language so he sent to Shanghai to get an interpreter. lie listened to its message and then the first
thing tie said was, "I want to see one of these people ! I want to see a Christian !11 The message of
this book is wonderful, he thought. "I wonder if people are living like this anywhere today?" I ask you,
isn't this what Japan needs to see? Don't they need to see people living according to the words of the Lord
Jesus?
It's a long sermon. If we spent just five minutes on each of the verses listed in the sermon, it
would take us over six hours! There are over thirty major subjects discussed! So I have decided to
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deal with this sermon on the basis of subject matter, rather than any chapter or verse division. What did Jesus
say about these various subjects? How did He handle the matter? What implications do they have for us
today?
THE BEATITUDES
The sermon begins with the well-known beatitudes. I want us to consider in the first message
three of the beatitudes, followed by the major subjects mentioned in Matt. 5. In the other two messages
we will consider the other beatitudes and the other major subjects in Matt. 6 and Matt. 7.
Now let us read Matt. 5:3-12. "Blessed are the poor in spirit, for their's is the kingdom of
heaven. Blessed are they that mourn, for they shall be comforted. Blessed are the meek, for they
shall inherit the earth. Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after righteousness, for they shall be
filled. Blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy. Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall
see God. Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the children of God. Blessed are they
which are persecuted for righteousness' sake, for their's is the kingdom of heaven. Blessed are ye, when men
shall revile you, and persecute you, and shall say all manner of evil against you falsely, for my sake. Rejoice,
and be exceeding glad, for great is your reward in heaven, for so persecuted they the prophets which were
before you."
Surely no greater words ever fell from the lips of any preacher. They are understandable, simple
in their statement, and yet immensely powerful and profound in their meaning. Over and over again,
day after day, I've read these beatitudes, pondering verse after verse, verse after verse. The Word of God is a
mine. The vein is rich. The toil is rewarding. What a joy to mine this treasure day by day.
In dealing with the problem of how to adequately express the Sermon on the Mount, the idea
came of reading the opposites. If these truths are so dynamic in the positive, what about the negative? I
turned it into the negative, and it really shook me. Here it is:
"Cursed are the rich in their own spirit, who feel the need of nothing, for theirs is the
Kingdom of. Hell. Cursed are those who never mourn or weep or grieve, for they shall never be
comforted. Cursed are the proud, the haughty, the arrogant, for they shall never inherit anything. Cursed
are the deceitful, the dishonest, the crafty, for they shall never be satisfied. Cursed are the cruel, the
unforgiving, the revengeful, for they shall never obtain mercy. Cursed are the filthy, the vile, the
dirty-minded, for they shall never see God. Cursed are the trouble-makers, the warmongers, the
dividers, for they shall be called the children of the Devil. Cursed are you when men shall praise and
exalt you, and say all manner of nice things about you.. Weep and mourn, for you have no reward in
heaven." Now we begin to see the depths of this passage.
THE POOR IN SPIRIT VS. 3
Jesus said, '!Happy is that man who recognizes the poverty of his own spirit! " One translator said,
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"Blessed are those who know they are poor.” Here, of course, we are not talking of earthly riches or
poverty, but of a poverty of spirit, of those poor in their own spirit. Blessed are they ; blessed are
those who are not haughty, who are not full of their own spirit. Is this not the exact opposite of the
Laodicean church which said, "I have need of nothing?" Self-satisfied, self-complacent, self-centered.
"Him.. ! I have need of nothing :' But God said, "Don't you know you are wretched and miserable and poor and
blind and naked?" The church replied, "We have need of nothing! " flow this attitude and this spirit
stand in stark contrast to the words of Jesus, "Blessed are those who feel a poverty in their own
spirit."
This means an emptying of ourselves before God. It means as Christian workers and Christian
missionaries in Japan we recognize our own weakness, our own helplessness in living the Christian life.
I do not believe living the Sermon on the Mount is an impossibility, for it should be the normal
Christian life. Of. course, we cannot do this in our own strength. We need His help.
Before Jesus discusses the conduct of the disciple, lie discusses the character of the disciple. lie
begins His wonderful sermon with the words, "Brethren, the place where we start in the Christian life,
is with men who know a poverty when they fall on their face before God ! " Like the song writer wrote, "I
need Thee every hour :" Not like the Pharisee who boasted, "God, I thank Thee that I am not as other men
are." How foolish it is to compare ourselves among ourselves 1 "Happy is the man that has an
awareness of his own inability, that knows a poorness in his own spirit." This indicates a man's
attitude towards himself.
I hope you read the biographies of the giants. The great men of God throughout the centuries were men
who were humble. Great men are humble men. This does not mean, of course, that we have to be timid, or
weak, or lacking in courage, or repressing the gifts God gives us. Certainly any man who
possesses great powers is aware of them, but he is also aware of the fact that these powers have come
from God. "A man can receive nothing," Jesus said, "except it be given him from heaven." There are
two extremes in discipleship. Jesus said, first of all, "Without Me, ye can do nothing." Now that
really isn't very much ; Nothing l That's not even something l Jesus did not say, "You can just go along on
your own, with your education, your background, your experience, your position, and you can get a few
things done without Me." He said, "Ye can do nothing." This is very leveling, isn't it? By contrast,
Paul said, "I can do all things through Christ which strengthened me .111 That man who recognizes his
own poverty, who recognizes that without Christ he can do absolutely nothing, is a man who is immensely
rich, but before we can be rich, we have to realize our own poverty. Before God can fill us, we have to be
empty.
These are no idle words in the Bible, "Humble yourselves under the mighty hand of God !11 We pray,
"Lord, humble me," but I do not think that is a Scriptural prayer. God says, "You humble yourself! You get
down low yourself. You pull the shoes off your feet. You lay in the dust before me." If we "humble
ourselves in the sight of the Lord," as the Bible says, it is recorded, "He shall lift you up." The way
up is down, but so few of us take this road.
This means that as missionaries in Japan we cannot rely upon our ancestors, upon the color
of our skin, upon our education, our experience, our position, our denomination, our organization, or
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upon our mission, but that we must come and fall poverty stricken upon our faces before God. We must yield to
Him every thing we have, or ever hope to have, and then God says we will be blessed. We must lay
absolutely everything on the altar ! "He must increase, but I must decrease," are Bible words. The great
theologian Hodge said, "When we think we have power in ourselves to accomplish a good work in the church,
God often lets us try." Sure--just go ahead and try; See how far you get as missionaries gather together
across Japan, they eagerly ask, "What method are you using? What's working in your area? Tell me your
method, your method, your method." Ahh, far more important than any method are men; some men are
using one method, some men are using another, but the blessing of God is upon men, not on some formula, or
machinery. Methods are important. God never blesses ignorance. We need know-how. But this alone will
never suffice to carve from the granite of heathenism a kingdom for Jesus Christ ! "The eyes of the Lord are
running to and fro throughout the earth" to find what? To find men who are poverty stricken in their
own spirit. These are the men God can fill and use. I repeat, if we are to have fulness, we must first of all
have emptiness ! Maybe one reason you and I are not filled more with the Spirit of God is that we are so full of
ourselves ! When God comes to fill us, we are already full of something else. If this conference does
nothing more than completely empty us out before God, we can all go home saying that it was a blessed experience. Your friends will ask, "That happened?" You can say, "I was emptied before God :"
So you see that this Sermon on the Mount deals with our basics. How often as the years roll by we
get away from our basics ! Instead of living in the very center, the very heart of the Christian message,
we live on the fringes, on the circumference, on the border, but serious study of Jesus' sermon brings us
back to our basics. He said, "Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven."
THE MOURNERS VS. 4
"Blessed are they that mourn, Blessed are they that grieve, that weep, that are concerned :"
About what,? Two things: 1. Their own sins, and 2. The sins of others.
Blessed are people that can feel something! Blessed are men that can be moved with a holy
emotion ! Why is it that there is emotion connected with everything in the world but as soon as we come into
the area of the spiritual, someone quickly says, "Oh, there's no room for emotion here :" Jesus said, "That man
that can mourn, that can grieve., that can weep is indeed a happy man."
Is this not one law of the harvest? -"They that sow in tears shall reap in joy." "He that goeth
forth and weepeth bearing precious seed, shall doubtless come again with rejoicing, bringing his sheaves
with him." Did you hear that? "He that goeth forth and weepeth . " It is not just going forth with seed, for
there is also another condition. Seed is important, but so is the attitude of the reaper.
Brethren, do you realize there have been 33,000,000 copies and portions of the Bible distributed in Japan
since-the end of World War II? In just seventeen years, according to the figures of the Japan Bible Society, these
copies of the Word and its portions have been scattered across these islands. The seed is being sown.
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This does not even count the thousands of tracts and books and pamphlets. But just seed is not enough.
God said so. This is not debatable! God said the reaper must weep. He must be a man with this kind of
spirit. There must be emotion. There must be deep feeling. There must he heartbreak. There must be
tenderness. How can one draw near the presence of God, how can a man see God, without being shaken to his
very foundations? If, like Isaiah, a man really sees God, then he will also see himself. Isaiah records, "I
saw the Lord high and lifted up," but in the same breath he added, "but woe is me. I am undone. I am a
mar. of unclean lips." "Blessed are men that mourn."
Coming down on the train this morning, I read the cry of the weeping prophet Jeremiah, when
in a great burst of emotion, he cried, "Oh, that my head were waters, and mine eyes a fountain of tears,
that I might weep day and night for my people." But we're grown men. This is the 20th century ! We're
ashamed of tears. However, does the Bible not record, "Jesus wept?" And when we weep, we'll begin to
progress, and not before. You don't mind my asking, do you, "How long has it been since you actually
wept? How long since you broke down before God?" Charles Finney said that a man that doesn't
break down and weep before God every two or three weeks isn't fit to lead a revival.
Now let us not slight the head. We need more education than we have, but along with it we
need a heart too. It is so easy to accent the head and let the heart grow cold, or to accent the heart and
get on fire, but because we lack something in our head, to have nothing to offer. Is not one of the
most difficult things in life to keep the proper balance between the head and the heart? Does it not take
both to do a work for God? "Blessed are they that mourn."
Paul said, "Oh wretched man that I am ;" How can a man criticize and condemn others
when he knows the plague of his own heart, the wretchedness of his own life? Yes, we must
sometimes weep over our own sins.
But what about the sins of others? What an example for a missionary, what an example for a
prophet, where the Bible recorded that Samuel cried to the Lord all night when another man sinned ! You
have seen your Japanese workers slip, you've seen them go back, you've seen them fall away and leave the
ministry, but have you cried to the Lord like Samuel?
Now this mourning, this sorrow, is a sorrow that leads to repentance. How contrary to the
world which says, "Let's eat and drink. Let's be merry. Let's live it up. Let's have a great time." Make
no mistake-there is a great joy in the Christian life, isn't there? Of course. But there must also be a
time of weeping, of mourning, of holy emotion. Unless we weep, we'll never do great things for God in
Japan or anywhere else. "Blessed are they that mourn ! "
THE MEEK VS. 5
"Blessed are the meek, the humble, the lowly. Blessed are those not sensitive, not touchy, not
filled with self-pity nor pride. Blessed are those who are utterly amazed that both God and man can
think as well of them as they do, when they really know us ! A meek man really recognizes what he
is.Remember the meekness of Abraham when he said to Lot, "You make the first choice, will you?" Think of
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the meekness of Moses when he said, "Oh, God, what about Your Name? What about Your Name? My
life? Just blot it out. You must think about Your Name ! " David was meek before Saul when instead of
slaying his enemy and taking vengeance, his heart even smote him for taking his scissors and clipping off
some of Saul's robe ! Think of the meekness of Stephen praying for his enemies even when the stones came
flying thick and fast. Think of the meekness of Paul when in spite of all his suffering, he not only took it,
but took it joyfully--not somehow, but triumphantly! Remember, the most famous text ever used in the
history of evangelism in Japan is the one which not only says, "Come unto Me all ye that labour and are
heavy laden," but also says, "I am meek and lowly in heart." This has challenged the Oriental!
Meekness does not mean flabbinessr It does not mean a natural niceness. The beautiful
characteristics of a Christian are not human endowments, not natural gifts, but something received from
Him Who is supernatural ; Jesus was not talking about a weakness of personality, nor a weakness of character
when He said, "Blessed are the meek."
It means, "Blessed are those who have a gentle spirit. Blessed are the humble-minded." Never
will I forget the deep impression made on my life as I opened my Bible to II Cor. 10:1 one morning
and knelt to pray, turning that portion of the Word into a prayer for my life, as I try to do each day, and
read, "Now I beseech you by the meekness and gentleness of Christ" Ahh, there was an attraction about
Jesus that drew people, and part of it was His meekness ! "I appeal to you," Paul said, "on the very
ground of the meekness of Jesus."
Are we meek missionaries? Are we lowly? Are we willing to take the place of a servant? When
you lean your head down, putting it next to the breast of the Japanese national and listen to his heart beat,
don't you hear it beating for fellowship with someone who has a servant's philosophy?
Adoniram Judson writing in 1843 about the kind of missionaries needed in Burma at that time had
this to say, "Use the greatest caution. We need workers, yes, but we need the right kind. One
wrong-headed, obstinate man could ruin us. One such man could tear up the work of twelve Humble,
quiet, persevering men, men of sound talents, sterling character, men of accomplishments, and of some
aptitude in acquiring a language, men of an amiable and a yielding temper, willing to take the lowest place,
to be the least of all, and to be the servant of all, men that enjoy much closet religion, men who live near
God and are willing to suffer all things for Christ's sake without being proud of it--these are the kind of men
we need !" "Blessed are the meek ! "
Whole books have been written on these subjects. Great minds have pondered their depths,
and such words have challenged tie very best of men. We could easily pitch our tent right here and
spend days considering, their meanings and the implications for our lives. But let us now go on to
the rest of chapter five, just mentioning some of the main points.
SALT--LIGHT--GOOD WORKS VS. 13-16
Jesus said, "You are the salt of the earth. You are the light of the world." lie said, "Let men see
your good works--then they will glorify your Father in heaven !" This sermon is an X-ray ;. What about
your good works? What about my good works? I don't mean words, I mean
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works I Are words all you have? Is this the way we are doing evangelism in Japan? Words? Words?
Words? Or does your life, a life filled with good works, back up your words? I was thrilled when I
went into the city of Nara and found a lady laboring there for God for 15 years and she had an
orphanage with 87 children, she had a nursery for 92 working mother's children, she had started a baby home,
she had started an old people's home, feeling that it is no kind of a testimony in Japan if we Christians
do not do something for our old people, and then she asked, "Will you come and hold special evangelistic
meetings for us? We have a wonderful background with which to do evangelism! People respect us.
People know we love them and their children." I went and in the five meetings we had God blessed in
an unusual way, but do you know why? Our evangelism in that area was not just words, words, words.
They were words all right, but words backed up with a life, with a practical kind of Christianity. Read the
New Testament and see how much it says about good works I Let's quit taking just the parts of the
Bible we like, and humbly search our own lives in the light of all of it! The greatest tragedy of recent
years is that people who preach the Gospel have forgotten that they should also have a life filled with
good works, remembering the orphans, the widows, the aged, the sick, the poor.
I don't believe the Gospel is a "social Gospel" only, and keenly know and feel the mistake of doing
mere social work unrelated and unconnected with the life-giving message of the Cross. But I believe the
Gospel has definite social implications I This responsibility should be carried out ! To neglect it is sin I I
believe this so much, that in spite of my busy schedule of evangelism and conference work and training
young pastors, I have recently assumed the responsibility of overseeing some Christian orphanages. This
demands investigations, trips, conferences, discussions, much detailed work, but brethren, if all we have
in Japan is just words, words, words, the Japanese will never be impressed! Jesus had a lot to say about
works, about letting our light shine. If I talked to your neighbors about what kind of a person you were,
what would they say? "Oh, he is the kindest, the sweetest, the most considerate person in our neighborhood I"
What a testimony I A life of good works makes the Gospel just shine!
JESUS RELATION TO THE LAW VS. 17-48
The rest of chapter five is very interesting. After Jesus established His relation to the law in
verse 17, He clearly stated, "Your righteousness must exceed the righteousness of the Scribes and
Pharisees. If not, it is absolutely impossible for you to get into heaven !11 Verse 20. He proceeds in six
definite statements to state, "You have heard it said in old times--but I say unto you
. " Verses 21, 27,
31, 38, 43, mark them with your pencil in the margin of your Bible. Jesus established His authority.
He dealt with murder, hatred, adultery, mental impurity, divorce, swearing, justice, with how to deal
with our enemies, and then summed it all up by saying, "Be mature I"
The law said, "Thou shalt not kill," but I say unto you, "You shall not even hate !11 He dealt with
motives. He probed, He searched, He examined the innermost recesses of the human heart. Before
Him the thoughts of all men were "naked and open." There was nothing He did not understand. Now
do we have any hatred in our hearts? Are we carrying any grudges? Do we have any bitterness, any
resentment, any hard feelings, any ill-will' towards anyone? If so, we better get it cleaned up. "The
law said, but I say unto you . . . " We had better listen!
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He went further. The law said, "You shall not commit adultery," but I say unto you, "There's sin in
a look ; Whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after her has already sinned in his heart! " This deals
with secret sin. Some men never look at a woman unless they start from the ground up. Dirty-minded.
Unclean. Defiled. Martin Luther said, "You can't keep the birds from flying over your head, but you can
keep them from building a nest in your hair." In the advertising of the 20th century it is impossible for
us not to see much that is suggestive. We cannot help it, but we can keep such thoughts from
lingering, from germinating, from brooding, from multiplying until they bring forth sin. Jesus
demands mental purity.
He then dealt with our personal relations, telling us to turn the other cheek, to go an extra mile,
to give away our cloke. I believe that Jesus was dealing with our personal relations here, not setting
up a pattern for a State. The personal relations of the disciple are extremely important, so here Jesus
talks about personal insult, personal injury, personal harm. A Roman soldier could commandeer a Jew
to carry his baggage for a mile. And of all the grumbling, the griping, the complaining the Jews did when
compelled to do so! But Jesus said, "You go two miles. You be different." The Roman would wonder--what
kind of a man is this? No complaining. And he even asked, "Shall I go another mile?" What kind of a man is
this? He's different. He’s even offered to go another mile ! Such a man might even have a chance to
explain the extra mile and to give his testimony.
Then Jesus turns to the love a disciple is supposed to have. I say to you, "Love your enemies,
bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use you, and
persecute you." Vs. 44. Then He said, "Be perfect." Vs. 48. This unfortunate translation has led to a lot of
misunderstanding. It does not mean "perfect" in the sense of sinless perfection, but denotes maturity. In
fact, this word is most often translated "mature." Jesus was saying, "Be mature. Be grown up. Be a
spiritual adult--not a child. Be fully developed. Reach your potential. Live in the heights. Be something
for God." This Greek word in its various forms is used 75 times in the New Testament ! We must not remain
spiritual infants, spiritual babies, constantly needing someone to put the bottle in our mouth. There must
be growth, development, a reaching of maturity in spiritual warfare. We are to be completed, accomplished,
fully developed Christians, hence "perfect" in the sense of being mature. No better word expresses
all Jesus was saying here than the words, "be mature."
What a sermon this would make, "Let's go on to maturity :" Heb.6:1. How needed in our day of
spiritual infants. There is a lot of discussion about what has happened on the mission field here in Japan,
and why there are so many problems. One reason is that too many boys have been sent out here to do a man's
job ! Too many missionaries have landed in Japan without ever having had experience in the
homeland--never having pastored a church, never having conducted evangelistic campaigns, never
having made a success of doing personal work or training disciples, never having been assigned to a
full-time Christian work situation. They come to Japan and cut their eyeteeth on the Japanese, and then we
wonder why there are problems ! They ought to start at home. They ought to learn their first experiences
in their own country. They ought to have some experience that would qualify them to come out here and do
something for Christ. They should be proven first. There will still be some casualities at that, but not so
many. Notice this word "mature". I Cor. -14:20. Paul says, "I labor, I strive diligently to present every
man mature in Christ." Col. 1:28,29. Epaphras prayed that the Christians in Colossee would "stand.
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mature in the will of God." Col. 4:12. James exhorted, "Let patience have her maturing work." Jas. 1:4.
Jesus is the "Author-and Maturer of our faith." Heb. 12:2. How about a sermon on "Steps Toward
Maturity !11 Ahh, this would be real preaching. What does it take to produce mature Christians? Let's
give it some thought. Let's gear some of our messages to this subject.
Mature Christians are loving Christians. It is a mark of maturity to love your enemies, to bless
those who curse you, to do good to those who hate you, to pray for those who despitefully use you.
However, only a heart overflowing with the sweet love of the Lord Jesus can produce this, and it is
amazing what prayer will do. Robert Murray McCheyne used to spend the first day of each month
alone with the Lord in a day of prayer for himself. It was his custom to open his Bible to I Cor. 13, the
Love chapter, and read it through on his knees, praying for himself as he went along. Have you ever tried
this? You talk about emptying oneself, about humbling oneself before God! We can preach with the
tongues of great men and angels, we can pray and move mountains, we can unravel the unravable
intellectually, we can give until half our goods are gone, we can even die a martyr's death, but without
this ingredient of love, Jesus said we are nothing: Not just a little--nothing ! Not something--nothing!
Have you ever really considered that all your education, all your experiences, all your positions, all
your learning, all your accomplishments could amount to exactly nothing unless you are sweet and kind
and loving? Love is the sweet oil of the Lord Jesus that makes squeaky, squawky, cranky machinery
hum with smoothness.
We must be loving Christians and a little book along this line, "We Met Jesus," has greatly
influenced my life. It is filled with dramati monologues by the men who met Jesus, and one of the
most effective is the one given by Peter, who may have said something like this: "Oh, you know all
about me! I was anything but a man of rock-like qualities when first I began to follow Him. I was
profane, impetuous, unstable. Why, I've often marvelled that lie ever chose me to be a disciple at all. I
must have disappointed Him many times. I failed Him utterly in the dark hour of His trial. But there
was one difference between Judas and me. Judas was false and insincere. I was weak, but never a
hypocrite. I sinned deeply against the Lord, but I never ceased to love Him. That was what saved me in
the end. In His heart, and also, as I shall never forget, in His eyes was a love that would not let me go.
You know the story of my shameful downfall. You know what led to it. Step by step, closer and closer
to danger I moved, until at last I found myself cornered, cornered and goaded by embarrassing questions
about my companions until in rage and terror and shame I lost all control and cried out, 'I don't even
know the fellow.' Then suddenly out of the night, loud and clear, I heard a cock crow. At that very
moment I heard a noise behind me and turning I found myself looking straight into the eyes of Jesus,
being led away by His guards. lie had heard my words and the crowing of the cock and was looking
straight at me. That look of Jesus was a mirror in which I saw myself. A few hours before I vowed I'd
go with him to prison and to death. But I turned out to be a liar and a deserter and a yellow coward. I
ran away. But that look of Jesus was a window where I saw His heart. Had there been anger in His
eyes, I might have rushed away to do what Judas did. But there was no anger. Pain? Yes, but not anger.
Disappointment? Yes. Rebuke? Yes, but also forgiveness and unutterable love in His eyes. I saw what
a Master I had. Covenant vows had been spoken between us. We had walked over the hills of Galilee
together until an understanding had grown up between us that only lovers know. And therefore, we
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understood the silent, as well as the spoken, language of love. You can never get away from His eyes, in
which you will always see a love that says, 'I'11 never let you go ! I may rebuke you, but I'll bring you back.
I'll forgive you, and I'll restore your joy. I'll use you again in my service !"
What is God saying to you today? What is God saying to you right now? "Damned are those
who feel rich in their own spirits, who feel the need of nothing, for theirs is the kingdom of hell. Blessed
are the poor in spirit." Do you recognize your poverty before God, or are you relying on your education,
your position, your organization? Do you mourn, do you weep? Has your own soul been deeply stirred
recently? Are you really meek? Are you mild and gentle and longsuffering, or are you proud, egotistical, conceited, self-centered? Is there anything special about you? "What do ye more than others?"
Jesus asked His disciples? You salute those who salute you, you love those who love you. Isn't there
anything special about you? Or do you too have hatred and grudges and bitterness in your hearts? Do
you study the Bible just to get messages for the Japanese, or do you study it to get something intensely
personal? Is you' life filled with good works, or are you one of those people with words only^ Are you
mentally pure, or are there little corners of dirty-mindedness hovering around? Jesus knows all about us.
"Let's go on to maturity."
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THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT
Second Message

Joe R. Gooden

I mentioned previously that there were thirty major subjects dealt with in this sermon. It is a
sermon that deals with personal Christian conduct more than any other sermon I know, but before dealing with
conduct it deals with character--the personal character of a disciple. It is the most heart-searching sermon I've
ever read, and I feel that if we miss the personal application of this sermon, we've missed the sermon!
The Bible is not just something to tickle our intellect. Jesus was not giving just a discussion of
some new ethic, but was giving us something to live by. It is true that as we listen to Him, we often become
uncomfortable and disturbed, for we realize He can see right into the center of our being; He can see way down
deep into the corners of our soul; He can see way down inside. His vision x-rays us: Frankly, this is
upsetting. We realize, "All things are naked and open unto the eyes of Him with whom we have to do."
Heb. 4:13. We like to cover up. We like to dress up. But when we come into the presence of a holy
God, we're stripped naked. We stand without a covering--and that, before a God that knows
everything.
Dare we pray like David when he said, "Search me, 0 God, and know my heart; try me, and know my
thoughts; and see if there be any wicked way in me, and lead me"? Psa. 139:23,24. Dare we as a group of
Christian leaders today humble ourselves before God and ask, "Search me, search me"? Such a prayer pleases
God.
Too often we who are missionaries become skilled in analysis. Let us also become skilled in
solutions! Let's not only have conferences to analyze problems and situations, necessary as that is, but
let us also get on to action and to solutions. If we really go deep into Christian character, we are on the
road toward solutions! And what I say to you, I also say to myself. My own re-study of this sermon of
Jesus has been one of the most profitable studies I've done in recent years. "Let's go on to maturity!"
Chapter 6 deals with giving, praying, fasting, service, and freedom from a life of worry, but first let us
consider two more of the beatitudes.
THE HUNGRY AND THE THIRSTY
"Blessed are they which do. hunger and thirst after righteousness, for they shall be filled." Matt. 5:6.
The man that has a hunger for God is going to have his need met--but it will he met only when he
fulfills this condition. When a man gets so hungry and so thirsty for God that he will not take "no" for an
answer, when a man becomes so urgent in his desire, so fervent in his petition that his whole being is saturated with
a hunger for holiness, for righteousness, and for rightness, God said that he would have his need met!
"Hungering and thirsting,"-what better words could Jesus have chosen? It means seeking, desiring-,
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starving for, longing for. It means to have an appetite for. You all know what it means to be hungry,
real hungry. I came down to breakfast a little late this morning here at the conference,. and every place was
filled. I thought for a minute I'd get nothing to eat. I was hungry! I'd been up since 5:00 a.m. and
wanted something to eat. I had an appetite. And when a man gets hungry, he gets desperate. Happy is
that man that is hungry for holiness: Happy is that man that has a spiritual appetite, that has a hunger, a
thirst, a longing for God, for righteousness, for holiness. Jesus said so.
This verse does not talk about hungering for some experience, but hungering for God. Let us
notice the progression in the beatitudes. We started out with the happiness of a man who knew a true poverty
of his own spirit, who knew a true emptying of himself before God. Such a man would be able to weep
over his own sins and over the sins of others. He could feel, he could grieve, he could mourn. Such a
man would be humble, lowly, and meek. Now we are told such a man would also be consumed with a
longing to be holy, with a sensitivity to holiness. This is talking about a man with intensity, with
enthusiasm, with warmth, with an ardor, a fervency and a zeal for devotion.' Oh, such a man, God says will
be happy!
This kind of a man would think more of the Bible than he does "Time" or "Life" magazine. This
kind of a man would spend more time in
his Bible than in his newspaper. This kind of a man would make some provision for his spiritual growth,
for his own spiritual inspiration and stimulation. He would be concerned about his own spiritual
development.
Paul's last words, as an aged preacher writing to young Timothy, were no idle words: "Timothy, stir
up the gift of God that is in you." II Tim. 1:6. It meant to rekindle, to relight, to fan again the flame of
his spiritual life. And again, and again, and again. This was his responsibility. You know, there are
some things we are supposed to do., Sometimes we go around asking God to do things lie told us to
do. God said, "You keep your own fire hot." In the Old Testament He gave fire to the Levites, but then
He said, "Don't let it go out: Feed it with fuel. Keep it burning.'" How is your fire? What kind of fuel do
you feed your spiritual life? How is your zeal? Are you colder today than a year ago? Are you colder
today than when you first landed in Japan as a new missionary? Is your spiritual warmth growing; is it getting
hotter and hotter, or are you cooling off? Is the intensity of your life becoming keener and keener and
sharper and sharper? Are you being "filled," as the promise says? If not, it's because you are not hungry
enough; you are not thirsty enough! God says,"I will pour water upon him that is thirsty." Isa. 44:3.
One day someone asked D. L. Moody, "How do you explain the way God has used you so greatly?" He replied,
"It is very simple--I'm thirsty." God said, "Ye shall seek Me and find Me." We say, "Oh, isn't that
nice. When it's convenient, I'll . . . " No! No: Wait a minute--God added a condition: "When ye shall
search for Me with all your heart." Jer. 29:13. No halfhearted searcher will ever discover God! God is
not a plaything to be toyed with. Let's get on down the road towards maturity for we're talking about
Christian character and Christian service.
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God said, "If my people which are called by My name shall humble themselves, and pray, and
seek my face." II Chron. 7.14. They must hunt for something'. They must get desperate with God and
with themselves. The Psalmist said, "As the hart panteth after the waterbrooks, so panteth my soul after
Thee, O God. My soul thirsteth for God, for the living God." Psa. 42:1,2. "Oh God, Thou art my God,
early will I seek Thee; my soul thirsteth for Thee, my flesh longeth for Thee to see Thy power and Thy
glory, as I have seen Thee in the sanctuary." Psa. 63:1,2. Ah, here is an intensity in the soul of the sweet
Psalmist of Israel.
One day long ago as God was leaping across the centuries of human history in the opening pages
of I Chronicles, He suddenly stopped and said, "You must know more about this man Jabez. We can't go any
further just yet." But, we ask, what was so great about Jabez? God says, "It was his prayer. Listen to
his prayer: 'Oh.h.h.h.h.h . . . that Thou wouldest bless me indeed!" I Chron. 4:10. What a way to start
a prayer. "Oh.h.h.h." He was in earnest. He meant business. He got his prayers answered! God stopped
the chronology of centuries to show us a man who was hungering and thirsting for blessing upon his life!
Just half-listening to the radio the other day, I heard someone say, "You are caught by the thing you
chase!" I was dumb-founded! I listened again--"You are caught by the thing you chase." That's right!
That's profound! If you chase women, you are caught by lust! The very thing you are chasing has
captured you. If you are chasing education, you are caught by it. And if you are hungering and thirsting
for God, you are going to be caught by Him! Do you really desire God and God's blessing, or are you
content with less? Happy is that man who has a hunger for God!
THE MERCIFUL
"Blessed are the merciful." Matt. 5:7. Oh, what a needed word in our day! This implies
forgiveness. This is the opposite of cruelty and hatred and vengeance. "Blessed are the merciful."
This does not mean someone who is easy-going and who winks at sin. Jesus was saying, "Blessed are
those who are big-hearted and forgiving." One of the problems on the Japan mission field today is that we
have so many little people serving as missionaries. I mean this kindly, but it is true. People carrying
grudges and chips on their shoulders. Jesus said that a man who was big-hearted, forgiving, loving,
kind, and merciful would be happy. None of this spirit of "I'll get even with him if it's the last thing I
ever do!" No! No! No! "Blessed are the merciful, the-kind."
After the greatest text ever uttered on prayer, the Lord's prayer, Jesus said immediately, "If ye
forgive . . . , but if ye forgive not . . ." Matt. 6:14,15. If we don't forgive one another, our Father in
heaven will not forgive us! Maybe you have been knocking on heaven for a long time trying to get
some prayers answered and nothing has happened. What is the matter? Maybe it is because you have
an unforgiving spirit way down deep inside, an unforgiving attitude or some hard-heartedness towards
someone.
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You say, "But, but, but . . . you don't know what so-and-so did to me." It doesn't make any difference.
Do you not remember Jesus died praying, "Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do!"
Maybe the people who did to you what they did, did not realize what they were doing, so like Jesus,
should we not pray for their forgiveness? Phillip's translation says, "Let there be no more resentment, no
more anger or temper, no more self-assertiveness, no more slander, no more malicious remarks. Be kind to
each other, be understanding." Eph, 4:31, It isn't necessary that we always agree, but it is necessary
that we understand. It isn't necessary that we reach a complete unity, but it is necessary that we understand. "Be
understanding. Be ready to forgive others as God for Christ's sake has forgiven you." Vs. 32. In another
place Phillips says, "As God's picked representatives of the new humanity, purified and beloved of God Himself,
be merciful in action, kindly in heart, humble in mind. Accept life, and be most patient and tolerant with one
another, always ready to forgive if you have a difference with anyone. Forgive as freely as the Lord has
forgiven you. And, above everything else, be truly loving, for love is the golden chain of all the virtues.
Let the peace of Christ rule in your heart, remembering that as members of the one body you are called
to live in harmony. 11 Col. 3:12-15. "As much as lieth in you, live peaceably with all men." Rom. 12:18.
"Blessed are the merciful!"
CHAPTER SIX
In the great sixth chapter these subjects are dealt with: giving, praying, fasting, serving, worrying.
I like Jesus' approach, so simple, so easy to understand: "When ye give. When ye pray . . . When ye fast
this is the way to do it.'" I like Jesus' teaching, for while it is simple and easy to understand, the greatest
minds of the world have pondered its depths.' His teaching has challenged the greatest of men. But there
is a simple approach too. Even children hung on His words. "When you give, when you pray, when you
fast, when you serve, when you worry .

," What a simple approach.'
PRAYER

"When you pray, go into your room and shut the door and pray to your Father who is in secret; and your
Father who sees in secret will reward you." Matt. 6:6. Have you noticed that when Jesus taught about giving and praying and fasting, that He mentioned that they should be done in secret? We should have
much secret praying.' What He taught was not, of course, against public prayer, but what He was saying
was that disciples are to have a strong inner life. We are to have some closet religion.' We are to give
secretly, to pray secretly, to fast secretly. We are supposed to have a rich devotional life, not only as
ordinary Christians, but especially since we are missionaries and leaders.' We are to have a strong inner
life, and it is this life that is accented here,
Jesus continued, "Don't give like a hypocrite, don't pray like a hypocrite, don't fast like a
hypocrite!" Now how does a hypocrite pray?
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He prays out, instead of up: He prays for people to hear him, instead of God. Jesus said, "Don't
pray like that." He goes on--"Go into your room and shut the door!" May I share a personal
experience? I was not raised in a Christian home. I became the first Christian in my family
when I was converted during high school days. I was not interested then in God or the church or
religion, but I did like music, and I'm a Christian today because I heard a man sing. He sang like
nothing I'd ever heard before; then he preached a Gospel message. Having accepted Christ,
naturally I wanted to follow the Lord, so I started reading the New Testament and came across
Matt. 6:6 right away, in the King James translation which said, " . . go into your closet, shut the door
and pray." I couldn't figure out why I was supposed to go into a clothes closet to pray. Three
months after becoming a Christian, I had felt called to enter the ministry, so gave up my own plans to
be a doctor, and then announced this to the family. They all thought I had lost my mind. "Sure
enough, Joe's headed for the insane asylum.' It's too bad, lie's got too much religion," they said.
For almost three months, as I got into bed each night, my mother came and sat beside the bed weeping
like her heart would break, sobbing, "I've only got one son and he's going crazy." About this
time I began to think seriously about praying in a closet but realized I couldn't do this when the
family was at home. They would call the authorities and say, "It's too bad, but you'll have to
come and get our son--he's gone crazy. He's gotten into our little two foot wide closet and shut
the door and says he is praying."
So I waited for a day when they were all gone from the house. It was in Texas in July and it
was hot! In those days we had no air conditioners. Our closet was small and it was full of suits, shirts,
and dresses. The floor was covered with shoes, but I thought I would follow the Lord anyway, so I got into
the closet, knelt on top of all the shoes, brushed aside all the dresses and shirts, raised my face to heaven only
to have it covered with a shirt dangling over it, and just as I started to pray, I remembered the words, "Shut the
door," so I closed the door. I prayed and prayed but it got hotter and hotter. I sweat more and more.
Finally I could hardly breathe. When I could stand it no longer, I flung the door open and stepped out,
covered with sweat from head to foot. Whew: I was out. I did not know then that many years ago, 1611,
when this translation was made, the old English closets were rather large places, and very quiet and very
private. It was an excellent place to be alone. It was from such simple beginnings twenty-nine years ago,
that I enrolled in Jesus' school of prayer.
We can enroll in Jesus' school of prayer by praying for simple things. We by kindergarten
praying, and this is intercessory praying. We are supposed to get our prayers answered--prayers
answered for ourselves and prayers answered for others. The disciples asked Jesus, "Lord, teach us to
pray, like John the Baptist taught his disciples to pray." Luke 11:1. Brethren, if we're going to get the
job done in Japan, we are going to have to teach the people we lead to Christ to pray: The Japanese do
not know how to pray, They have to be taught, just like we were. Jesus took time to teach His disciples
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to pray. I know you take the time to teach your disciples the right organization, the right doctrine, the right
system, the right slant on everything, but do you teach them to pray? Do your converts learn to pray? Do
those God puts under your influence learn to pray, by being with you? Great men of God have always taught
their converts to pray. If Japan is ever going to be shaken for God, if we are ever going to carve from the
granite of Shintoism, Buddhism, and all that is Japan, a kingdom for Jesus Christ, it will be done by some
Japanese who know how to pray! I repeat the question, Do your disciples-know how to pray? One of
these days you are going to be headed for the States, maybe never to return to Japan again, What will you
have left here? In the wake of your trail will there be a lot of babies? A lot of spiritual infants who've
never yet learned to get their own balance and walk spiritually? A lot of spiritual infants who cannot do
anything but drink milk? Or will you have left some giants, some men able to reproduce in other people
what God has first of all produced in them? Dews Trotman of the Navigators used to ask, "Are we producing reproducers?"
I hear missionaries complain, "The Japanese did this. The Japanese did that." Brethren, we produce
workers like ourselves. Many of the things we do not like in the Japanese may be but reproductions of
what they see in the missionary. "Let's go on to maturity."
It takes time to learn to pray. No one has graduated from Jesus' school of prayer yet. Secret
prayer, private prayer--this was what Jesus was talking about in the Sermon on the Mount. Do we really
know what it is to reach up, get a hold of God and pray? Or are we playing at the matter?
There are a number of things that have helped me in this matter of prayer, and I would like to
share them with you. Sometimes our devotional life gets a little drab and dull and we need a little
spizirinctum put into them. Following are some suggestions.
1. Sing a hymn of praise. As a boy, twenty-eight years ago sitting on the edge of a camp cot at six
in the morning, I was reading my Bible when an old white-haired preacher came strolling by and started to talk.
He was a grand old saint. He asked, "Son, what are you doing?" "Reading the Bible." "Ohh.h. Then I
suppose you are going to pray?" "Yes, I'd intended to." "Let me give you a little advice. You know,
when you turn on the radio, for a few moments nothing happens. All the tubes have to get warmed up
first, then some beautiful music will come out. Your heart is like that. Sometimes you are going to start
to pray, but you don't feel much like it. You twist the prayer button, but not much happens, so let me tell
you what to do. Start your prayer time with a hymn of praise. It'll warm up your tubes. Goodbyel" And
off he went on his walk, but I never forget that experience. For twenty-eight years, morning by morning,
I have found that his advice works: After time spent in the Word just before I pray, there is a hymn of
praise sung unto Him. It makes you want to pray! It's a real tonic. When your heart is cold, or you are
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sleepy or dull, or need something, try singing a hymn of praise. Now be careful. There are three kinds of
hymns--you can sing inward or outward or upward. You can sing about yourself, your experience, or
you can sing to others, or you can sing upward to the Lord. Use these kind, the upward kind, to open
your prayer time. Who could not feel like praying after singing, "Fairest Lord Jesus," "My Jesus, I Love Thee,"
"When I survey the Wondrous Cross," "Holy, Holy, Holy," "Oh, For a Thousand Tongues to Sing"? Or
you could change a few of the words of a song and sing, "I'll Give of My Best to Thee Master," or
kneeling in prayer with our face raised to heaven sing, "I Am Happy in Thy Service, O My King," and
make it a song to the Lord Jesus. Let's start our prayer times with praise: It'll work!
t We come to God in prayer, saying, "Oh God, gimme, gimme, gim'me," and then wonder why our
souls are so niggardly and shrivelled and dried up: "I want, I want, I want." Is this the way we pray? Of
course, there is a time for that kind of praying, but try starting with praise.
2. Pray through the prayers of the Bible. When your praying gets dry, turn over to
Ephesians to the prayers of Paul and everyday fora week pray for yourself everything Paul prayed for
the Ephesians. Eph. 1: 15-23; 3:13-21; Col. 1:9-13, etc. Try this with other prayers recorded in
the Bible.
3. Turn the Word you read into prayer. After reading the Bible, as you start to pray, open it
and turn the things you have read into a prayer for yourself. This will make the Word live! Ask
yourself, What does the Bible say to me? Try praying through some of the great epistles, or the
Psalms, or from your daily reading. It will do something to your praying.
4. Make one decision about your praying. We base our praying too much on emotion: If we
feel like praying, we pray, and if we don't feel like it, we don't. Make this one decision--you are going
to pray whether you feel like it or not. Dear old Dr. R. A. Torrey said, "Many of the best times of
prayer I ever had were when I started out feeling absolutely dead!" Don't let your praying depend on
emotion. Make one decision about it. Does it pay to get up early in the morning and set aside time for
the Word and prayer? Does it really pay to meet God daily, like Jesus did? If it does, do it! Make the
decision, then stick to it. When the alarm clock bell rings in the morning and you feel you'd like to
sleep on, just say, "That's one decision that's already made," and then roll out., If it doesn't pay to do so,
forget it. There are some things that ought to be decided once and for all! They should no longer be
open to debate.
As we continue to study Jesus' teaching about prayer, not only here in Matthew, but also in parallel
passages in Luke 11, we notice that a desperateness must come into our praying, especially if we are to
get prayers answered not only for ourselves, but also for others. Matt. 7 mentions asking, then seeking,
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then knocking. Here is a progression in earnestness of fervency. Jesus said the man got what he
wanted because of his sticktuitiveness! He was in earnest. He was desperate. And some of our
prayers will never be answered until we get desperate with God! As we progress in the school of
prayer we will notice it is just not a simple little asking, but a real seeking, an earnest knocking, a desperate
pleading until the matter is settled. Read Luke 11:5-13 if you want to know how to get your prayers
answered for somebody else. Jesus said, "He kept on knocking." He was desperate. He just stayed at
the door and kept on knocking until he got what he wanted. Here was demonstrated an earnestness, a
fervency, an urgency, a desperateness, an intensity that is needed in our praying today. Do we pray like
this?
Where are the people that pray like Daniel? Read Dan. 9:1-19. Daniel said, "I thought about
the word of God. I thought about the time of the captivity of my people and by the time that has already
passed, according to the Word, they should be going back to Jerusalem. The seventy weeks spoken of
in Jeremiah are over. The period of the captivity is finished. The people of God should be on the
move. The Bible is plain, but nothing is happening. So I set my face to seek the Lord for three weeks."
Daniel determined to pray into being the fulfillment of what was mentioned in the Bible. This is
intensity! This is desperate praying! "O Lord,
hear; O Lord, forgive; O Lord, hearken and do; defer not, for Thine own sake, 0 my God: for Thy city and Thy
people are called by Thy name." Dan. 9:19. Daniel's prayer moved the heart of a heathen king in the days of
Ezra to issue a decree to start the people moving towards Jerusalem. This was because a man fell on his face
in a spiritual desert and prayed for three weeks until something happened. Do we pray like this in Japan?
Do we pray like Elijah on Mt. Carmel? He had made an issue of sin and idolatry. He needed
God's help, so he knelt down in the mountain, putting his face clear down to his knees, and started to pray.
Presently he sent his servant to see if anything was happening. "Nothing!" He was surprised. Back
down on his knees he went, praying again. Then he called his servant, "Go and look." The report came,
"Nothing." Again and again he prayed. Seven times the same answer came back, "Nothing." But it
had to be! His servant thought, "It's too bad. Sensei has gotten too old He's disappointed. What shall we
do with him? He knows it hasn't rained for three and one-half years. He's a pitiful sight. But Elijah just
kept on praying and kept on and kept on and kept on. After the eighth time the old servant came back
reporting, "Yes, there's a cloud, but it isn't very big!" Here was a man like us the Bible says who fell on his
face in the mountains and unlocked the heavens until the sky grew black with clouds and the rain started to fall.
"It's got to rain, it's got to rain, it's got to rain." Here was desperate praying. This isn't kindergarten
praying. This is getting prayer answered for somebody else: This is going on to college.
Do we have intercessors like this in Japan who will fall on their face before God and pray into being
a living church for Christ in this nation? What we need in Japan is a revival of praying! We have churches
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and organizations. and missions, we have machinery and methods and activity, we have schools and hospitals
and social work, but what we need is fire! The Bible has so much to say about this kind of desperate praying that
brings the fire down from above!
Remember Moses? God said, "I'm sick and tired of this bunch of gripers you brought out of
Egypt. I'm going to destroy all of them, but of you I am going to make a great nation." Exodus 32:1-14.
Moses said, "Excuse me, Lord, You're the one that brought them out of Egypt." The Lord replied, "That
bunch have gone and made a golden calf and are worshipping it right now. I'm going to wipe them out,
but out of a man like you, I am going to make a great nation. Now let Me alone!" Did you hear that?
God said to a man, "Let Me alone." Get out of My way! Those are Scriptural words--Ex. 32:10.
At that very instant Moses fell prostrate across the path of God and began to pray, "Oh God,
remember what You said to Abraham, remember what You said to Isaac, remember what You said to
Jacob. Oh, God, You're the One that brought them out of Egypt. You're the One taking them to
Canaan. What are the nations going to say about You and Your Name? As for me, I don't care--wipe
me out, that's all right. But what about Your Name?" Oh, what a prayer! I say it reverently, Even God
would not cross the prostrate form of His praying servant. God respects a praying man.' Moses got his
prayers answered for 3,000,000 people that day! Do we know anything about this desperate kind of
praying? If we need a revival of anything in Japan, we need a revival of praying.
One day in America I sat in the front seat of a car with one of the great servants of God just
after he had finished speaking on prayer. There were just the two of us, and he was a man I admired
very deeply. I had been deeply moved by his sermon. We were good friends, so I called him by his first
name and then asked, "Please tell me. How much do you pray every day?" He sat silently for a minute,
then leaned away over and buried his face in his hands. The tears started dripping from his eyes and
falling on the floor. He said, "Oh Joe, not enough! Not enough." I felt as if .1 were on holy ground.
"The great lessons of science and art have been learned by lifelong efforts and shall we grow
faint and give up if we fail after a brief and half-hearted effort to wrest from the grip of God the most
precious lessons that He Himself can teach us?" As I said, this is the most heart searching sermon when
you begin to apply it personally.
The Lord Jesus who delivered this Sermon on the Mount is standing here right now and is asking us, "Are
you really hungry and thirsty for righteousness? Or are you hungering after status and position and publicity
and praise? Are you seeking great things for yourself? Seek them not! Are you really big-hearted and
forgiving, or are you little and critical and supersensitive and full of self-pity? If so, you don't have any
business in this country. Are you really a man of prayer? Is prayer in your daily schedule or do you
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just pray at your convenience which generally means a little short prayer once in a while whenever you
happen to feel like it? Is prayer part of your daily work, or do you just bat along, trying to get everything
done?"
A little motto hanging on the door of my study says, "Don't make excuses--just get the job done!"
Brethren, good intentions are not enough. Are there not some confessions that ought to be made? Do
you not need a business meeting with God? Let us have a season of prayer right now and here in this
quietness you can talk to Him about yourself. Let's start with confessions. Let's pray for ourselves.
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THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT
Third Message by Joe R. Gooden

While the study of the Sermon on the Mount is one of the most stimulating, it is also one of the
most heart-searching and one of the most humbling messages of the entire Bible. I feel it has a
particular application to us as disciples in Japan, and especially since we are missionaries. For the Gospel
to be heard, it must also be seen, and unless we demonstrate with our lives what we preach with our lips,
people will not be interested in what we say.
In spite of the many subjects covered by this sermon, we have to admit that its central theme is the
personal Christian life. In spite of the wide ramifications and implications of this sermon, we are
brought face to face with our own personal life, with our own inner life before God. It is this approach
that I have taken for our discussions during these three days.
Yesterday we dealt with prayer. Someone put it this way, "Much is undone, more is
over-done, but most is ill-done, because prayer is not well-done!" We noticed that throughout the
history of the church inadequate men have been doing impossible things because of the power prayer
brought into their lives: While many men are far more gifted, and while many are far more skilled in
techniques, they have failed to do a greater work than more simple men many times because of the lack
of prayer: It was not of Socrates, Plato, or Aristotle that Jesus said, "Ye are the light of the world!" It was
to a group of humble fishermen by the Sea of Galilee. He had said to them, "You are the salt of the
earth; you are the light of the world:"
Prayer demands discipline, real discipline, and along this line of thinking, it was Hudson Taylor
who said, "A man may be gifted, consecrated, and devoted and yet of little use because undisciplined"'
The Bible talks about "He that dealeth with a slack hand." The full text is, "He becometh poor that
dealeth with a slack hand." Prov. 10:4. Is it not the Bible that teaches us that if we fail to discipline
ourselves, that we will be disciplined by God? If we fail to search our own hearts, to correct our own
errors, to confess our own sins, to mend our own ways, then the Lord has to chastise us. Therefore, by
heart-searching, by careful introspection, by scrutinizing our lives with a fine-tooth comb, we can
escape a lot of chastening from God! I Cor. 11:31,32.
Now let us consider the last three beatitudes, and touch on the major subjects mentioned in Matt. 7.
THE PURE IN HEART
"Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God." Matt.5:8.
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Brethren, we can never exhaust this text.' "Blessed are the pure." We must approach this text with a
sense of awe! Were greater words ever spoken by man? Here we notice that God is really concerned
about our hearts. Over and over in the Bible He talks about our hearts. In the Old Testament God asked,
"My son, give Me thine heart!" Prov. 23:26. He didn't say, "Give me your head." If God can get our
heart, He can also get our head, but the tragedy is that many have given God their head, but not their
heart. Their heart remains cold and unmoved. Of course, we need knowledge, and we need more of it
than we have, but we need knowledge on fire!"
In Jesus day there were people concerned about washing pots and pans and about a religion of the
outside, of appearances and show, but Jesus was concerned about a religion on the inside. In Jesus day men
were. greatly concerned about the intellectual, the philosophical, the theological, the speculative, and
while these things have a place, what Jesus is really dealing with in this sermon concerns the heart. He
went straight to the heart.' He was more concerned about men than about their environment, and while
much should be done to improve man's environment, something must first be done to improve his inside, his
heart, and then no matter what environment he lives in, he will have victory in his lifer Please don't
misunderstand. I am deeply interested in social problems. I have an M. A. in sociology. I am vitally
concerned about society, but I am also concerned about what Jesus said should happen inside of us!
"Blessed are the pure." This means the clean. Living in a world with the kind of advertising we
see all the time, living in a world that is impure and vile and filthy, living in a world with trash displayed on
every hand, we must be careful. Martin Luther said, "You can't keep the birds from flying over your head,
but you can keep them from building nests in your hair" Real lust, real temptation is not so much when the
thought crosses the mind because of some incident or picture, or suggestion, but it is when that thought is
brooded over, meditated on, dwelt on. Then it is that it conceives and brings forth sin as James
mentions. We have a responsibility to keep our minds clean. "Blessed are the pure."
What beautiful words in the Psalms, "Who shall ascend into the hill of the Lord? Who shall stand
in His holy place? He that hath clean hands and a pure heart . . . He shall receive blessing from the
Lord . . ." Psa. 24:3-5. Yes, the pure will be blessed. God took great pains to record by the pen of
inspiration the prayer of a man who cried out, "Let . . . the meditation of my heart be acceptable in Thy sight,
0 Lord," Psa. 19:14. The greatest of the apostles said, "Think on these things: Things that are true, things
that are honest, things that are just, things that are pure, things that are lovely, things that are of good
report, things that are virtuous, things that are admirable." Phil. 4:8. Brethren, have you ever knelt
before God in the light of this verse and searched your own heart? Have you asked in prayer, "Oh God, is
this my thought life?" "Think on these things," is a commandment of God. "God looketh on the heart."
I Sam. 16:7.
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I like to read various translations of the Bible for they help to get my mind out of the rut it is in.
Of course, we realize there is no perfect translation. The best thing is to read the original itself, and
even then we have to do some critical study. However, Phillip's translation on the subject of purity is
emphatic. Here are some of his texts: "Have done then with impurity and every other evil that touches the
lives of others." Jas. 1:21. "you should speak and act as men who will be judged.” Jas 2:12. " . . .
Remember that we who are teachers (and may I substitute here the word 'missionary'?) will be judged by
a much higher standard." Jas. 3:1. "Let us keep clear of anything that smirches body or soul." II Cor.
7:1. "Be innocent as babes as far as evil is concerned." I Cor. 14:20. Have you ever thought, I
wonder what goes on in that night club? I'd like to take a peek. Oh? "Steer clear of evil in any
form." I Th. 5:22. "I beg you to live in this world as strangers and temporary residents, to keep clear of the
desires of your lower natures, for they are at war with your souls." I Pet. 2:11. "The calling of God is to
the most thorough purity, and anyone who makes light of the matter is . . . making light of God's
command:" I Th. 4:8.
Before coming to Japan it was my privilege to be a pastor in America for eight years. Through a
daily radio broadcast our influence reached far beyond the confines of our own local church, and I was
called on to conduct many funerals, and to visit many seriously ill in the hospitals. I noticed one thing
very carefully. Our mind is like an I.B.M. machine. Our mind remembers far more than we would ever
imagine. I remember looking at the intricate panels of an I.B.M. machine one day as it was being set up
in an office, and marveled at all the details, the precision, the storage facilities. However, I've seen men
die; I've heard their death-bed confessions. I've learned that the human mind remembers, and that it
remembers far better than the finest intricate machine. Your mind remembers far more of the things you
look at, the things you brood over, the things you meditate on, than you would ever dream.
When men are dying, facing their Creator, the sins of a life-time often come back in an instant.
The recall often is terrible. Strong men tremble. "Oh God, I remember. I didn't mean to do it, but I did
it: Oh God, forgive:" I remember my friend driving down the highway, telling how a big truck in front
of him turned over. The driver was thrown out and the truck rolled over on him with the left door post
resting on his chest, pinning him to the ground. He had only a few seconds to live, but in those few
seconds that truck driver was recalling the sins of a lifetime: The reciting of a man's sins as he is about
to face God, the recounting of the sins of the past, the mind as it goes back and back and back in its
recall is sometimes terrifying, as the past comes back in a flash: When the cold hand of death comes
knocking at the door, what will come to your mind. When you're facing a holy God, how will it be?
Now is the time for confession and forgiveness. Now is the time for cleaning up. Anyone making light
of God's command about purity is making light of God's word. "Blessed are the pure."
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THE PEACEMAKERS
"Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the children of God." Matt. 5:9. The
world is full of troublemakers, warmongers, and dividers. Let us consider only the personal
implications of this great text.
Among missionaries there are some troublemakers, there are some dividers. There are some
people whose influence is for division, rather than for unity, and this is sad. We might as well face it.
I remember a funny little old preacher I met twenty years ago, and I'll never forget his carrying
around a little oil can in his packet. As he went here and there, staying in people's homes, he would hear
a door squeak and out would come the little oil can and a few drops would do the trick. He was always
ready. He would oil a lock that wouldn't work. People said, "Oh, thank you, I've been intending to do that for
a week or so. He went around squirting a little oil. here and there and it was amazing how many squeaks
it stopped. May I ask, how's your little oil can? Do you have one? Do you use it? Is your influence for
unity or is it for division? A little oil will fix an awful lot of squeaks, squawks, and crankiness.
All of us know people who go along fine for a while and then one day they come around with
the strangest attitude, with seemingly a chip on their shoulder. Things are not right and everybody
knows it. They act like they have gotten up on the wrong side of the bed. They act like they have a
sour stomach. They look like it too. God says, "Blessed are the men who can get people like this
straightened up.'" Such men can make a great contribution to any mission field. "Blessed are the
people who are not sensitive, not touchy, and not always on the defensive." Blessed are those who are
"swift to hear, but slow to speak and slow to wrath." Jas. 1:19. "Let's go on to maturity."
One mark of maturity is that a man can control his tongue, according to James, lie records that the
same is a "perfect" man. Jas. 3:2. The meaning of this Greek word is "maturity." He is a mature man. It
is a mark of spiritual adulthood, in contrast to babyhood. The man that can keep his tongue is mature.
The man that just can't hold it back is still in infancy! We are to love our enemies. If he is hungry, feed
him. If he is naked, clothe him. If he curses, bless him. If he lies about you, rejoice. If he hates you,
do good to him. If he despitefully uses you, pray for him. Oh, how blessed, how happy are people
like this! Jesus said so! We realize we need the help of the Lord Jesus to live like this, don't we?
"Blessed are the peacemakers." Are you a peacemaker? "No, I'm a troublemaker, I'm a . . . " Woops!
Wait a minute--we don't talk like that, do we? "Brethren, mark them which cause division among
you . . . and avoid them." Rom. 16:17.
Never will I forget stepping into the entrance of a missionary's home and chatting with him for a
moment. A new missionary had moved in about a block down the street and I didn't know him, so I
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inquired, "What kind of a fellow is he? Do you know anything about him?" "Yes," he grumbled, "he's
really a . . . " Then suddenly he stopped. He stopped right in the middle of his sentence! There was a
moment of silence. He dropped his head. "What's the matter?" I asked. He said, "Joe, God told me to
stop. What I was about to say would have been very unkind." As I got into my car that day and drove
away down the street, I felt that I had met a spiritual giant. God told him to stop and he stopped:
God often tells us to stop. Stop! STOP! But we just blunder right on. "Blessed are the peacemakers."
Were more beautiful words ever spoken? Isn't Jesus a wonderful teacher?
THE PERSECUTED
"Blessed are the persecuted." Matt. 5:11. A true Christian will not only be pure and meek and
merciful, but he will also be persecuted. I remember one time going up to an old saint that had served
God for many years in Burma and who had returned to the States. He had a beard. He said it was to
cover up a scar he had received when he was hit on the chin with a club. I said, "I'm bothered. The
Bible says, 'All that will live Godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution,' (II Tim. 3:12), but I haven't
been persecuted very much." He looked down at me and replied, "And son, you aren't very old either!"
I wasn't. I was only sixteen. He said, "You wait. It'll come!"Jesus never promised we would be popular;
He promised we would be persecuted. The Lord didn't pull any punches. He said, "You better sit down
and count the cost before you start out on this road."
One time in the States while holding a three-weeks evangelistic campaign in a church in Ohio, God
blessed in a special way and many began to turn to Christ. The Christians got revived and began to
witness. One very attractive young lady, even though she weighed about 200 lbs., began to witness in the
school cafeteria where she worked with the result that she lost her job. They told her the school was no
place to witness. Immediately after she had been fired, she came straight to the parsonage and I was
sitting in the living room. She came in the door crying as if her heart would break, sobbing out the sad
story, "Oh, I've just been fired. What shall I do? What shall I do?" I sent a telegram to heaven right
quick and said, "Lord, what shall I tell her?" Then I remembered the text. I said to her, "Jump." "Go on,
jump!" and snapped my fingers. She looked dumfounded. I repeated it, "Jump." Then I read the text,
"Blessed are you when men shall separate you from their company, and shall reproach you, and cast -out your
name as evil . . . Rejoice in that day, and leap for joy . . . " Luke 6:22,23. Then she saw the wonderful
truth. She quieted down. Another good job was gotten for her. "Blessed are the persecuted."
Phillips put it this way, "And what happiness will be yours when people blame you and ill-treat you
and say all kinds of slanderous things against you for my sake. Be glad then, yes, be tremendously glad--for
your reward in Heaven is magnificent." Matt. 5:11,12. You know, there is to be a joy in the Christian
life!
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FREEDOM FROM WORRY
In dealing with many subjects in this sermon, Jesus dealt with a worried mind. We who are the
ambassadors of peace often evidence so little of it! We go around with a frowning, troubled countenance
and then wonder why people don't want our Christianity! Our faces get awfully long. No sparkle. No joy.
We'd go broke_ selling anything with that kind of an expression. Vie go to the door calling, we go to
preach a sermon, we go to do personal work, we go to a conference, we greet our friends with all the
enthusiasm of the man who had just graduated from salesmen's school and who went up to the first door
to sell a vacuum cleaner, stumbling, shy, mumbling, and then finally blurting out, "Ya'll don't want to buy
no vacuum cleaners no how, do you?" We Christians are supposed to be a special people.' We are not
supposed to be fretting and worrying and living in a stew all the time. Jesus never said we would not
have problems and troubles and difficulties, but He said that we should have a life free from worry.
"Take no thought . . . " (Matt. 6:25) should be translated,"Take no anxious thought." Jesus never
meant that we are not supposed to plan ahead or think about daily provisions, but He meant that we are
not supposed to be worrying and fretful and filled with anxiety. Christians should not be frustrated
people. Of all the people on earth, we should be the most happy. How about yourself? Are you well
integrated? Does your life have a balance? Or are you and your wife basically frustrated?
Several have asked that something be said about the home. Jesus' prescription for a happy home
is, "Don't worry, don't worry, don't worry:" He never said that we are to not be concerned or to not think
about our problems or to not make any plans, but that we are to not worry. Our homes are to be a place
of joy. One of the greatest contributions you can ever make as a missionary in Japan is joy: You go into
the average Japanese church and it is so cold you freeze to death, and I don't mean physically. So little
joy, so little victory, so little happiness, so little buoyancy.
Frustrated and worried parents pass on such frustrations and worries to their children. "Train up a
child in the way he should go, and when he is old, he will not depart from it." Prov. 22:6. We men
have a responsibility along these lines. Yesterday we were talking about getting our prayers answered,
and if we're not getting our prayers answered, something is wrong. Something is hindering,
This is a group of men, so I want to talk to you as men. One hindrance to prayer is not honoring
your wife, not showing proper feeling for, proper respect for, proper regard for. I Pet. 3:7 records,
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"You husbands, live considerately with your wives, bestowing honor on the woman . . . since you are
joint heirs of the grace of life, in order that your prayers may not be hindered." You can't fuss and fight
with your wife and get your prayers answered! I heard a song on the radio the other day saying, "Try A
Little Tenderness." In the days when you were courting your wife, you would go to the door carrying some
flowers, greet her with the nicest smile, take her arm and help her into the car, almost carrying her half the
way. You would open the door, put her in, then carefully shut it, go around to your own side and drive
away. Now you sit out in front of the house and blow the horn, "Beep! Beep." You wonder what is
taking her so long. She comes out with the children she has had to get ready and you don't even open
the door for her. "Come on, let's go. We're late now.' What took you so long?" "Try A Little
Tenderness."
And this is more needed than you realize, especially when considering the age some of you are
approaching. At the age some of your wives are now, they are going to need a lot of tenderness, a lot of understanding and sympathy and companionship during the next few years. They need attention. I'm a
grandfather and can speak from experience. "Give honor unto the wife." A lot of the trouble with
missionary wives in Japan could be solved, if every month or six weeks you would take two or three days off
and take your wife to a hot spring somewhere, or if you live in the country, go to the city, or if you live
in the city, go to the country. A lot of the problems would be solved if you would make a date with your
wife once a month and take her out to someplace nice. Let her dress up. Maybe she doesn't feel like
dressing up too much in the little church you are working with. Women are women, and all these things
will help ease many of her burdens. The casualty rate will decrease.
Do you take a day a week off or do you just bang on through? The Bible tells us we ought to
rest one day a week. Do you? This is another great contribution we can make in the Japanese churches,
I have a number of young pastors I'm working with, helping to train them, and one of the greatest
contributions to the lives of these men has been for them to realize that they can take a day off. We've
gone skiing together, hiking in the mountains together, and have had some wonderful times. The
whole ministry of these men is being changed as they have begun to realize there is a real joy in the
Christian life. There are a lot of things you can never teach out of a book! One day a weak off will
sharpen us and tone us up so we can do a week's work in six days! Otherwise the sharp edge gets
knocked off and it takes us seven days to do six days work.
My schedule is generally very busy, as the Japanese arrange a lot of meetings, and you know how
busy they can pack every minute. In fact, it is all I can do to keep up with it. I come home and about
collapse. Often I just fall onto the couch and sleep and sleep. Finally one day Fredda told me, "Honey, I
either see you flying out of the door with a brief case in your hand, or lying in a prone position on the couch! You
know, the children ought to see you more lively."' This made me really think. I generally spend one week
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a month in Yamagata Prefecture in Northern Japan and when the meetings are over, I have started staying an
extra day, resting, hiking in the mountains, or sleeping. This way when I get home I'm refreshed. I feel
like taking time with the children. It's amazing, but just adding another day to many an evangelistic trip
or Bible conference and coming back home rested has made a difference in my home. We are to know a joy
and this joy should be manifested in our homes. We are to live a life free from worry.
JUDGING
Matt. 7:1 mentions, "Judge not, that you be not judged." Now what does this mean? It means,
"Don't be a Pharisee." Don't be egotistical and self-centered and think you are the only one doing
anything for God, that you are right and everybody else is wrong. There are certain things we are told
to judge. Jesus goes only five verses and then tells us to judge what is holy and not give it to the dogs!
In verse fifteen Jesus said we are to judge who are false prophets. We are to judge heresy. We were
never meant to be flabby in essentials. We are to judge those who are wolves in sheep's clothing. We
Christians are to believe something. We're to major on the majors and minor on minors, but let us never
major on minors or minor on majors. In essentials we should have unity, in nonessentials liberty. 1 Cor.
5:12 mentions that we are to practice church discipline by judging church members when they become
guilty of certain sins mentioned in the chapter. "Judge not according to appearance, but judge righteous
judgment," we are commanded. John 7:24. We are even told that one day we shall judge angels. I Cor.
6:3.
What Jesus is condemning in Matt. 7:1 is the attitude of a Pharisee: I know some missionaries
in Japan think they are absolutely the only one doing anything for God in Japan. They believe that
outside of them, the Lord is doing nothing. This is the spirit of a Pharisee and was condemned by Jesus.
Probably the most solemn words ever uttered by Jesus were those of Matt. 7:21-23, "Not everyone that says
unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven, but he that does the will of my Father which is
in heaven. Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, we were missionaries, we were religious
workers, we spent a life of busy activity in religious service. Please open the door." But He will say, "I
never knew you." "But we did all kind of good works, we conducted hundreds of meetings, we
organized all kinds of . . . " "Depart from Me--I never knew you!" What solemn words.
Never will I forget the closing of an evangelistic meeting in Chicago many years ago. During the
invitation a nicely-dressed man came forward. As soon as the service was dismissed, he came over
and said, "Sir, I must speak to you. For twenty-seven years I've been a minister," and mentioned his
denomination. "I heard you speak tonight on being born again, but I've never been born again. I've
graduated from college and seminary, I've preached for all these years, but I realize I've never been
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saved myself. "His eyes filled with tears; he bowed his head. I took the Bible and dealt very tenderly
with him and then we knelt in prayer together. A preacher of twenty-seven years prayed the prayer of a
little child, humbling himself before God. Religious? Yes, but lost. Lost where? Lost in the church!
Lost in theology! Lost in scholarship. He had to come by the way of the cross. There are going to be a lot of
people we will be expecting to see in heaven that will not be there, according to these solemn words of
Jesus. These men in Jesus' day had all the outer works, but they did not have anything on the inside.
This is what Jesus is condemning. They washed pots and pans and tithed mint and anise and cummin,
but they missed the main message of God for them! What a warning. They sang the songs, preached the
sermons, gave the offerings, officiated at the ceremonies, and performed religious works, but they never
know the Son of God personally! Jesus said directly to them, "You are hypocrites!" These are the words
of Jesus, and it doesn't take anyone with a college education to understand what He is talking about!
APPLICATION
What more excellent way is there to sum up the whole Sermon on the Mount than in Matt. 6:33,
"Seek ye first the kingdom of God and His righteousness and all these things shall be added unto you?"
A few years ago when a great revival came among missionaries in Korea., when lives of men and women
were changed until they were never the same again, it came when people began to apply the Bible
personally. At one of the summer conferences there were some Bible messages given. The Bible was
read and then simple questions asked like, "Is this true in your life?" The Bible was applied; it was
brought to bear upon individuals. God began to move in hearts.
Finally one of the leaders went to have a personal interview with the speaker. Previously each
one had been asked to take a blank sheet of paper and during their prayer time to write down on the
paper a list of their own sins, as the Lord brought them to mind. During the first minute of conversation,
the speaker asked this leading Doctor, "Sir, have you considered Matt. 6:33 for your own life? 'Seek ye
first the kingdom of God."' "Oh, yes, I know it very well. I frequently preach on it to the Koreans."
Then with a penetrating glance, the speaker continued, "Now are you willing to face this truth in your own
life?" "'I don't know, what do you mean?" "Are you actually putting God first in your own life? Or are
you putting Him at your convenience?" "Well. I suppose I'm not really putting Him first in everything,
but. . . " "You say you preach on this verse frequently but that you do not always practice it, so take your
pencil and start writing at the top of the sheet, 'I am a hypocrite.'" He wrote, "I am a hypocrite."
Something started happening to him. The scales began to fall from his eyes. He began to see himself
as he really appeared before a holy God! The list of sins continued. Finally he began to weep, and then
went out to pray. He had considered the Bible personally; for the
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first time in his life he began to realize that the Bible was written for him, that it was not just a
textbook of sermons for someone else! It was a soul-shattering experience for this man to face God
personally.
Another missionary leader recorded his own personal experience in these words; "I too began to
write down on a blank sheet of paper the sins of my life after having read the Bible passages suggested, and
the list grew quite long. I was shaken. I began to see that the record of sins mentioned in the
Bible was not simply a record of other people's sins, but that it was my black record too." After
several experiences of people like this, a revival swept through that station that has left it changed
even though years have passed since then. Revival changed the work of God in Korea during this
time, and this revival began with missionaries. It began with missionaries who began to be honest
with God.
Later when questioned in detail about what had happened and why, they replied, "Our whole
station started studying God's Word as though each member was the main one in mind when the Book was
written."
When this meeting is over and you return to your home, will you do something? Would you get
down on your knees in your room alone and open your Bible and pray through the Sermon on the
Mount, verse by verse? Not all at one time, but a few verses each day, perhaps for one month? Think of
them in all their implications for your own life. Read these verses on your knees and search your own
heart. Scrutinize your own life before God, in the light of His Holy Word, and this will really stimulate your
praying and your devotions. I know, for this is what I've been doing during the last month. This can
well be for you too a soul-shaking experience, so let us become absolutely honest with God.
One time on furlough with a group of 100 pastors at a retreat in the mountains I was sharing
some of these things out of the Word, and the Lord began to work. We went to prayer at the close of
the message, but for a little while no one prayed. There were just a few quiet sobs of men heard as
they wept before God and while in this attitude of prayer one of the pastors stood to his feet and
started to talk, "I'm not ready to pray. There is something I must say. I've said some very unkind
things about H, and I apologize." Then he walked over and put his hand on his shoulder, and said,
"Please forgive me. I'm sorry. My influence has been for division, rather than for unity." Then the
pastors one by one began to pray and I never heard such prayers. They prayed with tears and brokenness and confession before God. They came clean with God and with themselves and were
absolutely honest. One man prayed, "Oh God, I have a tendency to go dead spiritually and I am supposed to
be a leader." Another man, "Lord, when I pray it seems the heavens are like brass. I need a broken
spirit--that is my deepest need." Another man began his prayer, "Oh Lord, you know that I am guilty of all the
sins mentioned and many more besides. My life is too spasmodic--it's just up and down, up and down.
Nothing seems permanent about my spiritual life. Even as a preacher of the Gospel, I have known
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the depths of Satan. My home is miserable because of my selfishness." Another prayer began, "Lord, I
had reached the point of despair until I didn't care whether or not I ever entered the pulpit again. This is
the first time in six months I have felt clean." They continued, "God, I confess the sin of not praying
for the conversion of my dear- mother. I haven't believed You for her salvation. Oh God, my own
mother isn't even a Christian." Then in real honesty, "Oh God, forgive me for resisting the Holy Spirit.
You know how mad I was the first day I heard this man speak! You know how I resisted Your dealing
in my life. I'm so ashamed." I can well remember the one who poured out his heart, "Lord, You
know I haven't wept over souls. I haven't shed any tears in so long over the lost. I haven't had any
compassion. Your Word says that it is the people who sow in tears who will reap in joy. Give me
brokenness." God answered their prayers.
The thrilling thing is that God can clean up a man's life. I remember one day here in Japan
when I had to turn to one of my closest friends, as the two of us were riding along in the car and said, " You
know, you and I are very close friends and I'd like to go on being your friend, but it seems that every
time the two of us are together some place, you have something smuty to tell. If it isn't a dirty joke, it is
something that is off color. As long as I ever see you again, I never want to hear anything like that
come out of your lips again. My ear is no garbage pail; it is the temple of God." I prayed much about the
matter,. and the Lord answered prayer. Our friendship was not broken. That talk that day surely stopped
a lot of things that had no place in the life of a Christian.
There sits in this room today a man whom I have known for many years. When I first knew him, he
always had some of these off-color stories to tell, until one day revival came to his life, and he has been
a different man ever since. He is so different; it's as if I'd never known him before. Brethren, God can
clean us up, He will forgive us. Sometimes we wonder why more doesn't happen in Japan in the work
of God! If the truth were known, it is a miracle that as much happens as does.
CLOSING QUESTIONS
Jesus talked about purity of heart. Is your heart full of dirty little corners? Jesus talked about
peacemakers. Are you a troublemaker? Jesus talked about. Is your life free from worry; is it full of
faith, or are you frustrated? How about your home life? Are you really a good father and a good
husband? Or is Christianity something that has broken up your home? Are you so busy serving Jesus
you have no time for your
own wife or your own children? Has your Christianity destroyed the beauty of the fellowship in your
home? Does being a Christian worker mean you have no time for your family? Do you save everybody
else's home and then let your own go?
This sermon of Jesus deals with Christian character and Christian conduct. Jesus said, "Let's
go on to maturity." Now let us really pray for ourselves.
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